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A hundred years ago the forest of firs
and pines stretched without limit
between the mountains and the
ocean. Then lumbermen
turned the forest into the
homes of a nation.
They built a new
town. And in
the town, a
college.
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Between bay and city a forest began and
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people and progress pushed the timber back.
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Within the city
a college grew . . .
Puget Sound University was on the present
McCarver School site from 18874891. The Uni'
versity moved to 919 South Yakima for the next
four years. In 1894, Ninth and Yakima became
the University location. Then in 1903, land was
purchased where Jason Lee now stands.
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Sixty acres of land was purchased in 1923 for
the campus site of the College of Puget Sound.
to become our College of Puget Sound.
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the spirit of CPS.
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Dedication . . .
Top. Already a veteran of the Battle of Britain, Captain
Jack Raphael climbs aboard a P47 Thunderbolt at an
airfield somewhere in England. Right: Closer to home,
Raphael enjoys his birthday cake at Madigan General
Hospital, Tacoma. Next page: On the last field trip he
ever made, Geology major Raymond Williams stands
at the bank of the Skykomish River in the southern
Olympic Mountains.
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There is a Logger
veteran spirit too.
Bac\in the Fall of 1946, some CPS freshmen who stood in the
long registration lines needed a shave. Many of them tal\ed abouttheir former outfits at places li\e Anzio or Guadalcanal instead of
their classes at high schools li\e Lincoln or Stadium.
The ivy walls seemed to bulge. The pea\of veteran enrollmentwas reached in the Fall of 1948, when a thousand and thirty-eightveterans were in school. The new arrivals made themselves\nown.They became the fraternity presidents, the local sports heroes, the
ASCPS presidents, the scholars.The vets weren’t aloof .They too\part in every social and athletic function on the Logger campus.
And they studied hard . Their determination to ma\e up for lost
time made the college grade' point average climb.
If their college owes the veteran much, so does his country. It
is impossible to pay the debt owed to men li\e Jac\ Raphael. Heleft high school to join the RCAF, and was one of the few survivorsof his squadron after the Battle of Britain. Raphael joined the US
Air Force after his country entered the war. He flew 120 missions
in Europe and shot down five German planes.
Raphael was then assigned to the US Army claims service in
Luxembourg. Two days after the war was over, he was walking
across a field in France and stepped on a land mine. As Raphael
drin\s coffee in the SUB today, it’ s hard to believe he has two
artificial legs.
Another unpayable debt is owed to a crop of new veterans.
Raymond Williams was studying geology specimens in Howarth
last August. A letter came from his Marine reserve unit. Report
for duty, it said. Bac\in the same war as Raphael ,Williams had
fought in eight major engagements, a half a globe away. But he put
away his boo\s, shoo\ hands with geology professor and friend
Frederick McMillan and headed bac\to war-a war he had hopedwould never come. Less than two months later, Ray Williams was
dead in the streets of Seoul.
There are many more.
Not all CPS veterans trav¬
eled as far or had to ma\e the
sacrifices that Jac\ Raphael
and Ray Williams made. But
they all answered the sum'
mons to America’ s defense.
Their country and their cob
lege are proud of them.
This is one way to show
that pride. To Raphael ,
Williams and all CPS veter'
ans who did their best to end 4
all wars, we gratefully dedi-
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259-1939-S9| 283-1943-49
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The 404 members of the class of
1954 matriculated into quadrant
two. Quadrant two is the color
cardinal for religion, but this didn’t
seem to step up the influx of pre'
theological students. The biggest
percentage of incoming freshmen
came, as in past years, from Sta'
dium High in Tacoma.
On September 18, students
sharpened pencils, tuned violins and
fired up Bunsen burners. After the
usual scramble of changing sections,
dropping classes and registering late
to avoid the rush-after all the red
tape was wound up and the initial
confusion had died down-profes'
sors started handing out assign'
ments. The term was underway.
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Logger spirit registered at the Memorial Fieldhouse
Upperclassmen recall the long
registration lines that used to
stretch to the attic of Jones Hall.
They weren’t there this year.
Under the direction of Registrar
Dick Smith, enrollment moved
over to the Fieldhouse. Faculty
and students alike applauded the
new system that cut registration
time in half .
Over in Jones Hall, the Regis'
trar’s staff passed out ASCPS
cards, filed transcripts, and ad'
vised new students. Smith him'
self was busy with his posts of
Graduate Manager and Director
of Admissions besides his Regis'
trar task.
But before the new wax had
been worn off the halls of Jones,
Dick Smith was called back to
active duty. As Smith brushed
off his Lt. Commander’s uniform,
Dean Powell moved upstairs to
take over the Registrar’s job until
Smith returns. Later, a student
over in the SUB echoed the senti¬
ments of all who knew the stocky
registrar: “ We sure miss Dick
Smith around here.”
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Freshmen matriculated through the colorpost, shaking hands with Dr. R. Franklin Thompson. In June, graduating seniors
repeated the ceremony before Commencement.
Fieldhouse registration was handled by the administration and assisting Spurs. Students lined up and programs were processed
quickly inside the big building.
College Administrators Thompson and Smith inspected the Fieldhouse with Manager Lloyd Silvers before registration time.
Weeks later Smith left for the service.
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The Thompsons, Mary and Martha, were the first family to live in the
newly-built President’s home. Help and hospitality they gave to CPS
The administration
them
Long before the students began to swarm on
the campus in September, the six CPS adminis¬
trators had been getting ready for them. But as
the hundreds of Loggers got ready for classes, the
tempo increased.
Bursar Gerard Banks began balancing the col¬
lege and student body budgets. Registrar Dick
Smith supervised the huge task of enrollment over
in the Fieldhouse. Dean of Men Raymond Powell
organised his classes and guided fraternity rushing.
Dean of Women Lyle Ford Drushel got her Ameri¬
can Lit notes ready and advised the sororities on
their rushing. Dean of the College John Regester
counseled faculty and students alike, besides
making up a schedule of classes.
And President R. Franklin Thompson put out
the official welcome mat. He remained calm and
hopeful under the load of administrative and
money-raising problems. Yet as busy as all six
were, they always had time to chat with an old
student or help a frosh straighten out his schedule
in the new world that was CPS.
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watched
return . . .
The bursar’s office began to
hum like a dynamo as the long
lines of tuition-payers formed
outside. Bursar Banks and his
staff started keeping books for
seven different enterprises, be¬
sides handling the switchboard
and campus mail distribution.
Students streamed into the of ¬
fice with requests for deferred
tuition payment, dormitory
space or just plain informa¬
tion. Both Mr. Banks and his
“ girl Friday,” Carol Angst, re¬
mained calm throughout the
rush. They were used to it. For at the bursar’s
office, the rush continues all year. They keep books
for the college itself, and for the bookstore, cafe¬
teria, library, Fieldhouse, student body and inter¬
collegiate athletics besides. As the year began, stu-
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dents and faculty rushed in with requisitions to
buy this or that, each receiving the personal atten¬
tion of either Mr. Banks or Mrs. Angst. Bursar
Banks leaned his long frame up against the door
and said: “ This is quite a place.”
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Helped by Service Groups
White-sweatered and white-skirted, 15 sopho¬
more women worked all year to be, as their motto
states, “ At Your Service.” They saw that the frosh
were orientated at the beginning of the year, passed
out blanks, information, and warm coffee during
registration week, ushered at chapels, sold suckers
to “ lick PLC” during football season, gave inactive
Spurs a kidnap breakfast, counted votes at election
time, and made their traditional daisy chain for
May Day. In performing their duties, they found
that service to the community could be a real
pleasure.
Short, blonde, blue-eyed Joanne Lowry servedcapably as the Spur president. Joanne Wood was
vice-president and Maureen Dessen, treasurer. Liz;
Bradham served as scribe; Haz;el Mike as editor;
and Joyce Wilfley as historian. Barbara Dilullo led
their singing, and Eleanor Moberg was expansion
officer.
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Spurs and Knights
Maroon sweaters with knight'head emblemswere again a familiar sight on campus as the 22Intercollegiate Knights continued to serve the coblege. They sponsored the annual frosh mixer,ushered as chapels, got the “ Log Book” into studenthands by a record-breaking early November, playedSanta with rock candy at Christmas time, kept thecampus partially informed by means of the Log infront of the SUB, co-sponsored a skating partywith the Spurs, and ended the year with a Spur-Knight picnic.
One of the Hoover twins, Larry, served aspresident of the Knights, while the other, Lon, wasChancellor of the Exchequer. The other officerswere Tim Chapman, Keeper of the Archives; TomRutledge, Scribe; Bruce Brooke, Keeper of theMace; and Ray May, Expansion Officer.
Chosen for scholarship, leadership, and parti¬
cipation in school activities, this year’s Knights
were selected at the end of their freshman year bylast year’s group. Five juniors remained in the mem¬bership as advisers and officers.
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Ye school bell rang and . . .
Who’s got a cigarette? . . . I tell you that referee was blind . . . Hey, pick up your book . . . Oops, pardon me! Let
the lady through . . . Ready for that econ test? .. . And I said to Dr.Coulter . . . Come on, we’re late!
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ASCPS began another year . . .
Jim Ernst, ASCPS president, rolled back the cover on his well-worn maple desk every morning at 9.It was time for office hours. The ASCPS headquarters could be found just right at the head of the stair'way in the SUB balcony. The tall, dark-eyed leader turned away from the window as a student enteredthe office. “ Come in. What’s on your mind?” Jim wondered if he would hear a suggestion, a complaint,or a problem. “ My biggest job is just encouraging student co-operation.”At the fall registration 1,431 students paid the $10 fee to become members of ASCPS. The under¬estimated drop in enrollment forced Central Board to slash activity and department budgets. Maroon andwhite activity cards stamped with a Logger gave ASCPS members reduced admissions to college func¬tions and downtown movies, a copy of the Trail and a yearbook.
Tuesday mornings were set aside for Central Board meetings. Seated on the overstuffed davenportsand chairs in the faculty lounge, student leaders and administrative representatives poured over the prob¬lems of ASCPS. This legislative body allocates a yearly budget for the departments and publications.Jim took his place behind the
front table in the Central Board
meeting and at his right was Sec¬
retary Delores Breum. Vice-Presi¬
dent Alice Palmer and Treasurer
Gerard Banks were among the rep¬
resentatives who lined the wall.
Following the reading of the min¬
utes, Jim called for reports from
Forensics, Men’s Intramural,
Women’s Athletics, Dramatics,
Music, Tamanawas, and Trail.
Sometimes new expenditure figures
were scrawled on a huge black¬
board for the members to consider.
As each student concluded his re¬
port, discussion arose among the
members as to how to meet new
needs. Some questions were tabled;
others had to be studied by com¬
mittees; and a few problems called
for immediate legislation.
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Mrs. Lyle Drushel and the Stu¬
dent Affairs Committee met on a
spring afternoon in ’50 for lunch¬
eon. Around the table were Jim
Ernst, Christine Ostrom, Ed Bala-rezo, Jackie Hodgson, June Wright,
Dr. Raymond Powell, Dr. Lyle
Shelmidine, and Dr. John Phillips.
The purpose of their meeting
was to co-ordinate the social activi¬
ties of the college for a varied and
adequate program throughout the
’50-’51 year. Before them were re¬
quests to sponsor collegiate func¬
tions from the clubs and the music,
drama, athletic, and debate depart¬
ments. During the luncheon, the
committee attempted to iron out
any major conflicts between the
requests.
During the year new events were
added to the original social calen¬
dar, hanging in Mrs. Drushel’s
office. A group, through a requisi¬
tion slip to the committee, could
have their function put on the
agenda. The request was auto¬
matically passed unless another so¬
cial function was listed for that
date. In such cases, the Student
Affairs Committee met in the Dean
of Women’s office to work out a
compromise between the two
parties. Every month a new pro¬
gram was posted on the bulletin
board outside Dean Regester’s
office.
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Checking social dates, standing, Jim Ernst, Chris Ostrom, Dr. Phillips. Seated,
Dr. Powell, Jackie Hodgson, Mrs. Drushel, June Wright and Ed Balarezo.
Assisted by Student Affairs
and Chapel Committee.
Chapel committee met over dinner. Left to right, Don Jaenicke, Cal Frazier,
Barbara Albertson, Betty Nutting, Grace Fullager, Jim Ernst, Dr.Thompson,
Dr. Magee, Dr. Fredericks, Corrine Engle and Marian Swanson.
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Gathering around the fireplace at
Dr. Thompson’s new home or in
the SUB lounge, Chapel Committee
supervised student convocations
throughout the year. Chairman Cal
Frazier and his helpers met once a
month to plan chapels for the weeks
ahead. Theirs was the last word in
deciding who would appear before
the student body in the two-a-weekperiods.
Dr. Thompson, Professor Fred¬
rick, and Dr. Magee advised the
committee on policy and type of
programs that should be offered.
Each week’s chapel was under the
direction of a different committee
member. The biggest project of the
year was Religious Emphasis Week
when the many details of speakers
and seminars were handled smooth¬
ly by the Chapel-ites.Other outstanding chapels of the
year included High School Choirs,
the drama department’s Christmas
play, “ A Child Is Born,” and the
Sophomore assembly. Male students
enjoyed the chapels when the vari¬
ous queen candidates were intro¬
duced during the year.
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Star boarders in Anderson . . .
Midnight birthday parties, late orders from
the Little Store, and cold shower baptisms for girls
pinned were among the social activities of Mrs.
Schneider’s family of 86 girls in Anderson Hall
this year. Although the crowded state of the college
calendar prevented the group from having its tra-
ditional picnic and cruise, the girls celebrated the
holidays by turning their house meetings into short
parties with refreshments and group singing.
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Until 1950, the Dorm was so crowded that all
freshmen were exiled to the basement. But this
year there were empty beds in the basement and
some freshmen lived upstairs.
Each month at the SUB, tables were pushed
together and covered with table cloths for family
style dinners. For every dinner a different group of
girls served. The meals and the mixers after them
helped the residents of Anderson become better
acquainted with their campus dormitory neighbors.
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and Todd Hall settled down.
Open house, joint firesides and annual snow'
fights (if there is snow) with Anderson Hall resi¬
dents, and a regular monthly dance with the girls
at Anderson were all part of the activities of a
Todd Hall man. Between studies, the men played
their way through ping-pong and pool tourna¬
ments, and a complete intramural sports program.
They competed with teams from the fraternities
and Independents in football and basketball. Mrs.
Peterson again watched over the 97 men who tried
to obey the eight golden rules of Todd Hall.
Studying and sleeping were regular habits at
Todd Hall, but both were accomplished only
through considerable effort. The dorm resident
soon conditioned himself to the staccato of steel-
tapped shoes and to the beat of a radio during the
early morning hours. The doors at Todd Hall open
inward, and a rope stretched from one door knob
to another, across the hall, often provided consid¬
erable excitement in the rush for an 8 o’clock class.
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Living at the cottage were Maureen Garrards, Marcia
Wallin, Mary Cross. In back, Elaine Dikeos, Alice Ponko,
Audrey Luhm, Jean Stobbs and Sheila Robbins.
The Small
Dorms . . .
Ten girls and their housemother,
Roberta Westmoreland, occupied
and managed the smallest campus
home, the Cottage. This fall new
drapes were made and hung, and
chair cushions were slipcovered
with bright floral material by the
girls. The walls of every room have
been adorned with original unin-terpreted modern art, colleges and
abstract designs made by the girls
in art classes.
Bulbs were snatched from the
front porch, favorite recordings
played continuously, coffee perked
to fill the air with odors late at
night, and alarm clocks were set to
ring unheard by girls with early
classes.
Despite long hours of study and
daily house chores life at the cottage
was never dull.
nestled down.
Eating meals in their rooms
was a special privilege enjoyed
by the 13 girls living in Kin
tredge Hall, the SUB, pro'
vided they were willing to
carry the heavy trays of food
to the basement or upstairs.
Although they were the only
group living on campus that
did not have to hike for meals,
the girls shared their campus
home with the hundreds of
other students who gather
there to eat, drink coffee, talk,
and play the jukebox. But they
got used to the music, the
intermittently banging potato
peeler, and the occasional eve'
ning banquets. Betty Nutting,
vivacious yell queen, served
her second year as president of
Kittredge.
Kittredge girls caught at their Christmas party. Seated on floor, Mary Louise Moore, NeldaSmith, Pauline Griffith, Barbara Folsom and Betty Nutting. In back, Housemother Mrs. Drushel,Juanita Wilson, Carol Gunderson, Gracia Barkuloo, Janice Grosser and Audrey Dooley.
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The freshmen
organized
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The freshmen, officers of their class, were Jim Winn, Warren Hunt,
Julia Snyder, Burtine Beal and Jack McClary.
>5
A meek young lady wormed her way through
a bookstore crowd last September, until she
reached the counter. She pointed to a stack of green
caps, got one, slowly put it on, then felt a little
uneasy as upperclassmen stared at “ another one
of the new crop.”
But by mid-October the “ new crop” at CPS
had no reason to feel awkward any longer. In that
time the freshmen had matriculated, presented
skits on stunt night (“ Freshmen’s Dream” and
“ The Lamp Goes Out,” tied for first place), picked
or skipped a Greek group, shaken hands with the
faculty members at a reception, and elected their
officers. The presidency went to Warren Hunt, a
tall, blue-eyed, brown-haired youth with a ready
smile. Jim Winn was chosen “ veep” ; Burtine Beal,
secretary; Julie Snyder and Jack McClary, Central
Board representatives. The frosh also presented
their annual one-act plays, five of them. In the
traditional frosh-soph tug o’ war the sophomores
failed to produce a strictly soph team, so the frosh
disposed of their green beanies.
By June, the freshman class, bolstered by Jan¬
uary reinforcements, had rooted itself in many
class activities.
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IRCs on campus.
Tall, brown-haired Tom Rut¬ledge, president of the Interna¬
tional Relations Club at CPS,
faced a big job as chairman of
IRC’s regional conference held
at CPS. He contacted 37 schools
and made reservations for over
200 student delegates. Norwe¬
gians, Poles, Germans, Scots, and
many others as well as Ameri¬
cans sat down at roundtables and
discussed world problems.
Seventeen CPSstudents from
foreign countries were members
7
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International Relations Club Con¬
vention guests registered for the
weekend. At the left, IRC National
President Bill Christensen is wel¬
comed by CPS Chapter President
Tom Rutledge, Dr. Warren Tomlin¬
son, Don Cole, Oivind Gunderson
and Marta Herben. Seated are Ruth
Metcalf and Lodema Johnson.
The IRC conference saw stick
dances in the SUB. Checkered table¬
cloths and candelight brightened
their banquet tables. Conversation
was of many topics in many accents.
i
.
of the club this year. Including American students there were
35 members. Early in the year five new IRC members from
foreign lands were introduced in chapel. Students from China,
Germany, Italy, Norway, and C^echoslavakia stood up andspoke about themselves.
Dancing was a popular activity for members of the group.
Long Spanish dresses and short Scottish kilts provided a colorful
contrast in the IRC-sponsored American and foreign dance.Intricate Persian stick dances provided the flourish for the
dance. Dr. Warren Tomlinson, adviser of the group, held “ con¬
tinental” dances for the group at his home in which Viennese
waltzes and Latin sambas were predominant. Tomlinson
appeared on a Seattle television show which backed the Inter¬
national Relations Club.
Nationally, IRC was organised long ago, but it did not
become active at CPS until seven years ago. Officers were Tom
Rutledge, president; Marta Herben, vice-president; Ruth Met¬calf, secretary; Margaret Duvall, treasurer; and Anne Lowrie,
corresponding secretary.
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The Greeks pledged
Rush parties and lunches at“ the house” . .. pay your rush fee first ...
eat and be entertained . . . Alpha Beta Gamma invites you to member¬
ship . . . polish those plaques and clean the room . . . hand over your
blackbook . . . we’ ll have a little skit from the pledges . . . keep up those
gradepoints . . . hell week and houseparties . . . grades go in and new
members are initiated . . . pledge pin replaced by new crest.
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Alpha Beta Upsilon
Busy Betas had a full year of firesides,
formal dances, banquets and initiations. For¬
mal pledging was followed by a houseparty at
Deep Creek and initiation rites in the Little
Chapel. Sorority members and mothers got
acquainted at a tea given in the Beta room.
In the spring, the mother, father, daughter
banquet was held at the New Yorker.
Active in Homecoming activities, the
Betas won trophies for the oldest car in the
parade and for room decorations. Gracia
Barkuloo was Homecoming Queen. Members
took their little sisters to the Daffodil Room
for dinner and the pledges pulled a successful
sneak to the Superior Laundry.
Valentine’s Day was observed in a traditional
Beta manner. The pledges gave valentines to the
members, and also decorated the room with red
hearts and flowers.
The annual room rearrangement took place in
February, when the pledges thoroughly cleaned the
room, changed the furniture placement, and added
new decorations.
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Anderson, Janet
Bangert, Marian
Barkuloo, Gracia
Beal, Burtine
Bodenberg, Barbara
Bradham, Elizabeth
Brown, Nancy
Brubaker, Shirley
Fall secretary
Burchett, Delores
Burns, Delores
Cozart, Mary Lea
Eastham, Phyllis
Engle, Corinne
Fall pledge trainer
Erickson, Janet
Spring pledge trainer
Fleming, Elizabeth
Grosser, Janice
Hansen, Beverly
Fall, spring treasurer
Harrison, Joan
Haskell, Rachel
Hunt, Janet
Jacot, Janice
Kidder, Barbara
Kinzel, Catherine
Kirishian, Shenora
Le Veille, Gloria
Lemley, Patti
Lindstrom, Nanette
Lowry, Joanne
Fall, spring social
chairman
Lamm, Margaret
Lutz, Margie
Muir, Beverly
Neeley, Rae Jeanne
Established 1925
During Religious Emphasis Week the Betas attended
church in a group. Formal dances were held at Christmas
time and at the Country Club dinner-dance in May. Tiny
Jane Simmons held the Beta gavel and turned it over to her
successor at the senior banquet.
Norton, Florence
Oakes, Joan
Fall, spring r. pres.
Ogden, Annette
Parrett, Pat
Peterson, Gayle
Puddicombe, Elaine
Rindal, Ethelanne
Sandquist, Virginia
Schuler, Lavonne
Shugard, Jeanne
Simmons, Janie
Fall, spring president
Skinner, Shirley
Soder, Doris
Stemler, Barbara
Stenson, Joan
Swanson, Sue
Swenson, Janet
Termin, Beverly
Thurber, Jackie
Spring secretary
Williams, Eunice
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Delta Alpha Gamma
With enthusiasm for another full year, the
members of Delta Alpha Gamma returned to the
campus. Fall rush events led to the Delta Kap-
Gamma pledge dance, a kidnap Christmas party
for the members and initiation services in the Gail
Pauline Day Chapel.
Gamma members won the sorority scholarship
cup in competition with the pledges. Other tro¬
phies placed in the newly-decorated sorority room
were the WAA volleyball cup, the basketball cup,
the bowling trophy and the Sweetheart of Sigma
Chi trophy.
An active Mother’s Club and alumni group
added new furnishings to the group’s room and
contributed to their welfare. The alums returned
to meet with the actives and gave them their history
review of the sorority’s existence at Homecoming
and “ Remember When” time.
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Albertson, Barbara
Fall,spring president
Anderson, Joyce
Anderson, Maris
Beardsley, Doris
Spring social chairman
Beitz, Janice
Bell, Barbara
Bervin, Suzanne
Campbell, Peggy
Spring sgt.-at-arms
Carlson, Janet
Coy, Molly
Spring recording sec.
Davis, Pam
Erickson, Donna
Falskow, Katie
Fall cor.secretary
Hagemeyer, Jean
Jardeen, Norma Jean
Johnson, Donajoy
Fall, spring pledge
mother
Johnstone, Nadine
Fleming, Margot
Giesy, Marilyn
Spring cor. secretary
Established 1922
In May the Gammas celebrated the coming of
spring with a big family night potluck dinner at
the Point. A fireside was held with the Delta
Kaps and the entire membership entered into the
annual songfest. Gamma members of the junior
class located the hatchet and searched for the miss-
ing sorority room door knocker.
Members enjoyed the spring dinner-dance and
at the senior Rose Banquet President Barbara
Albertson turned her gavel over to the succeeding
president.
1m
Jordahl, Delores
Jennings, Kaye
Fall inter-sororityrepresentative
Kloepper, Gloria
Lichtenwalter, Beverly
Lovejoy, Delores
Fall recording sec.
Marsh, Gertrude
McLean, Sally
McCormack, Diane
Moore, Mary Lou
Myles, Joyce
Ness, Dorothy
Nicholson, Ruth
Pence, Wilma
Plaskett, Mary
Powell, Dorothy
Resser, Donna
Roberts, Anita
Ryan, Joanne
Spring historian
Schuler, Elaine
Schut, Dorothy
Swanson, Marian
Wahlquist, Virginia
Fall treasurer, spring
inter-sorority rep.
Wallin, Ruth
Ward, Margaret
Fall sgt.-at-arms
Wasmund, Lois
Westmoreland, Roberta
Wilson, Wyleen
Spring treasurer
Wolfe, Dixie
Wolland, Ruth
Williams, Janet
Fall social chairman
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Lambda Sigma Chi
Nine engagements in a row kept the Lambdas
munching on chocolates for nine Monday evenings
this year. The rest of the Mondays were spent on
pledge supervision, sorority legislation and social
plans. The Lambdas were active in all phases of
athletics; a strong Lambda team took the bad¬
minton competition early in the year. Sigma Chis
were kidnapped and taken to breakfast at Craw¬
ford’s.
Dining and dancing at the Wedgwood room
started the Christmas holidays. From March on
to June, many of the seniors began to realise they
were attending their last Parents’ Banquet, the
last Lambda-Sigma Chi picnic, but not the last
spring dance for in May of every year pledges,
members and alums gather for the annual get-
together.
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Adams, Beverly
Anderson, Sandra
Baughman, Arlene
Chenoweth, Vanette
Christie, Marian
Combs, Barbara
Combs, Roberta
Cook, Joan
Cooper, Dorothy
Copple, Jo
Fall, spring v. pres.
Doherty, Cathy
Fall cor. secretary
Duvall, Margaret
Fall recording sec.
Ellertson, Francis
Filan, Chris
Finson, Lillian
Fall historian,
Spring pledge mother
Foisy, Jo Ann
Fall conductress
Grover, Ada
Grummel, Mary
Spring inter-sororityrepresentative
Herben, Marta
Johnson, Donna
Johnson, Jackie
Jugovich, Barbara
Fall, spring treasuerer
Knoebel, Neon
Marshall, Joan
McDaniels, Catherine
McNeill, Claire
Fall editor
Metcalf, Ruth
Mulligan, Pat
Nicola, Jo Ann
Novak, Pat
Spring editor
Olson, Joanne
Ostrom, Chris
Fall inter-sororityrepresentative
Ownby, Clarice
Established 1922
The Lambdas combined the father-daughter
banquet and the mother-daughter tea in March,
and entertained both parents at a chicken dinner
at the Farm in March. Lambda Pat Mulligan repre¬
sented Tacoma as the Tacoma princess in the
Ellensburg rodeo. Betty Rusk was May Queen.
Blonde Betty Rusk kept the Lambda presi¬
dential gavel for the year. The sorority room was
redecorated and conversation, with warmer spring
days, turned toward vacation and graduation.
Reisinger, Claire
Rusk, Betty
Fall, spring president
Sinkovich, Beverly
sec.Smith, NeldaSpring properties
Snyder, Julia
Stave, Marlys
Thompson, Ann
Fall properties sec.,
spring recording sec.
Tischauser, Verona
Van Well, Margie
Wedeberg, Lois
Spring historian
Whiteside, Donna
Willoughby, Lorrayne
Spring cor. secretary
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Pi Beta Phi
Pi Phi formal pledging was held in October, and
the members and new pledges held a cookie shine
afterwards. The members proved themselves to be
more experienced in the art of pledge sneaks, and
the hapless pledges were caught in their unsuccess¬
ful attempt to sneak.They made good later though,
when they held their joint pledge dances, ‘'''Rogue’s
Rendezvous” with the Kappa Sigs at Titlow Beach
Lodge.
The Mother’s Club held a tea for the mothers
of new pledges, and the members held a potluck
and a tea in November to help towards the Pi Phi
Settlement in Tennessee.
In December the alums and members gathered
for a Christmas party in the sorority room. In
January the Pi Phis could boast the highest scholar¬
ship for the first semester.
Before the end of the semester, the pledges were
initiated at a banquet held at Crawford’s. A pro¬
gressive dinner for the members came later. Spring
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Bertucci, Sally
Boze, Bonnie
Carbone, Rose
Clumpner, Gwen
Densmore, Betty
Dessen, Maureen
Dobbs, Mary Carolyn
Spring vice president
Social chairman
Ellison, Laura
Spring recording sec.
Fullager, Grace
Greene, Gloria
Hjort, Mary
Spring censor
Jacobson, Marilyn
Fall, spring historian
Jugovich, Mary Ann
Kylonen, Lois
Lane, Lois
Spring censor
National Established 1948
came, and on March 17th, the Pi Phis and their
guests attended the annual dinner-dance at the
Country Club. The senior banquet saw Corrine
Sule pass on the gavel she received from Nancy
Riehl.
Formerly Kappa Sigma Theta was the first
sorority on the CPS campus, and in 1948 was
accepted into Pi Beta Phi, thus becoming the first
sorority on campus to go national. Pi Beta Phi was
founded by a group of 12 girls in 1867, who dedi¬
cated their organisation to service, feeling the
advantage of a college education carried special
responsibilities. The local chapter is known as The
Washington Gamma Chapter of Pi Beta Phi.
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Langabeer, Janet
Lile, Thelma
Long, Carole
Fall cor. secretary
Mann, Marilyn
May, Gloria
McArthur, Eileen
McKee, Donna
Mika, Hazel
Neff , Joanne
Fall social chairman
Nelson, Charlotte
Nelson, Gloria
Fall vice president
spring inter-sorority
representative
Palmer, Alice
Peterson, Janice
Fall recording sec.
Petrich, Carol Sue
Reed, Elizabeth
Riehl, Nancy
Fall president
Scheyer, Gwen
Schore, Laurine
Sule, Corinne
Spring president
Thompson, Nancy
Fall, spring treasurer
Wagner, Marilyn
Warner, Beverly
Fall censor
Wegner, Martha
Wilfley, Joyce
Spring cor. secretary
Wilson, Joanna
Wood, Joanne
Spring pledge
supervisor
Woolfolk, Shirley
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Delta Kappa Phi
3722 North 8th
Beginning the fall semester with a pledge class
of 27 men, Delta Kappa Phi continued to set high
standards throughout the year. Further impetus
was added to the fraternity’s national affiliation
program and more local tasks such as the Christmas
party for underprivileged children kept the mem'
hership busy.
The pledge dance was held in November, the
winter formal in January, and the annual spring
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Ball, Dwight
Ballsmith, James
Barber, Michael
Beauchamp, Alfred
Boesel, Donald
Rhea, Lester
Spring V.President
Botts, William
Brooke, Bruce
Burkhalter, Peter
Bustruck, Walter
Charleson, Donald
Choslowski, Valentine
Cowling Eldon
Crews, James
Dailey, Kenneth
Dennis, Bruce
Spring 2nd V. President
Dixon, Donald
Finke, Dick
Fleisher, Harold
Gossard, Clinton
Hager, Edward
Halverson, Edmond
Fall V. President
Spring President
Holmes, Fredrick
Howe, Charles
Spring President
Hunt, Robert
Jacobson, Richard
Jaenicke, Donald
Fall Historian
Spring Rec. Secretary
Jorgenson, Charles
Fall and Spring Treas.
Established 1922
dinner-dance in May. The membership volun¬
teered 100 per cent to donate a pint of blood per
man to the Pierce County Blood Bank in March.
Further redecoration of the fraternity house was
carried out in the winter and spring, with the
active Delta Kap Mother’s Club lending a hand.
Since its founding in 1922, the Delta Kappa
Phi charter has called for scholarship, leadership
and brotherhood in the membership. The fraternity
has tried to uphold these standards through the
years and is an organisation of which its members
are very proud. The scholarship achievement of
the fraternity is reflected in the record of 17 annual
trophies in 19 years.
The active chapter numbers 58 men, the local
Delta Kappa Phi Alumni Association has a mem¬
bership of over 400, and the Mother’s Club totals
over 50.
Kelly, Paul
Lien, Dale
Lenzi, Arnold
Magee, Donald
McCabe, Robert
McKay, Herbert
Miller, Neal
Mozel, Donald
Nickolas, Nick
Fall, Spring Cor. Sec.
Pearson, George
Pospisil, Ermin
Read, Weldon
Ross, Burt
Fall Sgt.-at-Arms
Sage, Kenneth
Scheele, Kenneth
Sharman, Richard
Schultz, Blaine
Sinkovich, John
Fall 2nd V. President
Spring Sgt.-at-Arms
Stell, David
Stenger, John
Fall President
Traill, Fred
Tudor, William
Turcotte, Raymond
Fall Rec. Secretary
Utter, Fred
Walberg, Ray
Wegner, Duane
Spring President
White, Kermit
Whitson, Arthur
Weaver, Robert
Webster, Harold
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Kappa Sigma
1702 North Alder
Pledges of all sororities gathered at the Kappa
Sigma house early in the fall for the annual Kappa
Sig waffle breakfast. The girls were taken on a
tour of the house and then served a large breakfast.
The Pi Phi-Kappa Sig pledge dance and annual
draw affair was held this year at the Titlow Beach
Lodge. The local chapter was host to the regional
convention in March, and showed the delegates
the city and the campus. The biggest social high¬
light was the annual formal Black and White
dinner-dance which was held at the Tacoma Coun¬
try Club. Paul Whitcomb received the coveted
“ man of the year” award, given in memory of
Richard Sloat, a former Kappa Sig who was killed
in the last war.
The Shrine circus brought back Eddie Peabody,
an honorary Kappa Sig, and the occasion was the
cause for much celebration.
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Aliment, Lindy
Spring procurator
Annas, Ed
Bagley, Jim
Baker, Dick
Ball, Robert
Beamer, Elbie
Fall guard, spring master
of ceremonies
Beardsley, Gerald
Blanusa, Lloyd
Bridges, Bill
Bryan, Dick
Christianson, Carl
Connell, Les
Corns, Doug
Cullen, Doug
Danielson, Don
Fall procurator
Demko, Bob
Spring treasurer
Duggan, Ray
Engberg, Roger
Fall master of ceremonies
Erickson, Bob
Espeiand, Walt
Fawcett, Ben
Fall, spring house mgr.
Fontana, Fred
Gilsdorf, Don
Spring pledge father
Grader, Jack
Haslam, Cameron
Spring scribe
Hagen, Duane
Healy, Richard
Hergert, Clinton
Hersey, Garry
Fall grand master
Howe, Weldon
National Established 1948
Kappa Sigma’s local chapter had its beginning
in the early years of the 20th century as a literary
society. In 1921, Sigma Zeta Epsilon fraternity
was formed, and became the first fraternity on
campus to go national. In 1947 they were initiated
into one of the country’s largest nationals, Kappa
Sigma.
The local Epsilon Lambda chapter of Kappa
Sigma is number 118 in the roster of 120 chapters,
and has long been noted on campus for their
prowess in intramural athletics. Last year, the
Kappa Sigs added another first to their list when
they became the first CPS fraternity to employ a
permanent house mother.
Kohout, Vernon
Spring guard
Larsen, Alvin
Lottsfeldt, Ted
McCorry, John
Millard, Walt
Moyles, Warren
Murphy, Mickey
Notley, Ed
Platt, Dale
Price, Jack
Spring guard
Rasmussen, Don
Richey, William
Spring grand master, fall
pledge father
Rieflin, Bob
Roe, Charles
Sahlin, Ed
Schweinler, Dave
Fall guard
Semmern, Don
Sund, Bob
Swayze, Tom
Fall scribe
Walker, Dick
Whitcomb, Paul
Wilson, Duane
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Pi Tau Omega
1221 North Washington
The Pi Tau pledges sneaked over to the tide'
flats’ fire station in the fall and escaped their search'
ing superiors to stage a successful sneak. The mem'
bers and pledges painted the house living and dining
room with the help of the Mother’s Club.
The fraternity sponsored many dances during
the year, among them their annual spring formal.
The annual Pi Tau golf tourney was also held, with
a large majority of the fraternity participating.
They entered a float in the Chamber of Commerce
Zoo parade, and walked off with first prize in the
comic division. They also entered a float in the
Daffodil parade, and stayed up until the small
hours of the morning, picking some 20,000 daffo'
dils and decorating their float.
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Adler, Fred
Brown, James
Spring warden
Brown, Larry
Brown, Vincent
Burkhardt, Fred
Bures, Wayne
Caldwell, Dan
Donley, William
Dunn, Glen
Spring president, fall
vice- president
Durkee, William
Engle, Larry
Fall president
Equiluz, Francisco
Frederick, Raymond
Grondahl, Jim
Hallenbarter, John
Harbert, Ray
Harader, Bob
Haslett, Wayne
Spring cor.secretary
Haygood, John
Hogberg, Robert
Fall and spring treasurer
Hendricks, Sail
Keller, David
Established 1947
The Pi Tau Mother’s Club sponsored a Silver
Tea April 22, and invited everyone to attend.
Several Lambda members helped by pouring tea.
Pi Tau Omega, the youngest of the campus
fraternity family, was founded June 3, 1948, with
26 charter members.
The previous year, a group of students had
been approached in regard to the formation of a
Pi Kappa Club. They made their plans, found will'
ing members, and then petitioned the college for
permission to function as a social fraternity. The
request was granted, the group organised under
the name of Pi Tau Omega, and quickly grew from
the original 26 members to well over the 4(>member
mark.
The Pi Taus are now petitioning a national
fraternity, and are in the process of finding a larger
house.
Kotchkoe, Jack
Linche, John
Lund, Edward
MacKenzie, Bob
Mobley, Melvin
Muir, Doug
Noble, Willis
Spring historian
Olson, Herman
Rogers, Donald
Radich, Kenneth
Ross, David
Ryan, John
Fall warden
Schalin, Earl
Spring chaplain
Schartow, John
Schuh, Clarence
Snyder, Joe
Stahle, Lee
Stidwell, William
Tanner, Don
Fall recording secretary,
spring vice- president
Tischauser, Ernest
Spring recording secretary
Tosto, Joe
Fall chaplain
Tolies, Ross
Wahlers, Gene
Fall cor. secretary
Wales, David
Fall historian
Willard, Harold
Wilson, Robert
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Sigma Chi
1425 North Oakes
Participation in campus activities, sports and
scholarship found the newest national, Sigma Chi,
firmly rooted in the college review of the year.
The first semester scholarship, intramural football
and ski trophies were put on their house mantel.
They also added the A league bowling trophy, one
for badminton and the first place Homecoming
float award.
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Balarezo, Edward
Fall consul
Bates, Don
Spring associate editor
Bennett, Jack
Berg, David
Betcone, Robert
Boyle, Bill
Brady, Jack
Brouillet, Bill
Fall kustos
Brouillet, Buster
Spring consul, fall
proconsul
Bryant, Charles
Cammarano, Bob
Chaney, Roger
Chapman, Tim
Fall kustos
Chiarovano, Dick
Fall, spring quaestor
Del Santo, Frank
Dinsmore, James
Fabulich, Jack
Spring proconsul
Fossen, George
Fall chaplain
Garland, Barry
Fall tribune
Graham, Dick
Graham, Fred
Gruver, LeRoy
Fall librarian
Grything, Darrell
Herzog, A1
Spring chaplain, fall
social chairman
Holton, Leonard
Hunt, Bruce
Fall annotator
Hunt, Warren
Lyman, Dick
Mackey, Ralph
Spring historian
Martin, Tom
Spring librarian
Mason, Bill
May, Raymond
McDonald, Mead
Michlidge, Jerry
Montague, Don
Names, Sidney
National Established 1950
In presenting awards, the Sweetheart of Sigma
Chi trophy was given to blonde Dorothy Powell at
the Sweetheart Ball in March. Also on the social
side was the Lambda-Sigma Chi pledge dance, the
numerous exchange firesides and dances.
Senior Ed Balare^o was counsel for the first
semester, followed by capable Buster Brouillet dur¬
ing the spring term. Formed from the old Sigma
Mu Chi chapter founded in 1921, the Sigma Chis
finished a successful year.
Pepos, Gerald
Prescott, Harold
Price, Raymond
Spring social chairman
Robertson, Bill
Scampfer, Ron
Schutzman, Jack
Scraggin, Gordon
Fall magister
Selden, Stan
Spring assistant quaestor
Sethe, Harlan
Fall associate editor,
spring tribune
Siegler, Louis
Slaughter, A1
Spring annotator
Smith, Wynn
Spanich, Leonard
Spring magister
Spalding, Ray
Steeper, Herbert
Steinauer, Gene
Torgerson, Jon
Tuttle, Ronald
Fall historian
Wehmhoff, Ralph
White, Louis
Winn, James
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Sigma Nu
1402 North Oakes
The Sigma Nu pledges started the year off
by successfully eluding the members when they
sneaked to the lunchroom of the Pacific Match
company. Later in the fall pledges, members, and
dates traveled down on the peninsula to Kopa
Chuck Lodge for the annual pledge dance.
The Mother’s Club held coffee hours twice
during the year to acquaint parents of pledges with
each other and the fraternity. In November the
membership observed their annual Memorial Sun-
day by attending church in a body.
Sigma Nu football players from the University
of Washington came over one night in January and
with the players from the CPS chapter attended a
dinner given by the members of the Tacoma
Alumni.
Armed with a megaphone and pushing a wheel
chair, the members and pledges walked up and
down Broadway to collect $253 in their annual
March of Dimes campaign.
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Adcock, Don
Albertson, Dick
Anderson, Roger
Anderson, Waldon
Bartenetti, John
Bloom, Ron
Bremner, James
Budd, Ivan
Campbell, Gene
Carlson, Bob
Clapper, Bob
Colbo, Jim
Conley, Ned
Davis, Jim
Engell, Clarence
Erwin, Wally
National Established 1948
The biggest social event of the year came in
April when the chapter celebrated the anniversary
of its installation into Sigma Nu. This was the
White Rose dance. The Sigma Nu from the Col¬
lege of Musical Knowledge, Kay Kyser, chose the
White Rose of Sigma Nu from a field of five con¬
testants.
Alpha Chi Nu was formed in the 1920’s when
the college literary societies began to develop into
fraternities. It grew rapidly into a campus organi¬
sation, outstanding in the sense of its good fellow¬
ship, good times, and service to school and commu¬
nity. With these qualties in mind, the group felt
the need to petition a national fraternity. In April,
1948, Alpha Chi Nu was accepted into Sigma Nu,
and became Zeta Alpha chapter, the 116th chapter
of national Sigma Nu.
Falconer, Ted
Garrison, Cornelius
Goschke, Dick
Hanson, Walt
Fall, spring commander
Hedberg, Charles
Hoover, Larry
Fall, spring recorder
Howry, Bob
Hudak, Bill
Jorgenson, Bruce
Spring sentinel
Klippert, Herb
Landon, Dick
Lang, John
Larsen, John
Fall, spring house mgr.
Lochow, Don
Long, Dwight
Fall, spring reporter
McClary, Jack
Meadowcroft, Howie
Fall, spring alumni contact
Michelotti, Nello
Milbrad, Stuart
Fall marshal
Murdock, Don
O’Connor, Ed
Olson, Ralph
Ott, Albert
Racek, Dick
Reimer, Cece
Ryan, Bill
Stavig, Bill
Fall, spring historian
Tamblyn, Eldon
Fall, spring treasurer
Tate, Terry
Vaughn, Ted
Fall, spring chaplain
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Theta Chi
2911 North 15th
Early in the fall Theta Chi members and pledges
drove over the mountains to the Yakima Valley to
help harvest the apple crop. After becoming city
slickers again, the pledges escaped one night and
led the members on an unsuccessful chase. They
hid in a private home of McKinley Hill, completely
disappearing from the members.
When the pledges finally got back into the good
graces of the membership, they all went out to
Titlow Beach for the annual pledge dance.
Homecoming time arrived and the Theta Chis
captured the first'place house decorations trophy.
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Arnold, Ken
Anderson, Dennis
Berland, George
Fall historian, spring
pledge father
Clausen, Ted
Feist, Donald
Finfrocfc, Ken
Fisher, David
Fleming, Duane
Spring historian
Gallaher, Jack
Spring librarian
Geer, Darr
Griffin, Flillis
Harlock, Ralph
Higgins, James
Spring sgt.-at-arms
Huber, Norman
Johnson, Ernest
Fall sgt.-at-arms
LaPlant, Roy
Light, Kenneth
Fall president
MacArthur, Scott
Marr, William
Milton, Richard
Fall pledge father, spring
vice-president
Olsen, Arch
Jim Peterson
National Established 1949
Nine members of the local chapter traveled
down to Corvallis to the regional spring conven-
tion the last weekend in March. April 10 was
Founder’s Day, and the local chapter went to
Seattle to help celebrate the occasion with the Uni¬
versity of Washington at the College Club in
Seattle.
Theta Chi is one of the newer national fra¬
ternities on campus. It was founded in 1927 as
Delta Pi Omicron. At the close of World War II,
only one member returned to school. From this
meager start, the work of rebuilding began. The
post-war rebuilding program was climaxed with
the installation of the group into Theta Chi in
November last year.
In February, Rod Smith was elected Inter-
Fraternity co-ordinator after he had been in charge
of the annual Greek Week Banquet. A standing
award during the year was the Theta Chi “ Driver
of the Week” prize, presented to different mem¬
bers who had shown prowess behind the wheel.
Social events of the year included stags, when
the membership attended wrestling or boxing
matches in a group, firesides with sororities, and
the annual Theta Chi Spring Formal, held in May.
Roley, Les
Fall and spring treasurer
Rudsit, Robert
Rush, Raymond
Fall librarian
Schrum, Bill
Fall secretary, spring
president
Smith, John W.
Smith, Rod
Fall vice- president, spring
secretary
Springer, Frank
Fall house manager
Tonstad, Wally
Van Slyke, Bob
Spring house manager
Wagner, Kirk
Wilson, Don
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bound by Inter-Fraternity Council . . .
Strong debate but good fellowship marked Inter-Fraternity Council
meetings during the year. Sometimes feminine charm was added to the
gatherings in the person of Inter-Sorority Council, when the two Greek'
governing boards got together for joint meetings.
Ably advised by Dr. Powell, IFC began activities early in the summer
when they had a fraternity handbook printed for the information of all
incoming rushees in the fall. After a stormy session following the opening
of school, IFC decided not to fine any fraternity for infraction of rush rules.
Instead, they began re-writing the rules for greater clarity.
Other important items on the IFC agenda included Greek Week, stolen
trophies that mysteriously returned, a commissary plan, snap-pledging dates,
conduct at college and fraternity dances, and the Greek Ball. This was one
of IFC’s more important projects during the year. Greek dancers crowded
the Fieldhouse floor in the spring in one of the biggest dances of the season.
Fall-semester President Ed Balarezo and Pi Tau Ray Harbert journeyed
to Tuscon, Arizona, in October to attend the Western Regional IFC con¬
vention. When they returned, the Pi Tau house was decorated with signs
“ Welcome Veep.” Harbert was bringing home an honor for himself and
for the CPS Inter-Fraternity Council. He had been elected vice-president of
the convention.
46
and Inter-Sorority Council.
The first meeting of Inter-Sorority Council
came to order in Dean Drushel’s apartment with
President Chris Ostrom presiding. Eight girls, two
from each sorority, met many times to discuss rules
concerning rush functions, the number of social
cuts allowed a Greek group, or a reminder about
the lax attitudes toward chaperones at sorority
affairs.
It was the responsibility of ISC to coordinate
the activities of all sororities. Sometimes ISC met
with the Inter-Fraternity Council to determine
policies affecting them both, for example the spring
Greek Ball. ISC sponsored a fall rush picnic at
Point Defiance with all four feminine Greek groups
participating. Spring rush consisted of a get-
acquainted tea in the SUB lounge and a tour of
sorority rooms for all new women on campus. One
college ISC representative attended the Panhel-
lenic convention in March.
Many campus groups came to this Greek coun¬
cil to ask their cooperation in campaigns and social
matters. The majority vote decided the ISC issue
for their Greek government.
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WAA wound
up its fall sports.
Flying sticks and sailing pucks opened
the field hockey season. The first of the
year’s WAA activities got underway
with the upperclass team winning over
the freshman and sophomore elevens.
The All'Stars defeated the University
of Washington team on the CPS field,
then journeyed to Vancouver, B. C., to
beat Boise JC and Clark College. Wash'
ington State defeated the Loggerettes to
wind up the conference.
The Lambdas batted the birdie bet'
ter than anyone else to claim the inter'
sorority badminton trophy.
“ Service,” yelled the Gammas.
“ Point,” followed the referee. After
piling up more points than the opposition
in every game, the DAGs claimed the
inter'sorority volleyball championship.
Women’s Athletic Association
awards 100 points for participation in
one sport program. Membership re'
quires 200 points, 600 points for a
gold WAA pin and 1200 accumu'
lated points earns a maroon and white
sweater. Points earned in such sports
as fieldhockey, volleyball, basketball,
baseball, badminton and a host of
other minor sports add stripes to the
intramural sweater.
A plaque will be left in the gym
to bear the name of the graduating
woman outstanding in the athletic
games during her college years. WAA
also offers inter'sorority competition
and all sports trophies are awarded in
the spring when sweater awards are
presented to members.
CPS hockey players drove 3 to 1 UW goals to take the
practice game . . . Birdies flew in the gym during class
and competition time . . . The strong junior team took
the volleyball title undefeated.
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A Logger tale of mud and tears . . . sweat and cheers . . . and hours of endless
drills . . . of wins and losses . . . touchdown tossess . . . and Logger scoring thrills.
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The Arm and PLC, 35-0
Quarterback Art Viafore looked across the line of scrimmage at the PLC
defense and found himself staring at some very familiar faces. Six of his
former high school teammates were set before him to protect the Lutheran
goal. As he barked the signals to start the first Logger play of the game, he
was already formulating a plan. His strategy involved his own right arm
and the height of the pint-sized Glads he faced.
A
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Viafore set out about his chores and 60 minutes later was the hero of a
35-0 win. His passes had accounted for three Logger touchdowns. In the
opening quarter, he stayed on the ground and handed the ball to Ray
Spalding for a one-yard line plunge which netted the first tally of the contest.Then, midway in the second period, he revealed his plan. Noting the size
of the small Lutheran backs, Viafore had decided to throw at any given
opportunity. Before the halftime intermission, he flipped a 34-yard scoring
pass to Walt Espeland and tossed 15 yards to Spalding for another.
His reasoning became obvious in the third stanza. A smile came to his
lips as he faded back from the PLC 15 and threw to Joe Retallick in the end
Zone. He watched as a tiny Lute desperately attempted to scale the big
Logger end and Retallick picked the ball right off his helmet for the TD.s
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Content with the night’s performance, Viafore put aside his passing
game. In the final quarter, he sent Don Murdock slashing into the end zone
from two yards out and the Loggers handed PLC the worst drubbing in the
history of their crosstown rivalry.
Sharing honors with Viafore was Dick Colombini. Every time Viafore’s
arm accounted for a score, Colombini’s toe added the extra point. The little
placekicker, along with the rest of the Loggers, had a perfect evening.
The gridders piled into their bus after the game to head for the Field-
house showers. Manager Tom Medak had a hot cup of coffee for everyone.
M i .
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St. Martin’s fell 19-0
Blue skies and a warm September sun greeted the Loggers as they
streamed from the dressing room at Fort Lewis Memorial Stadium 20
minutes before game time and went about their preliminary drills. But, as
Bob Anderle kicked off to the waiting St. Martin’s Rangers, a whistling
autumn wind brought a freak sleet storm to the scene and sent hundreds of
shirt-sleeved spectators scurrying for the exits. The football game went on.
After the Lacey Rangers had made several menacing gestures toward the
CPS goal, Logger Art Viafore rallied his forces and quarterbacked the team
to a first-period score. Viafore sneaked through the line for seven yards andthe touchdown. For 50 minutes, it appeared that those six points would be
the ultimate margin of victory as the two elevens skidded and fumbled on
the slippery turf .
Coach John Heinrick began to worry, however, as the Rangers
threatened in the third quarter. Thus, when CPS gained possession of the
ball early in the final stanza, Viafore was instructed to gamble for a win-clinching score. He immediately tossed the wet football 47 yards to Don
Murdock who went out of bounds on the Ranger seven-yard stripe. Murdockthen banged into touchdown land on the first play and, as Dick Colombini
kicked the extra point, Heinrick relaxed.
Just before the final gun, the Loggers added another. John Donahue, ace
Ranger punter, who had troubles kicking against the wind all afternoon,
stepped back into his own end 2,one and was flattened by Logger End Sid
Names. The ball slithered off the side of his foot and alert Del Cross fell
on it for the tally.
The Loggers had their first conference win moments later when the gun
sounded and the scoreboard showed a 19-0 count. It was the second straight
victory for CPS and the unbeaten Loggers were unscored upon. The locker
room was a scene of jubilation and players wasted no time getting into their
street clothes. Those football togs were cold and wet.
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Western knotted at 13-13
It rained almost all the way to Bellingham and the showers were a con¬
stant cause of worry to Coach John Heinrick, who spent half the trip looking
out the window of a chartered bus. He realised that Western’s heavier
Vikings would have a decided advantage if Battersby field was muddy.
A pleasant surprise awaited him and his Loggers. The gridiron was in
perfect condition and, except for a brisk wind, the night was made for foot¬
ball. Walt Espeland broke off-tackle moments after the opening kickoff and
scampered 50 yards to start the Loggers moving. Art Viafore romped 33
yards around end and Don Murdock scored on a one-yard smash. Dick
Colombini raced onto the field to kick the extra point and the wind
approached the stage of a gale. His kick veered wide in the face of the
howling force.s A CPS fumble then gave Western the equaliser. Viafore dropped theball on his own nine-yard line and Norm Hash needed only one play topower his way to the end sone. Bennett Aspuland swung his leg, the windcompletely stopped, and Western had a 7-6 lead. Dale Larson took thefollowing kickoff and returned it 47 yards. Viafore then took the ball on
his hip and snaked his way 41 yards to score. With the wind at his back,
Colombini made the conversion attempt.
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After Western’s A1 Schireman had passed 31 yards to Art Svidran to
tie the score at 13-13, Aspuland again made his appearance. He provided
the Loggers with several anxious moments. His first kick was blocked but
the Loggers were offside. His second try was wide but the Loggers were
detected holding. Hash ran for it the third time but failed to make the
necessary 18 inches. The Loggers were still in the game, and moved the
kickoff all the way to the Western three before being stopped. Western
roared back and the gun sounded with Hash sprawled on the ground six
inches from the CPS goal line.
1#
Penalties and Central, 0-7
A sleek Greyhound bus circled the cinder track of the Lincoln Bowl and
slowly wound its way up the dirt roadway to the locker room above. Out
of the door stepped three dozen burly strangers dressed in slacks and sweaters
and carrying heavy overcoats. They stretched and silently walked inside.
A half hour later, a red-clad band of footballers stormed from the doorsand went through preparations for their game with CPS. An air of determi¬
nation surrounded them and Logger fans winced as they thought back to
Central’s 2l-l 3 upset of a year ago. The Wildcat captain met the Loggers
at midfield and confidently decided to kickoff . Newt Kier put his foot to the
leather and CPS began to move. Quarterback George Ogg directed the
Loggers to a pair of first downs and then elected to pass. Speedy Don Doran
intercepted the ball on the Puget Sound 43 and toed the sidelines all the way
to scoring territory. Kier kicked the extra point and the score was 7-0.
Something seemed to happen to the Loggers after that and they couldn’t
do anything right. If they made a gain, it was nullified by a penalty. The
officials stepped off yardage 13 times against CPS and the Loggers lost more
because of penalties than they could gain on running plays. Art Viafore
had been hurt the week before and his replacements were unable to accom¬
plish much by passing. CPS threw 24 times and completed only five.
Spectators became discouraged and began leaving early in the second
half. The game developed into a punting duel with Central being content
to kick and protect their slim seven-point advantage and the Loggers beingforced to punt by a stubborn Wilcat defense. Meanwhile, the officials were
getting a workout playing drop the handkerchief .
The ride back to the Fieldhouse seemed exceptionally long for the
Loggers. It was the first time that a CPS team had failed to score under
Coach John Heinrick and they couldn’t understand it,
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Eastern’s last minute, 0-7
For 59 minutes of football, the Loggers of CPS and the Savages of
Eastern Washington had waged one of the most brilliant defensive duels
ever seen on Cheney’s Woodward field. In the press box high above the
gridiron, sports writers had already begun to type out the story of how the
two teams had battled to a scoreless deadlock in the Eastern homecoming
fray.
CPS had the ball with a minute to play and the Loggers gambled for a
score. A fourth down fake-pass play faded, however, and the Savages took
over on their own 40-yard line. All of a sudden, the Eastern rooting section
went crasy. There was no apparent reason but Savage fans just started to
yell. They wanted a win and they let their team know about it. Coach Abe
Poffenroth had other ideas. He could see no reason to take a chance and
maybe give CPS a score, so he sent in instructions to stall out the remaining
time. Eastern could tie and still retain a chance to win the league title.
Following orders, the Savage quarterback called a line play. The sur¬
prised Logger defenders, looking for a pass, found fleet Howard Glacier in
their secondary before they knew what happened. Glacier never stopped
running until he reached the CPS end 2;one. Mayhem broke loose along the
Eastern sidelines and Poffenroth couldn’t believe his eyes. His strategy had
backfired for his own good. Shaking his head, he sent Enos Underwood in to
kick the seventh point.
Across the way, another mentor was even more bewildered. Coach John
Heinrick had watched his Logger defensive team play their best game of the
year only to relax for an instant and lose the game.
Even more stunned were the Loggers themselves. “ I had him right here
in my arms,” a linebacker moaned, “ and he got away.” All the way to the
showers the Loggers shook their fists. They wanted it played all over again.
It just didn’t seem right to them.
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Willamette in the mud, 0-0
Pop Throdahl looked at the CPS football suits lying on the floor of his
equipment room on the Monday morning following Homecoming and said,
“ they must weigh 500 pounds.” He paused, shook his head, and telephoned
the laundry. The suits were caked with dirt and few numbers were visible
on the jerseys. They’d gotten that way on the Saturday before as the Loggers
threw mud and little else at the Bearcats of Willamette.
Grads of the Logger school were kept away from the annual Home'
coming affair by a driving rain and the Lincoln Bowl was turned into a
quagmire. Those few who braved the elements witnessed a 0-0 tie. Exceptfor a few Logger flurries, which were buried in the mud, the contest was
void of any threats. Walt Espeland and Don Murdock almost collaborated
for a score early in the first quarter but Espeland’s pass slid off Murdock’s
outstretched paw in the Bearcat end zom.
Espeland again pitched on another opportunity. Dick Colombini
gathered in his flat pass and danced 29 yards along the sidelines only to lose
his footing when it appeared he might go all the way. In the second half,
Espeland again figured in a Logger bid. He intercepted a pass on the CPS
12-yard line and skidded to the midfield stripe before the last Bearcat betweenhim and the goal made the stop.
On the other hand, the Bearcats were completely stymied by a combi¬
nation of muck and Logger defensive play. It was a moral victory for a
CPS team which went into the contest 20-point underdogs. Their lack of
scoring ability bothered the Loggers, however, and they began to wonder
if they’d ever see the opposition’s goal again. It was the third straight week
that they’d failed to score.
Nevertheless, they went home satisfied and convinced that on a dry field
it would have been different. They were more than pleased to peel off those
sloppy togs and relax under a nice warm shower.
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Montana too powerful, 7-35
When the Loggers of CPS were through playing the Montana Grizzlies,
they knew that they’d been in a football game. “ It’s the first time all year
that I’ve been hit by a downfield blocker,” a Logger defensive back was
heard to say, “ and when those guys hit you, you stay hit.”
The final score showed the superiority of the Montana eleven but
Tacoma fans heard nothing of the battle that CPS had given the Grizzlies.
The score might have been a lot closer. Breaks gave Montana their first four
opportunities and the Grizzlies cashed in all four times.
The Loggers had apparently stopped the first Montana drive when Walt
Espeland intercepted a pass in his end z;one and ran it out 32 yards. The
play was marred by a CPS offside, however, and the Grizzlies kept possession
and marched to a score. Moments later, the Loggers stopped Montana again
and forced a punt. But, CPS roughed the kicker this time and Montana
quickly scored another. Gambling to get back in the game, the Loggers
gave up the ball again when they passed on fourth down and Montana took
advantage of the chance to tally. An intercepted CPS pass accounted for
a fourth.s
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Fighting gamely, the Loggers came back with an 80yard march of their
own. Wally Erwin smashed at the middle of the line from three yards out
and an official raised both hands. As six points went up on the scoreboard,
Don Murdock went in to hold the ball for the extra point attempt. He was
dismayed to see the official step off five yards for illegal substitution. The
Loggers hadn’t scored after all and were now eight yards away. Montana
held. The Loggers were not to be denied, however, and seconds later Bob
Demko picked off a Montana pass and raced 30 yards to iscore.
A glowing tribute was paid the Loggers by the Montana school paper
the next week. An article on the sport page praised the spirit and gameness
of an outclassed but not outfought CPS eleven.
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Whitworth on Campus, 26-7
Each afternoon during football season the Loggers would don their drab practice togs
in the Fieldhouse locker room and trot across the street to the campus gridiron. They
always took their time about it. But one sunny Saturday, it was different. Thirty-six Log'gers, clad in sparkling white uniforms, streamed from the doors and ran to the nearby
field. They were slated to play a real contest on the practice lot behind the old gym.
It must have seemed strange to the footballers to hear music and shouting fans and to
see the Whitworth Pirates running through their warm-up drills at the other end of thefield. But it must have seemed good to be in familiar surroundings, for the gridders put
on one of their best performances of the season. They dumped the Pirates, 26-7.
Dale Larson started the Loggers on their scoring derby with a nine-yard jaunt aroundright end. Then, young Sandy deCarteret threw a 28-yard scoring pass to Walt Espelandand CPS had a 13-0 lead.
On the prettiest play of the day, Don Murdock churned his way through the middle of
the Pirate fine for almost 30 yards before the last man between him and the goal tackled
him. While falling to the ground, Don shoveled a perfect lateral to big Fred Brown and
the Logger fullback rumbled to his first score of the year. The play was good for 73 yards.
The tricky Bucs gave the Loggers an anxious afternoon. With flinging Eddie Kretz as
quarterback, the Pirates passed for one score and threatened constantly. Every time Krets
cocked his right arm, Logger fans held their breath. He operated from a spread formation
and passed from any place on the field.
Bert Ross ended the CPS scoring with a smash over the Buccaneer goal from two yards
out and Dick Colombini added his second extra point in four attempts to push the Logger
score to 26 points.
Coach Heinrick termed the Logger victory “ the outstanding offensive performance of
the year.”
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Late rally tied PLC, 13'13
Two months had gone by since the Loggers first met the Lutes and much had hap¬
pened in the interval. The two teams had become different ball clubs.
PLC had improved with every outing; they didn’t resemble the disorganized crew that
had dropped the earlier contest, 35-0. The Lutes were now confident, almost arrogant. On
the other hand, CPS was battered and weary. The Loggers lost 20 men throughout the
season due to injuries; 16 others were hobbling.
Thus, as the teams collided in the annual Totem Bowl game, it looked bad for the
Puget Sounders. Though they had won previously by five touchdowns, the Loggers weren’t
even favorites. The tilt was rated a toss-up.
They met at Bellarmine field on a freezing, windy night. The cocky Glads grabbed the
initiative in the opening minutes. From midfield, the Lutes marched to the CPS 16-yard
line. Then, Quarterback Frank Karwaski threw a high, wobbly pass. Hal Schrupp leaped
in the air on the five, outwrestled a pair of Loggers and bulled his way to a score.
The half ended with PLC in front by six points. Logger fans hoped that CPS would
fight back after intermission; they received a jolt, however: Lute Harry Malnes picked up
a punt and streaked 58 yards down the sidelines for another score. Bill Stringfellow kicked
the extra point, making the score 13-0, and the Logger cause seemed hopeless.
But early in the fourth quarter, something happened. The Loggers started a drive of
their own and sent Don Murdock plunging off-tackle for 28 yards and a touchdown. Dick
Colombini missed the extra point. Lutes 13, CPS 6.
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From then on, it was a race with the clock and the Loggers won out. Murdock became
a hero as he banged over the Lute goal for his second score of the night. Colombini raced
onto the field, put his head down and swung his right leg. He never looked up till the ball
sailed straight through the uprights. The score was knotted 13-13.
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Babe Chase
George Fossen
Bob Demko
Bob Carlson
Ed Annas
Wally Erwin
Art Viafore
Fred Bowen
Paul Whitcomb
Ray Spalding
Walt Espeland
Bob Anderle
Nello Michelotti Harvey deCarteret
Joe Retallick Dale Larson
Dick Colombini Ed Notley
Missing Loggers . . . Larry Rodgers, Sid Names, Dick Walker, Burt Ross, Ned Conley, Milt Hegstrom.
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Del Cross
Dick Hartnett
Don Murdock
Don Lee
Sandy deCarteret Lindy Aliment
Harry Johnson Jack Newhart
Earl Combs
Dick Boyle
Jack Adams
Bill Greco
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wHarvey deCarteret, football captain.
Every time a Logger center snapped the ball to start
an offensive play during the football season, he felt
assured of plenty of protection. For right beside him
were the two lads whom the Loggers honored at the sea¬
son’s end, Guards Bob Demko and Harvey deCarteret.
It must have seemed strange to play in between the
pair because the two were almost exact opposites.
Demko a fiery, get-in-there-and-play player; deCarteret
was the steadying influence on the entire team. Harvey
was the perfect captain and Bob the ideal inspirational
winner.
Even the opposition respected
them and their sportsmanship. A
Montana player was overheard re¬
marking after the Logger-Grisly
game, “ that Demko and deCarteret
were on the spot after every tackle
helping Puget Sound and Montana
players to their feet. They just
never gave up.”
Bob Demko, inspirational winner.
When the All-Evergreen conference football
squad was chosen at a coachs’ meeting in Spokane
last November, three Loggers placed high on the
list of performers. The mentors of the league
schools chose a two-platoon team and on the de¬
fensive unit were Halfback Jack Newhart and
Tackle Earl Combs. Bob Demko added to his inspi¬
rational laurels by being chosen as a guard on the
offensive team.
Newhart was perhaps the league’s outstanding
defensive back. His pass interceptions saved many
scores and he was also a deadly tackier. Combs was
the heavy-duty lineman on the Logger eleven and
played both offense and defense.
One other Logger earned all-league honors.
Combs’ running-mate at tackle, Don Lee, was
given an honorable mention in the all-star selection.
Jack Newhart Earl Combs Bob Demko
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Logger Coaches Rod Giske, John Heinrick and Ray Mahnkey pour over football
statistics. Right, Heinrick points to a play as Giske, Mahnkey look on.
You couldn’t miss the coaching staff during a
football practice because all of the Logger mentors
wore the same maroon sweatpants and jackets.
But, Coach John Heinrick, head grid mentor, was
even easier to recognise. He always sported his
red baseball cap.
Every afternoon, as the Logger gridders ran
through their warm-up drills, Heinrick and hisstaff would make their appearance, notebooks in
hand, and send them through their paces. Each
coach was assigned a specific duty and not a min¬
ute of time was wasted in practice sessions.
Rod Giske handled the forward wall and Ray
Mahnkey tutored the backfield. Several student
coaches also helped with the squad. Joe Mahoski
and Tippy Lockard gave pointers to the backs and
Tom Baker assisted the ends.
“ How about a towel, Pop!” , hollered
the gridders every night during football
season. “C’mon, we’re in a hurry.”
Pop Throdahl, the man in charge of
all the Logger equipment, listened and
nodded. Never a “ thank you” in return.
But, Pop didn’t let it bother him. He
went on handing out towels and check¬
ing equipment. With the assistance of
Tom Medak, senior manager, and Ted
Falconer, assistant manager, Pop kept
the Logger gear intact. His was an im¬
portant job around the Fieldhouse.
Many hours of hard work were spent in “ ses¬
sions” before the practices and games. The coach¬
ing staff had their hands full with play diagrams,
scouting reports and data on the opposition. In
addition, much time was spent watching movies
of games and picking out the weaknesses of both
the Loggers and their opposition.
Head Football Manager Tom Medak.
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Equipment Manager Pop Throdahl.
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Sigma Chis, front, Dick Graham, Tom Martin, Tom
Baker, Tim Chapman, Len Spanich. In back, Frank Del
Santo, Bud’ Sethe and Roger Chaney.
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“ A” LEAGUE
JFon Lost
Sigma Chi 5 0
Kappa Sigma 4 1
Independents 3 2
Sigma Nu 2 3
Delta Kappa Phi 1 4
Theta Chi 0 5
The intramural football race was decided on
the first day of the season. And what a day it was!
It rained so hard that the chalk marks were washed
right off the field at Jefferson Park, home of the
campus sport.
The powerful Sigma Chi teams met the Kappa
Sigs in the downpour and walked off with a pair
of wins. The Sigma Chi “ A” leaguers won a 2-0
decision when Garry Hersey was caught trying to
pass behind his own end 2,one and a safety resulted.
The “ B” teams played to a OO deadlock, but in the
extra period the Sigma Chis were judged the
winners.
The games were close and hard-fought and
both teams went the rest of their season without
a defeat. The Sigma Chis were the top touchdown
makers in the league and only had one score against
them. The Kappa Sigs were not so high-powered,
but their goal remained uncrossed at season’s end.
All fraternities joined in the pigskin race and
the Independents and Todd Hall had teams as well.
The season was highly successful under the direc¬
tion of Jack Fabulich, Milt Hegstrom and Coach
Harry Bird.
“ B” LEAGUE
Won Lost
Sigma Chi 6 0
Kappa Sigma 5 1
Pi Tau Omega 4 2
Todd Hall 2 4
Sigma Nu 2 4
Delta Kappa Phi 2 4
Theta Chi 0 6
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Sigma Chis, front, Chuck Bryant, Gene Steinauer, Dick
Chiarovano, Louis White, Jack Bennett, John Torgerson.
In back, Ron Tuttle, Jack Fabulich and A1 Herzog.
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Bowling action on the Sixth Avenue Alleys.
Intramurals
The powers of the intramural football race
prevailed at the Sixth Avenue Bowling Alley,
scene of the school tourney, and the Sigma Chis
and Kappa Sigs split the honors between them.
The Sigma Chi “ A” team rolled away with
their league and the Kappa Sigma “ B” squad won
theirs. Individual honors went to Garry Hersey
of Kappa Sigma, Frank Dalsanto and A1 Herzog
of Sigma Chi, Lee Stahle of Pi Tau Omega and
Independent Bob Irons.
All the fraternities, Todd Hall and the Inde'
pendents showed well in the three-day affair andmany outstanding young bowlers demonstrated
their abilities for the various teams. Trophies went
to individual winners as well as to team organiza¬
tions.
By virtue of their fine showings in the art of
bowling, the Sigma Chis and Kappa Sigs turned
the all-year race into a two-team scrap. The SigmaChis had a slight edge because of football victories,
but the Kappa Sig split on the alleys made things
closer.
This year’s bowling program was the best in
history and everyone concerned displayed a great
deal of interest. “ We all had a good time,” said
Intramural Manager Jack Fabulich after the tour¬
nament, “ even the losers had fun.”
“ A” LEAGUE
Sigma Chi 4843
Kappa Sigma 4345
Delta Kappa Phi 4271
Independents 4124
Theta Chi 4072
Sigma Nu 4033
Pi Tau Omega 3868
Todd Hall 3526
z
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“ B” LEAGUE
Kappa Sigma 4663
Sigma Nu 4363
Sigma Chi 4341
Delta Kappa Phi 4106
Pi Tau Omega 4073
Todd Hall 4036
Independents 3984
Theta Chi 3817
Sigma Chi A champions were Dick Chiarovano, A1 Herzog, Frank Del Santo, Bill Chovil and Jack Bennett.Kappa Sigma B champions were Gary Hersey, Don Maitland, Mickey Murphy, Don Semmern and Ted Lottsfeldt
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Axemen officers and Lettermen’s Club. Seated: Harvey deCarteret, Weldon Still¬
well, Tom Medak. Standing: Don Lee, Cam Haslam.
I
The axemen worked through each sports season.
Every Tuesday morning at 10 o’clock, a group of lettermen, sitting
around the SUB drinking coffee, got up from their corner table and filed
into the lounge at the north end of the building.
Weldon Stillwell and Tom Medak sat at a table in the middle of the
room and waited for the others to be seated. Then, President Stillwell called
the meeting to order and, while Secretary Medak took down the minutes,
the discussion began.
The lettermen put on two chapels during the school year and students
were enthusiastic about them both. In an effort to promote school spirit,
the Axemen staged a mock football game on the Fieldhouse floor in the fall.
When the hoop season rolled around, they worked out a basketball
encounter.
Jack Grader took over the president’s chair in the spring semester. Under
his direction, the Axemen rounded out their social calendar with their second
dance of the year.
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The Loggers perform in chapel just before the final PLC game. Football on the maples.
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Homecoming chairmen Nick Nickolas and Annette
Ogden checked over last-minute preparations with
President Thompson before alumni arrived at CPS.
c
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Homecoming
came . . .
Gracia Barkuloo, chosen Queen of
Homecoming by the male voters.
Escort Ralph Wehmhoff earned
his crown as Homecoming King
by growing the best beard.
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and activities started.
One day in early October the male students placed their
razors in temporary storage. Then they pushed by the SUB
doors and formed a line in order to add their names to a list of
hopefuls in a beard'growing contest. This, along with a ribbon
or button pinned or clamped on sweaters, blouses, suits, or
coats were the first signs of campus preparations for 1950’s
Homecoming.
At the end of the following wee\ the Charleston, racoon
coats, flapper dresses, and ballyhoo were mentioned often by
the students as the Homecoming theme,“ Roaring Twenties’’
started to ta\e hold.
Homecoming co'chairmen, Nic\ Nic\olas and Annette
Ogden, put the“ ModePT” version of the alum reunion in high
gear.With five women running, Gracia Barfiuloo, representing
Alpha Beta Upsilon, was chosen Homecoming Queen, and
Ralph Wehmhoff , with the best beard , became Homecoming
King. The Homecoming play , “ I Killed the Count ,’’ was
presented on Thursday and Friday evenings of Homecoming
wee\.
In the annual downtown Homecoming parade the Sigma
Chis and the Phi Phis won first place with their floats. The
Lambda Sigma Chis and the Kappa Sigs were awarded first
place in the clown acts. Other awards went to the Betas for the
oldest car and also for the best decorated sorority room, and to
the Theta Chis for the best house decorations.
And the Homecoming dance, held in the Fieldhouse, with
Sfiinnay Ennis and his band playing, attracted more than 1400
alums, students, and visitors. As the last couple left the huge
memorial hall that night the wal\s and roads were still damp
from the rain which had fallen steadily throughout the wee\.
But in spite of the rain Homecoming in 1950 turned out to be a
happy and spirited affair.
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The drama department contributed “ I
Killed the Count” to Homecoming, the
Kappa Sigmas provided the noise in the
downtown parade and the Pi Phi’s float
depicted the roaring twenties, in their
flapper fashion.
Wehmhoff kissed them all . . . Theta Chi’s
best-decorated house . . . Sigma Chi parade
entry chugged up Pacific Avenue . . . Pi
Tau Omega followed the theme
“ Remember When?”
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Faculty Selective Service Counselor Dr. Raymond Powell discusses
the draft situation with Freshman Ron Larsen.
Students were counseled, for
this was a year of confusion.
From his looseleaf notebook, Dr. Powell
drew a closely-typed official-looking page. He
handed the paper to the worried young man across
the desk of the service counseling room of Jones
Hall and waited for the fellow to finish reading it.
The Dean sat in the room for the entire noon
hour explaining the meaning of the latest govern¬
ment bulletins and discussing these latest develop¬
ments in draft regulations. Puzzled men of 19 to
2? came to the desk to ask the professor for infor¬
mation and advice concerning deferments, draft
calls, and enlistment opportunities.
On other days of the week the fellows talked
to different faculty members. John Lantz; of Marine
experience; Dr. Lyle Shelmidine, former executive
officer of the Navy; Dr. Phillip Fehlandt of the
Chemical Warfare Service; David Jamieson, Wil¬
bur Baisinger, Kirk Stewart of the Army; and Dr.
Raymond Powell with Army experience in both
wars composed this emergency committee created
to inform the students on every phase of the serv¬
ice problem and to assist them in making their
decisions about dropping their studies.
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stood on the steps of Jones or sat over a cupcoffee discussing the white envelopes marked “ Selfthat had dropped into the mailboxes of 377 CPS menmen swapped campus togs for olive drab in the first semester. Proposed campus cc
^Jion was halted, tours were cancelled, and the budgets were slashed. As the year cdraws to a close, the tension remains. The majority of CPS males will turn in thebooks and head into the June sunshine still not certain of returning next_ year. But whether the year of confusion catches fire or dies away,
most CPS men feel like a typical male who summed it
up this way: “ Whether I’m drafted or not,
I guess the old school will 1r be here when I ^^£*7z <:
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Ready for their second year . . .
Back onto the campus with wise looks that
only sophomores can have, came the returning
class of 1952. No longer were they petty, insigni¬
ficant frosh. The sophomores were a class that
thought they had class. And they spent the year
trying to prove it.
At the first of the year, the main order of busi¬
ness was to work off the frustrations of having
been freshmen — on the new freshmen, of course.
They worried the new freshmen about their bean¬
ies, made them do servile tasks.
One afternoon, after the newness of college
had died off, class President Mickey Murphy stood
before the sophomores, amid the smells of chemical
experiments in Howarth Hall. He said the sophs
would have to elect a new vice-president' the old
one hadn’t returned to school.
When the meeting was over, the officers for
the class of 1952 were: Murphy, president; Bev
Muir, newly-elected vice-president; Money Des-
sen, secretary-treasurer; Gene Steinauer, sergeant-
at-arms; and Jo Anne Neff and Ted Vaughn, rep¬
resentatives to Central Board.
After Thanksgiving vacation, the sophomores
presented a chapel program. For 40 minutes the
sophomores sang, acted, told clean jokes and raised
no havoc at all.
By February, sophomore President Murphy
had joined the Coast Guard, and Sergeant-at-Arms
Steinauer was in the Navy. The other members
of the cabinet decided that the vacancies should not
be filled and left things as they were.
In the middle of February, after the St. Mar¬
tin’s game, the sophs put on a mixer. The proceeds,
amounting to $30.00, went to the polio fund.
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the seasoned Sophomores.
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For eight hours sophomores sat over national sophomore tests,
administered in South Hall.
On the social side, the sophomore dance netted money for the
March of Dimes campaign.
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Spanish Club
formed again
Programs of the Spanish Club,
La Mesa Redondo, were based on
a study of Latin American culture,
history, and language. Mrs. Ella
Mai Clark, adviser, who spent the
last summer in Guatemala displayed
some native articles and showed
colorful slides of that country.
Mayan ruins were brought to the
group through slides, and ancient
music of the Yaqui Indians of
Mexico was heard from records.
Although the Spanish Club began
the year without officers, the mem'
bers soon felt the need for execu-
tive organisation. Ed Balareso was
elected to preside; Marlys Stave
was vice-president, and Catherine
Kinsel was secretary-treasurer.
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Spanish customs and discussions were heard by club members Sarah Brown
, Ted Stand-
field, Ethelann Rindal, Cathie Kinzel, Marlys Stave, Glee Callahan, Pat Mulligan, Advisei
Ella Mai Clark, Bill Durkee, Ed Balarezo, Mrs. Charlotte Murphy and Dick Lynn.
and geologists gathered in Howarth.
Geologists who gathered in Howarth at noon were Ray Fredericks, Roger Chaney,
Ron Miller, Ann Thompson, George Fowler, Bjarne Nelson, Sanford Zirkle, Jackie
Hodgson, Charles Jurkovich, Russell Selles, William Archibald, Dr. McMillan,
Duane Wegner, Mel Mobley, Glenn Bezona and Nadine Kensler.
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Sandwiches were devoured and
movies were scanned by the Geol¬
ogy Society. Each Wednesday noon
geology majors, and anyone else in¬
terested, climbed to the top floor of
Howarth Hall to watch the scenic
studies of vacationlands. They usu¬
ally brought their lunches. From
these movies the neophyte geolo¬
gists learn the geologic processes
that bring about the mountains and
plains that make the continents.
On days that movies were not
available, speakers from local indus¬
trial plants and other science de¬
partments were secured.
The club met with the UW stu¬
dent geologists for dinner and a talk
by a local consulting mining geolo¬
gist. Other activities of the club in¬
cluded the open house displays in
the geology lab, “ Slick-n-Slides,”
their Christmas dance, the exhibit
case on Howarth’s main floor, and
social get-togethers at the house of
advisers, Professors McMillan and
Norm Anderson.
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The Indees sponsored
Dogpatch Days.
“ I now puh-nounce yo husbin’ an’wife,” said Professor Norman Ander-son as he faced Bill Morton and Ann
Gruenberg at the Sadie Hawkin’s
Dance. It was a mock ceremony
among 70 couples dressed in Dogpatch
fashion. Costume prises went to Reina
Dougherty, Nancy Wanebo, and
Sandy Bremner. A door prise of two
Ice Cycle tickets went to Charlotte
Nelson and Bob Hall.
Co-chairman Barbara Wheeler
maintained that the tolo affair was
hampered by the males’ “ I Hate
Women Week.” Nevertheless, the
patched-jean wearers had a good time
dancing to the music of Ivy Cosort’s
“ miserable” eight.
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A dozen prospective Dogpatchers tried for Daisy Mae V
’Lil Abner titles . . . everyone went informal to the tolo
dance . . . “ Marryin’ Sam” Anderson performed the
Gruenberg-Morton mock hitchin’ . . . and Reina came in
a leopard skin.
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Faculty and classes . . .
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The Tamanawas moved into the Trail office and
both staffs worked with one goal in mind, to put the
annual out on time. Editor Lois Wasmund managed
three annual dummies which constantly changed with
new ideas and old problems. Work began with Lowman
and Hanford printers and Tacoma Engraving. Camera¬
man Claude Harta started his jobs of photographing
Greeks and seniors.
The annual staff met often to turn in assignments
and collect new ones. Staff Photographers Erskine and
Anderson were sent all over campus, coming back with
group and class pictures. Artist John Clark turned out
the division pages and other artwork. Figuring out pic¬
ture proportions and montages was art major Beverly
Warner.
In March the first pages of the book went to the
reviewed by the
Tamanawas ...
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printer and the pressruns began on the 1951
Tamanawas. Housing two journalism publi-
tions, the office upstairs in the SUB began to
bulge in the springtime. On Friday students
waited for the Trail and everyday they asked
when the Tamanawas was coming.
Top, Editor Lois Wasmund gives assignments to
her staff . Workers on the annual were Artist John
Clark, Photographer Warren Anderson, Business
Manager Charles Jorgenson, Photographer Dick
Erskine, page planning Bev Warner and Trail
Business Manager Clint Gossard.
Scanning layout dummies, discussing the annual
were Tamanawas Staff Members Doug MacArthur,
Tom Gripp, Rosalind Phelps, Marvelle Burris,
Adviser Murray Morgan, Bill Tudor, Dorothy
Schut, Dorothy Ross, Editor Lois Wasmund and
Don Jaenicke.
and reported by
the Trail.
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Continuing the newsmagazine style that proved
popular last year, the TRAIL kept at its job of trying
to mirror campus news and opinions. Starting the year
with a $l,OOOplus deficit from the past three years,
the magazine carved the publication schedule to 25
issues and cut corners wherever possible.
One of the smallest staffs in years performed yeoman
service in covering the campus and in turning stories in
on time. Two overworked photographers, Warren
Anderson and Dick Erskine, turned in good pictures
regularly in spite of their double load of TAMANA-WAS and TRAIL assingnments. Doug MacArthur
handled the sports section with sparkling narrative;
Business Manager Gossard chased ads, and the senior
writers and reporters proved that quality is better than
quantity.
Editor Jaenicke handed out assignments,
wrote copy, read proof and made up the
book each Thursday at Lowman and Ham
ford downtown. He also had to pacify stm
dent organizations who would send a repre'
sentative into his office asking to “ reserve
a couple of TRAIL covers next month.”
With logbook, lunch sack and notebook open,
TRAIL Editor Don Jaenicke pounds out a story
to meet the Wednesday afternoon deadline.
TRAIL Senior Writers Dorothy Ross, Dick Mad¬
den, Nadine Kensler and Lois Wasmund look over
Sports Editor Doug MacArthur’s shoulder.
The TRAIL staff gathers around the office black¬
board in a rare moment of inactivity. Exchanging
looks with Editor Don Jaenicke (far left) are Hillis
Griffin, Adviser Murray Morgan, Marvelle Burris,
John Macdonald, Dorothy Ross, John Clark, Lois
Wasmund, Bill Tudor, Tom Gripp and Rosalind
Phelps.
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and the first snowfall . . .
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Chinook sparked a year-round
recreational program.
Skis and ski poles jutted from the snowbanks,
figures in colorful sweaters dashed from the lodge
at Deep Creek, and the intramural ski races at
Chinook’s Ski Carnival were on. Sigma Chi took
first place with the Indees right on their heels. Ski
King Bill Goettling led a group of skiers through an
obstacle course and placed tenth among individual
scorers. Jo Anne Pease took first place in the
women’s singles.
Then Chinook fans headed for the lodge where
they warmed themselves and had free pie and coffee.
A dance climaxed the annual Ski Carnival. Chi'
nook is the alhschool recreation organisation. It
sponsored the carnival, several skating parties, ski
films and dances throughout the year.
Deep Creek is Chinook’s 13'acre ski area near
Naches Pass highway on Mount Rainier. It has
lodge accommodations for 60 persons, a skating
pond and a general recreation area. Plans have been
made for a three and one'half mile chair lift near
the proposed Tipsoo ski area.
The lodge’s real warmth and friendliness was
discovered by newcomers at an open house held
early in the year. More than one hundred skiers
spent part of the Christmas holidays gliding down
the area’s snowy slopes.
Charles Jorgenson was president of Chinook, assisted by other
officers Lodema Johnson, Wyleen Wilson and Chuck Howe.
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On Ski Day the slopes near Cayuse Pass
were dotted with skiers. Top, racers were
timed for each event run in the bright sun¬
light. CPS’s ski team was ineligible for races
that day, but placed high in competition with
other ski teams. Lower left, spectators sat in
the snow watching skiers slalom downhill.
Center right, Ski King Bill Goettling and his
male court replaced the annual ski queen
contest. The college bus rambled up to Deep
Creek, packing enthusiastic skiers and equip¬
ment that was quickly unloaded at the pass.
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Students Delores Breum, Jim Ernst and Alice Palmer went
with Dr. Thompson to see College Trustee William Kilworth
off on a trip east. Below, Dr. Chapman’s class discussed world
literature duringthe Renaissance.
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Otlah spent Saturday morning trimming paper for their window.
After Christmas ...
One Friday morning students were step'
ping over the Christmas light wires stretched
out on the Jones Hall walkway. Workmen
completed their final check of the switches.
Even passers'by stopped to notice the big tree
beside Jones illuminated by yellow, red, and
green lights.
Saturday morning the Knights set a rain'
soaked fir tree in the corner of Jones lobby.
With infinite precision, the Knights and Spurs
draped the branches solidly with tinsel. The
six men and nine women gathered fir boughs
from behind the college to bank the auditor'
ium balcony. Over the stage red block letters
spelled “ Merry Christmas.”
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The drama students presented “ A Child Is Born.”
Otlah spread a nativity scene across the
stair'landing window and framed it with black
crepe paper. Downstairs, five candles tied
with a stiff, red bow, perched on the library
counter, banked with fir boughs, colored balls,
and angel’s hair. A tiny twig of mistletoe
dangled from the light above student mail
boxes.
In Howarth Hall, on the third floor, Mr.
Christianson set his three'foot pine tree in the
chemistry department stock room. A string
of bubble lights and several oversized balls and
bells adorned the midget science'hall Christ'
mas tree.
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The Home Ec girls filled a tea table for the faculty.
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Students and faculty members who belonged to Mu Sigma Delta were Ingrid
Lien, Ella
Mai Clark, Ovind Gunderson, Lyle Ford Drushel and Doris Bremner. Row two, Jack
Raphael, Lester Patterson, Dr. Robert Sprenger, Dr. Coolidge Chapman, Dr. Philip
Fehlandt. Row three, Dr. Martin Nelson, Tom Lantz, Dr. John Regester, Robert Merry,
Dr. Willis Carruth, Dr. Raymond Seward, Jim Bellamy, Dr. John Magee and Professor
Slater.
New senior Mu Sigs were Betty Nutting, Dean McCoy, Christian Elison, Sam Ba
nakes, Sandy Mazzei,
~ ’ ird, Alice Palmer, Gloria Nelson, Gordon Taggart, Eldon
1
David Williamson, David Key, Jeanne Shuga
Tamblyn, Claudia Zediker and Jackie Thurber.
Upperclassmen spent long
hours in the library and at
home during the year, boosting
their classwork and test grades
to keep grade points on a high
level. They were working to-
ward Mu Sigma Delta, the
local scholastic honorary.
Faculty members looked
over their grade averages too,
and when the school year drew
to a close, a percentage of grad'
uates with high marks were se¬
lected for membership. Initia¬
tion took place at a spring ban¬
quet. The old members met
three times during the year
and represented a cross-section
of the student faculty scholar¬
ship that had been attained.
Otlah and Mu Sigma Delta posed . . .
“ He carried an eraser on his head?— Oh, that’s
common among first-graders.” Otlah’s education
majors were discussing their day’s experiences. The
gab-fest followed a home potluck dinner meeting
on a second Tuesday of the month.
President Delores Breum quietly interrupted
with plans for Otlah’s Christmas decorating. The
senior women’s honorary joined with the German
Club and AWS in combined holiday activities.
Alice Palmer designed a nativity scene on paste¬
board for Otlah’s window on Jones stair landing.
Members covered the pasteboard with blue, red,
yellow, and purple parchment paper. The picture
was bordered with black crepe paper.
Freshmen, sophomore, and junior girls with a
B average received invitations to Otlah’s spring
tea at the Wiborg home. The members encouraged
their younger sisters to maintain a spirit of service
and high standard of scholarship. “ Otlah members
are senior girls with a B grade average who have
participated in collegiate activities for two years.
We promote fellowship among our university
women. Our 16 members represent one of the
largest women’s scholastic groups on the campus
for several years.”
New members from the junior class were tapped
at the AWS spring banquet. Initiation followed
within two weeks.
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Choral readers who recited in Jones’ Auditorium were at the left, Donajoy Johnson,Don Wolvers, Carl Boyd, Carolyn Coveil, Claudia Zediker, Elaine Puddicombe and
Shirley Brubaker. Reading is Lavonne Schuler. At the right, Dick Lane, Helen Pear¬
son, Tom Cherrington, Nancy Thompson, Doris Soder and Marvelle Burris.
and Choral Readers’ voices were heard.
The Choral Readers of CPS trusted their lives
to the drafty and stubborn-geared CPS bus several
times in the pre'Christmas season to travel to their
public recitals of comic and serious poetry in
schools and women’s organisations in Tacoma.
Seated as far as possible from the gaping door, the
Readers reviewed their program order, planned the
semicircular standing order, and once devoured a
five-pound box of chocolates. Not all of the Christ'
mas programs were off’-campus; robed in their long
white gowns with royal blue surplices, the mem¬
bers of the group carried candles and prayer folders
down the aisles of Jones Hall auditorium and onto
the platform representing Heaven, to read the
Vesper Service prayer.
Armed with hammers and paint brushes for
prop building and long sheets of poetry for memo ¬
rising, the Readers spent from 10 to 15 hours a
week preparing for their February recital for the
college and general public after they had con¬
cluded their Christmas season. The children’s
verses, dramatic poetry, and Indian chants of the
Spring recital were broken into smaller parts
and presented in numerous private recitals for
experience.
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Registration lines returned.
Some strange faces were seen in the registra¬
tion lines as students signed up for the Spring
semester. The Registrar’s office announced later
that there had been about 75 transfers and mid¬
semester frosh.
The hall in front of the Jones auditorium was
filled with standees waiting to see either the Bursar,
Registrar or Veteran’s Administration representa¬
tive. Even before the ink was dry on the new regis¬
tration cards, students lined up to the Registrar’s
window demanding, “ Are the grades out yet?”
Kerttu Kahn, Dr. Powell’s right hand girl,
looked at the long lines and shrugged her shoulders.
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Last line in registration . . . Mrs. Ferguson totaled bills,
collected cash and checked deferred payments . . . Long
hall lines lead to the registrar’s window for that final
check.
She was used to the rush. Back in the small private
office of the Registrar, Dr. Powell riffled a stack of
transcripts, held one conference after another and
answered the insistent telephone. It was his first
“ trial by fire” as official Registrar.
The office staffs of Bursar and Registrar
worked nights trying to keep up with a paperwork.
They registered new students, counseled, put out
grades from last semester, wrote deferment peti¬
tions for draft-bait students and mailed transcripts
to other colleges.
In spite of the troubled world situation, enroll¬
ment was down less than a hundred students from
the first semester.
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Workers in the college print shop were Herluf Christensen, Joan Cook, Mrs. Arlene
Melendy and Mrs. Rega McCarty. In back is Director John Blake, Doris Erickson,
Phyllis Eastham and Photographer Bob Rudsit.
The office of Central Services be'
gan work each weekday morning at
8 when John Blake arrived to direct
the flow of alumni activities, print¬
ing, news photography and public
relations work concerning the col¬
lege.
The major portion of college and
office stationery is printed by Cen¬
tral Services, also letterheads, meal
tickets, breakage tickets, posters,
programs and memo pads.
Central Services’ Office is filled
with two electric typewriters, a
variatyper and an IBM that have
been added this year.
A full-time secretary, four stu¬
dent helpers, a student staff photog¬
rapher and a student news writer
keep the office alive with activity.
From this office comes material to
the downtown paper and to those
interested in the college.
College offices
hummed . . .
Each Tuesday and Thursday morning
students rushed into the Dean’s office to
make last-minute arrangements for chapel
announcements. His secretary, Cathie
Reed, was always ready to help a student
with his problem.
But chapel announcements were only
a small part of the Dean’s duties. For 26
years the Dean has helped the college and
its administration. He coordinates the edu¬
cation program as it affects the faculty,
student and the college capacity. He stands
before the bi-weekly chapel assemblies,
making announcements and requests to the
students.
Working efficiently inside his book-
lined office, the Dean works constantly over
a filled desk of pertinent material. On his
desk stands a picture of his friend, Albert
Schweitzer, the German philosopher. Be¬
side his administrative capacity, the Dean’s
field is philosophy.
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Music Instructor John Cowell always rode his English bicycle from his nearby home
to class, frequently taking his two sons along for
a
ride to CPS.
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OTs who kept South Hall humming were, seated, Betty Ostergard, Ann Skupen,
Jeanne Riviere, Elaine Dikeos, Bev Hansen, Rachel Haskill, Mary Lou Fowler, Ruth
Wallin, Marilyn Wagner, David Maloney, Janet McGalliard and Director Edna-Ellen
Bell. In back, Bea Elder, Irene German, Eileen Carson, Betty Nichols, Audrey Dooley,
Glenna Raybell, Nancy Mandell, Virginia Sandquist, Pat Stewart, Freda Falks, Dorcas
Finn, Rosalee Messinger, Fredda Lamp and Bob Glass.
OT, German Clubs kept pace.
Beverly Hanson and her fel¬
low OTs slipped off their blue
smocks after a September class in
the OT woodshop. “ It’s our first
monthly meeting tonight,” Bev
told them. “ I hope to see you at
my house.” The president tucked
away her smock and left South
Hall. Thirty-five OT majors
filled the Hanson living room
that evening. A uniformed
woman, Lt. Ickler from Madigan
spoke on her therapy experiences.
The only training school for
the rehabilitation of the sick
through creative handskills and
recreation the OT school jumped
85 per cent this year. Craft stu¬
dents produced such articles as
bracelets, billfolds, stocking caps,
rugs, wooden shoes and roses
encased in plastic. Edna - Ellen
Bell directed the department
assisted by David Malony, Jeanne
Killam and Dr. J. Morrison
Brady.
A makeshift barn was in the
girls1 gym at the OT barn dance.
In December the OTs made 500
Christmas cards for OT members
and faculty. In the spring they
opened their doors to present
weaving, leatherwork and ce¬
ramic demonstrations for high
school and college students. A
mortarboard skeleton sat stiffly
in Miss Bell’s chair pointing a
bent finger toward her diploma.
Der Deutsche Verein, infor¬
mally known as the German
Club, started their club program
rolling in the fall with the elec¬
tion of officers. Noralee Hoerr
was president. Sandy Mazxei was
vice-president. Maureen Dessen
was secretary-treasurer.
Under the director of adviser
Prof. Otto Bachimont, the group
continued the work of the class¬
room in a more informal manner.
Speakers and movies filled the
club meetings held on the first
Tuesday evening of each month.
Singing German folksongs was a
favorite pastime.
German Club combined with
the French Club to journey out
to University Place in the fall to
give a Christmas program to the
pre-school group. Students also
took part in the caroling between
classes at Christmas time.
Other activities were a Home¬
coming float and a banquet in the
spring.
Deutsche Verein members were Christian Miller, Otto Bachimont, Jay Fox, Larry
Beck, Norm Sagen, Jim Zylstra, Bud Sethe, Ray Gosney, Marta Herban and Jack
Buescher. Seated are Jack Cowan, Maureen Dessen, Sandy Mazzei, Noralee Hoerr
and Byron Hartzell. In front, Faye Duncan, Bob Terry and Angeline Nicholson.
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Pre-med students met on the first
Thursday of each month to hear
speakers from Tacoma General,
Pierce County Hospital, and West¬
ern Washington State Hospital tell
about current trends in medicine.
At other times representatives from
laboratory instrument companies
came to describe the use of their
products and to tell of new develop¬
ments in lab equipment.
Club activities are open to pre¬
medical and pre-dental students.
Part of the club’s work is to keep
its members up to date on medical
and dental school requirements.
Another project of the Pre-med
Club was their bulletin board on
Howarth’s main floor. Here stu¬
dents were kept up to date on club
activities, available scholarships for
advanced training and clippings de¬
scribing new discoveries.
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Interested in pre-medics were Dick Drues, Joe Snyder, Lauren Rolfstad, Virgil
Comstock. Row two, Larry Hoover, Beverly Sinkovich, Lon Hoover and Jack
Prince. In back, Ed Prince, W. G. Jantzen, Dick Carlson and Professor Slater.
Biology, Pre-med Clubs listened to lectures.
Phi Sigmas Larry Hoover, Tim Chapman, Masaharu Jingui and Joe Snyder. Seated,
Professor Slater, Dr. Breakey, Virgil Comstock, Jack Prince, Lela Pashnik, Cor-
rine Engle and Ron Poage. In back, Marion Scraggs, Andrew Drobnick, Jack
Cowan, Howard Erwin, Walter Roth, George Fairfax, Gene Westland, Lon
Hoover, Jay Fox and Don Poage.
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Anything from lamphrey eels to
plants of Washington occupied the
meetings of Phi Sigma when its
members met in Howarth Hall on
the second Thursday of each
month. Phi Sigma is a national up¬
perclassmen honorary in the biol¬
ogy department.
Members are selected from the
junior, senior and graduate classes.
Object of club activities is to pro¬
mote research. Since most of the
club is made up of students work¬
ing for their Master’s degrees, the
members make up the speaker’s
bureau. They tell about the particu¬
lar research problem they are work¬
ing on.
Oivind Gunderson told about his
work— a micro and macro-study of
the brain of the lamphrey eel. Jack
Gowen is preparing a history of
ornothology of Washington. Ray¬
mond Duval Wiseman talked on
the history of mammalogy. Howard
Irwin explained the problems of re¬
classification of all plants in Wash¬
ington.
Outside speakers came from
Western State Hospital and local
laboratories.
One of the most interesting clubs
on campus is the Psychology Club.
Among other programs during the
year, mind-reading and hypnosis
have been studied in meetings.
The purpose of the club is to
supplement regular class work with
guest speakers, prominent psychol¬
ogists and psychiatrists, movies and
general discussion on futures in the
field of psychology. A Psychology
Club member gets a brief idea of
the extent and uses of psych, of the
types of work open in the field and
new developments which are being
made in psychology and psychiatry.
Professor Richard Peterson was
club adviser and Jim Zylstra was
spring president; Irvin Miller, fall
president. The Psych Club held
some meetings with members of the
sociology department. Other offi¬
cers were Tom Hudson, fall vice-
president and Noralee Hoerr, fall
secretary. Cathy Corum replaced
Hudson as vice-president in the
spring.
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Delving into the psych-sociology field were Cathie Doherty, Geraldine Tuell,
Catherine Corum, Terry Hines. Row two, Ruth Metcalf, Lois Wedeberg, Ken Kramer,
Dick Lynn. Row three, Jim Zylstra, Ed Drues and Noralee Hoerr. Standing are
Professors Peterson, Lawson, Tom Rutledge, Arvelle Davis, Tom Hudson and
Joyce Christie.
Psych and Chem Clubs specialized.
Chemistry students, affiliated with the ACS, sat in the Howarth lecture room and
listened to their club adviser, Dr. Phillip Fehlandt.
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Ed Barnes, president of the Chem¬
ical Society, called the meetings to
order. It was the regular get-to¬
gether, held at 4 p.m. on the first
Tuesday of each month.
Ed sometimes dispensed with the
business problems and introduced a
speaker. The club always had a
speaker, whether student, professor,
or outsider. Dr. Sprenger spoke on
chemistry as a vocation. Jack Weits
spoke on respiration coefficients in
diet changes. William Bean’s topic
was the use of the spectrophoto¬
meter in chemical analysis.
The spectrophotometer really got
a workout in the chemistry lab this
year. Dr. Sprenger and a group of
his advanced students were study¬
ing isochroman. Isochroman is of in¬
terest because some of its deriva¬
tives may be related to known anti¬
biotics.
The Chem Club’s full title is the
CPS Student Affiliate Chapter of
the American Chemical Society.
Noon sports activity
with WAA.
Well into winter, the backbone of
the women’s intramural program sat
back and guided a well-packed program.WAA’s governing board depended on
its sport managers to arrange turnouts
and game schedules. Board meetings
were regular with an occasional general
meeting in the girls’ gym at noontime.
Three times a week at noon the win¬
ter sports program went on. Basketball
Manager Marian Swanson mapped out
the inter-class games and inter-sorority
competition began for the basketball cup.
Delta Alpha Gamma took the trophy
and the junior class won the inter-class
struggle. A lack of interest loomed up in
the failure of certain groups and classes
to field teams.
The individual sports, however, pro¬
vided more attainable points toward that
WAA award. Ping-pong games wereplayed in the large locker room. Elsie
Palo was manager. Joanne Wood posted
the results of the badminton games.
Eleanor Moberg and Eunice Williams
announced the all-star volleyball andhockey teams. Virginia Wahlquist
counted and recorded each girl’s accumu¬
lative sport-point average.Claire McNeil’s job was to plan the
co-recreational night activities in the
gymnasium. The building was open for
students who came in to use the avail¬
able sport facilities. Dancing, ping-pongand volleyball drew a fair crowd. The
men’s intramural basketball schedule was
run in the gym on the week nights, but
the girls made good use of it at noon.
Senior Jeanne Shugard was this year’s
WAA president. Jean Hagemeyer was
her vice-president, aided by Secretary
Virginia Wahlquist, Treasurer Pat
Hardy and Intramural Manager Chris
Ostrom. Strong interest in the group and
their program was held by Alice Bond,
instructor and adviser in the women’s
athletic department.
Gamma Margaret Heinrick goes in for a lay-in during
the Lambda-Gamma championship basketball game . . .
Gym lights burned at night with co-recreational games.
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Rally committee members were Gerrie Baic, Maureen Dessen, Donna Johnson, Elizabeth Reed and Tom Baker. Row
two, Tom Swayze, Rick Healy, Charlie Roe, Mary Ann Jugovich, Suzanne Bervin, Martha Wegner and Larry Brown.
Row three, Jane Wolf, Janet Johnston, Maris Anderson, Doris Beardsley and Dorothy Ross. Top tow, Ken Dailey,
Roger Chaney, Liz Fleming, Barbara Albertson, Gene Campbell and Ralph Mackey. Yell leaders for the year were
Sally Bertucci, Ron Bloom, Maureen Dessen, Ed Hager and Betty Nutting.
Rally Comm raised its banner.
f
Rally Comm members walked up to the second
floor of Jones almost every Tuesday morning dur¬
ing the year. They sat in room 203 and listened as
their president, tall, brown-haired Barbara Albert¬
son outlined plans for coming events. The members
added their own suggestions and final plans were
made.
The outstanding rally was the all-school onewhich was held to send the football team to Mon¬
tana. Students paraded to the Milwaukee depot,
cheered, sang, and sent the team off in a burst of
enthusiasm.
Rally Comm and the Lettermen’s Club worked
together to sponsor an all-school chapel in the fall.This was held in the Fieldhouse and featured actual
football plays which were run through by the team.
The executive cabinet helped Barb to formulate
plans for rallies and stunts. They were Doris
Beardsley, secretary; Rick Healy, treasurer; Doug
MacArthur, rally chairman; Dwight Ball, stunt
chairman; and Dorothy Ross, publicity chairman.
The entire committee worked hard to promote
school spirit throughout the year.
Rally Comm tried to raise the school spirit by signs in the SUB and a bonfire rally during football season.
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Oregon 72, CPS 65
Oregon 68, CPS 66
Logger basketball prestige went up as a result
of the University of Oregon series, despite the fact
that CPS dropped two straight games to the Ducks.
Oregon had to go all out to win both games in the
final minute of play, 72-65 and 68-66.With big Rod Gibbs tormenting them under
the basket and Jake Maberry and Dar Gilchrist
providing some scoring antics from outside, the
Loggers battled the Webfeet all the way. In the
end, however, the Ducks were bigger and tougher
and there were more of them. A substitute figured
in both wins.
An interesting story lies behind the victories.
Keith Farnam, an unknown reserve, wore the num¬
ber of Duck Star Will Urban during an afternoon
practice on the Fieldhouse maples. Logger athletes
who watched him perform all agreed that he was
a natural great. “ Why, he just looks like a ball
player,” said one of the lettermen. Later, they
found out that he was not the Oregon star. But,
they did find out that they weren’t all wrong.
Farnam was a ball player and he proved it by
sparkling winning rallies in both games.
Little Gilchrist sent the fans away talking after
the second game. His 25 points kept Oregon in
trouble all night and the Loggers won the head¬
lines — but lost the games.
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CPS 73, UBC 62
The UBC Thunderbirds called time out mid'
way in the first half of their basketball game with
the Loggers and sprawled on the Fieldhouse maples
to talk it over with Coach Jack Pomfret. Theytrailed CPS by a 26'15 margin and appeared badly
outclassed. Pomfret, not the least bit excited or
chagrined, pointed out their mistakes and sat down.
Then, his Birds caught fire and trailed by only
four points as the halftime claxon sounded. When
proceedings got underway after intermission, the
Canadians grabbed a 38'36 lead. The UBC out'
burst prompted the Loggers into playing some bas'ketball for the first time all evening.
Jake Maberry took charge of things, dropping
in three long shots to put CPS ahead, and the Log'
gers went on to a 73'62 victory. Maberry hit for
24 points to take scoring honors. Don Danielson,
having one of his better nights, tallied 13 before
fouling out early in the second half.
In a return engagement up north, the Loggers
maintained their edge. Playing in the new Uni'
versity of British Columbia gymnasium, the Puget
Sounders made a sweep of the two'game series
with a 66'56 win. Maberry again starred with 15
points, but little Darwin Gilchrist took scoring
honors with 18.
CPS 66, UBC 56
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Seattle U 70, CPS 60
Seattle U 74, CPS 73
People stood around the gymnasium at Seattle
University for a long time after the Loggers and
the Chieftains were through running the maples.
Few of them knew who really won the game. Offi¬
cially, the score was 74-73 in favor of the Chiefs.But, many fans wondered.
They had watched one of the best-played gamesof the year end in utter confusion. Seattle at¬
tempted to stall out the clock and their one-pointlead late in the game when Garry Hersey deflected
a pass which then bounced off a Chieftain out of
bounds. Jake Maberry grabbed the ball in back-
court and tossed it in to Hersey. Garry dribbled
into the key and put up a one-hander whichswished through just ahead of the gun.
But, Referee Ben Di Julio called the ball back.
He claimed that he had not designated who was
entitled to the out of bounds and, while CPS had
the rights to the ball, they were too eager putting
it into play. He moved the clock back 15 seconds
but the Loggers couldn’t muster a score.
Anxious to prove that they could do it, CPS
fought back on their home court. The Loggers
grabbed an early lead but faded in the second half
as their shooting eye failed them. Johnny and Eddie
O’Brien turned on the heat and dropped in 21
points each to give the Chieftains a 70-60 victory.
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Eastern 72, CPS 69
Logger Jake Maberry stood at the free-throwline, shrugged his shoulders, and calmly tossed in
a pair of gift tosses with only five seconds remain¬
ing in the game against Eastern’s champion Sav¬
ages. His two points tied the tilt at 66-66 and sentthe teams into a five-minute overtime struggle.As a result, CPS basketball fans watched one
of the most dramatic games of the entire season.
Eastern held a 70-69 lead with a mere 15 seconds
to go when big Cam Haslam wrestled a rebound
away from a startled Savage right under the Log¬
ger basket. Cam faked right, drove left, and found
himself alone right under the hoop. His lay-up hitthe glass boards, spun into the hoop, and fell crazily
out . . . Logger victory hopes falling with it. The
Savages grabbed the ball and picked up two points
as the gun sounded to take a 72-69 win.In the return game at Cheney, the Loggers
rallied a second time. Again it fell short. A substi¬
tute guard, Wally Erwin, entering the game with
less than two minutes to go, started a one-man fight
against a 59-50 Eastern lead. His free throw andlong set-shot narrowed the gap to six points. Then,Center Ken Bayer helped out with a hook shot and
Erwin stole the ball for a lay-in. Only two points
separated the teams before Eastern grabbed a last
second basket and free throw to win, 62-57.The Loggers felt cheated a second time.
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Eastern 62, CPS 57
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CPS 41, Western 37
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CPS 78, Western 42
When the Loggers took the floor at Bellingham
for the second game in their series with Western
Washington, a familiar figure was missing from
the ranks. The stands buzzed as to the whereabouts
of rangy Rod Gibbs, ace center and captain of the
CPS team.
The Vikings remembered Gibbs from their first
meeting of the year. Rod had scored 18 points in
that contest and his backboard play had been a
major factor in the 78-42 Logger win. Thus, the
Western fans were glad to see that Gibbs was
absent from the Logger lineup.
As game time neared, Coach John Heinrick
began to wonder along with everyone else. The
last he had seen of Gibbs was when he bid him
goodbye in Vancouver the night before. Gibbs left
the UBG game with his parents and intended to
travel to Bellingham with them.
About five minutes before tipoff time, the
stands hissed and booed. Out of the visitors’ dress¬
ing room came elongated Rodney, his blond hair
mussed and his shoe laces still untied. “ I didn’t have
my wallet with me,” explained the big center, “ and
they almost didn’t let me cross the border.”
Well, luckily for the Loggers, Gibbs did get
past the custom officials. And that night, rangy
Rod poured 16 points through the hoop to lead
CPS to a 41-37 victory over Western. The wingave the Loggers a clean sweep in their series with
the Vikings.
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PLC 56, CPS 51
No matter how hard they tried, the Loggerscouldn’t beat the Lutes. CPS lost four straight
games to PLC.
Gene Lungaard and his Parkland teammateswere just too much for the Loggers. They downedCPS 64-39, 68-54, 75-57 and 56-51. Only in thefinal game, were the Loggers able to make it close.Lungaard went wild against CPS and scored almost
at will. His 38 points in the third game set an all-time scoring record at Luteville.
Every time CPS took the court against theGladiators, something went wrong. Rod Gibbscouldn’t hit his whirling hook shots, Dar Gilchristand Jake Maberry had trouble at long range andeverybody else performed likewise.
In the final tilt, the Loggers kept within rangeall the way but were forced to finish up with
reserves as the entire starting five fouled out of thegame. The Lutes stalled their way through thefinal three minutes of play to win the only real con¬
test of the four.
In the other three, PLC led all the way. TheParklanders not only won their first city champion¬ship since John Heinrick started coaching at CPS,but blanked the Loggers as well. CPS fans couldn’tremember when the Loggers last lost four straight
to their crosstown foe.
PLC 68, CPS 54
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CPS 81, Whitworth 78
CPS 88, Whitworth 69
When Whitworth’s Pirates made their appear'
ance at Loggerville, three towering strangers sat
behind their bench yelling for a Buc victory. The
trio was the nucleus of a powerful Pirate five
which had rolled up an impressive pre-reason record
against some of the best teams in Eastern Washing¬
ton. They were forced to just sit and watch in that
one, however, having been ruled ineligible for the
Logger game.
CPS had an easy time in that first contest as
freshmen were forced to carry the load for Whit¬
worth and the Loggers rolled up the highest score
of the year in league play. Captain Rod Gibbs led
the hoopsters to an easy 88-69 win with a 25-point
splurge.
In the return game at Whitworth, the three
strangers became familiar to the Loggers. Bent on
revenge, the trio started pouring in the points and
CPS was behind from the start. Logger reserves
took over midway in the first half, however, and
matched the Pirates basket for basket.
Little Dar Gilchrist took matters in his own
hands late in the game as Whitworth boasted a
13-point lead. His long shots started hitting andhis 20-point contribution was just enough to send
CPS home with an 81-78 win.
CPS thus became the only team in the confer¬
ence to beat the Pirates twice and the Logger win
at Spokane was the only Whitworth loss of the
year at home.
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PLC 52, CPS 51
The Loggers fought desperately to earn their
third straight trip to Kansas City, but PLC’s Glads
wouldn’t let them go. The Lutes won their fifth
straight game from CPS in the NAIB playoff finals
at Spokane. One point figured in the difference.
TheLogger’s only consolation came in the open'
ing round of play when they dumped Eastern’s
proud conference champions, 65'59. It was sweet
revenge for the Loggers who had dropped two
heartbreakers to the Savages during the regular
season. PLC downed Whitworth in an overtime
tussle to gain the finals.
In the championship fray, the Loggers and
Lutes staged their evenest game of the year. This
time, CPS was in contention all the way. Only a
pass which got away saved the Lutes from defeat.
The Loggers trailed by one point, at 5049,
when Garry Hersey went into the game with less
than a minute to go. Hersey promptly stole the ball
and scored on a lay'in to give the Loggers a lead.
Only 30 seconds remained when Lute Bert Wells
was fouled. But his free throw missed and Hersey
grabbed the rebound. All CPS had to do was stall
the seconds away. A pass went astray seconds later,
however, and Gene Lungaard was left all alone
under the basket. His easy two'pointer gave the
Lutes a 52'51 win and the Kansas City trip.
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CPS 65, Eastern 59
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Darwin Gilchrist
Cal Frazier
Rod Gibbs
Don Maitland
7jlie j£og,g,er&
Jake Maberry
Don Danielson
Bill Richey
Dwayne Westlin
Wally Erwin
Garry Hersey
Cam Haslam
Bob Sater
Roger Ringstad
Jim Rothnie
Dan Inveen
Ken Bayer
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t i-; •? - : f -IP.* EVERGREEN CONFERENCE STANDINGSEastern Washington Won12 Lost2 PF831 PA715CPS 10 4 905 827Whitworth 10 4 892 837PLC _ -. _ _ 10 4 774 666Western Washington - - 5 9 738 781Central Washington _ . _ 4 10 726 777St. Martin’s 4 10 616 695UBC _ _ _ 1 13 691 875
Captain Gibbs, Don Danielson and Jake Maberry present their
coach, John Heinrick, with a gift of luggage.
Loggers finish season at annual banquet
The hoopsters played their basketball season all
over again the last week in March as Coach JohnHeinrick and 16 letter winners ate their fill ofsmorgasbord and then took turns honoring eachother at the annual awards banquet.
The Loggers picked Rod Gibbs as captain fortheir past season and chose Jake Maberry to leadnext year’s team. Don Danielson was awarded thecoveted inspirational trophy and the team pre'sented Heinrick with a gift of a traveling bag in
appreciation for his season’s work.
After dinner, the Loggers relived their season.They remembered . . . those Oregon games whenthey came oh so close . . . and that Seattle U affair
. . . an overtime at Central . . . and the drubbinghanded Western in the Fieldhouse . . . their heart'breaking losses to Eastern . . . and their comebackin the NAIB.
They tried to forget four straight losses to theLutherans of PLC and that final one'point deci'sion to the Lutes that kept them from their thirdstraight Kansas City trip.
The Loggers were proud that they were thehighest scoring team in the Evergreen Conferenceand that three CPS hoopsters ranked high amongthe scoring leaders. Rod Gibbs, Jake Maberry andDar Gilchrist earned places on the alhconferenceselections.
The Loggers gathered at the Top of the Ocean for smorgasbord
and honors.
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TED FALCONER
Assistant Basketball Manager
A small white card on one of the press
tables in the Logger Fieldhouse reserved
a seat for a basketball manager at every
home game. The card read, “ CPS Statis¬
tician, Ted Falconer.”
Ted’s stats served Coach John Hein-
rick well. Heinrick knew who made mis-
ing and lost balls.
In addition, Falconer collected the
uniforms after the games and furnished
towels for the players. He and Head
Manager Tom Medak kept the Loggers
going.
takes and when they made them. He had
records of rebounding ability, shooting
percentages, fouls committed, bad pass-
Around the Fieldhouse ...
Most CPS students only saw the Field-
house at its best during the school year. Few
of them ever looked at it in the mornings as
Ted Droettboom did. Ted took care of the
Logger arena.
Every morning at 8 o’clock, Ted opened
the doors of the huge CPS Fieldhouse and
looked at the mess inside. The floor was
always dirty and, if there had been a basket¬
ball game the night before, crumpled popcorn
bags and empty paper cups littered the aisles.
Droettboom and his crew kept busy all year.
Chapel programs, a four-day basketball tour¬
nament, the Shrine Circus and a home show
were just some of the many events on the
Fieldhouse calendar.
While Ted and his workmen swept up
the main floor, Doris Horjes poured over let¬
ters and forms in the athletic office on the east
balcony. “ Dori,” as Logger athletes called
John Heinrick’s smiling secretary, was as val¬
uable as an assistant coach. She knew the CPS
sport picture inside and out.
Left, Coach Harry Bird talks over sport happenings with Athletic Secretary Doris Horjes. Right, Coaches Mahnkey,
Bird, Heinrick and Giske hold an athletic confab.
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Intramural basketball.
“ A” LEAGUE STANDINGS “ B” LEAGUE STANDINGS
Kappa Sigma
WL
4 1 Sigma Chi _
WL
6 0Independents - 4 1 Delta Kappa Phi_
Pi Tau Omega
Kappa Sigma
4 1Sigma Nu
Delta Kappa Phi
_ _ 3 2
3 2 4 27, **Sigma Chi _ 1 4 Todd Hall _ _ 2 4Pi Tau Omega 0 5 Sigma Nu
Theta Chi _ 1 50 6
The Fieldhouse lights were on almost every
Wednesday night during the winter months as
campus basketballers wrangled in the intramural
hoop race. Now and then, they played their con¬
tests in the girls’ gym.
When the season ended, the Sigma Chis were
all alone at the top of the B league but the squads
of Kappa Sigma and the Indees were tied for
honors in the A circuit. The Sigma Chis won six
straight games without a loss.
The A league wound up with two teams,
exactly opposite in their style of play, tied for first
place. The shorter Indees played an outside weav¬
ing game while the taller Kappa Sigs featured ball
control and relied on their rebounding ability.
Speedy Mert Waller and Sandy deCarteret led
the Indee attack and Ed Notley and Walt Espeland
topped the Kappa Sig scorers.
The highest score of the year was rolled up bythe powerful Kappa Sig five, which trounced the
Pi Taus 68-16.In the B league, the fast-breaking Sigma Chissped to the championship without a loss. The Delta
Kaps came closest to the Jack Fabulich-led crew ina 29-28 thriller which was decided in the closingseconds of the game.
The highest scores of the year in B play were
the Sigma Chi’s 73-42 lacing of Todd Hall and theDK’s massacre of the Pi Taus. Delta Kap Bruce
Brooke poured 32 points through the hoops in the
Todd Hall game while Fabulich scored 29 againstthe Pi Taus. Brooke’s six-game total of 122 pointstopped all scorers.
Wednesday night’s games took on a tourna¬
ment aspect. All three courts in the Fieldhouse
were used and games were played all evening.Varsity basketballers donned the striped shirts toreferee the most successful intra-hoop season inyears.
At top, Indee team of Don Ellis and Sandy deCarteret
in front; Joe Nugent, Fred Bowen and John Kinch insecond row and Ron Newgard in back.
In middle, Sigma Chi team of Jack Fabulich, Bill Brouil-let, Ron Tuttle and Len Spanich in front; Lewis White
and Chuck Byrant in back.
At bottom, Kappa Sig team of Ben Fawcett, Ed Notley,
Dick Byran and Jim Bagley in front; Paul Whitcomb,
Walt Millard and Doug Corns in back.
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Sigma Chi ping-pongers were Jack Fabulich,
Len Spanich, Ron Tuttle and Ed Balarezo.
Campus fraternity houses were minus their
ping-pong tables for the first week in April as theintramural managers borrowed them for the annual
tournament in the girls’ gym. But, the top players
on campus got their licks in just the same.
The Sigma Chis turned out to be the best
paddle-boys in school. They slammed and checkedtheir way through the field with only one loss
against 20 wins. The Kappa Sig doubles team of
Don Maitland and Warren Moyles edged Ron
Tuttle and Ed Balarezo 21-18, 18-21 and 21-17 to
ruin an otherwise perfect Sigma Chi record.
Closest match of the tourney was staged by
Len Spanich of Sigma Chi and Charlie Roe of
Kappa Sigma. After three tight games, Spanich
came out on top with some powerful offensive
slamming. Roe was perhaps the outstanding defen¬
sive specialist in the entire meet.
Sigma Chis on the winning team were Tuttle,
Balarezo, Spanich and Jack Fabulich.
Intramural outcome
INTRAMURAL BADMINTON
STANDINGS
Sigma Chi
Independents —Kappa Sigma —Sigma Nu
Delta Kappa Phi.
Theta Chi
Pi Tau Omega
Todd Hall
Points
. 18
. 18
. 13
. 11
. 8
. 4
. 1
. 0
Birds flew across the badminton courts in
the girls’ gym as the intramural meet went
into the final round and Independent Joe
Nugent met Sigma Chi Bill Plummer in the
contest which decided the championship.
Nugent needed the win to tie up proceed¬
ings. At point set, he raced in to take a Plum¬
mer lob and faked a slam. Then, he placed a
drop shot just over the net which trapped the
Sigma Chi ace out of position. That fake won
the match for Nugent and assured the Indees
of a title tie. Both organizations won 18 times.
Ron Tuttle, Jim Winn, Jack Fabulich,
Bob Cammarano and Plummer comprised the
Sigma Chi team. Indees were John DuPriest,
Jack Buescher, Bob and Joe Nugent. Joe
was the only undefeated player in the race.
PING'PONG STANDINGS
Won Lost
Sigma Chi 20 1
Kappa Sigma 18 3
Pi Tau Omega 11 10
Theta Chi 9 12
Phi 8 13
7 14
6 15
Sigma Nu 5 16
Delta Kappa
Independents
Todd Hall
The badminton race ended in a tie. At left, Sigma Chis Ron Tuttle, Darrell Grything and Jack Fabulich stand
while Bob Cammarano and Jim Winn kneel. The Indees at right were Ron Newgard, John Kinch and Joe Nugent.
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Boxing was brief
Homer Amundsen swept the dusty third floor
of the old gym and began to move in equipment
last fall. With a full-sized ring, punching bags,
mirrors, exercise equipment and autographed pic¬
tures on the walls, the third floor began to look
like a real boxing gymnasium.
A doz,en boxers answered the first turn-outcall. Coach Amundsen spent countless hours in
the gym, patiently training his men, some of whom
had never boxed before. But under the guidance of
Amundsen’s 32 years of experience and his boxing
know-how, the Logger boxers showed well in the
half dozen cards they participated in through the
fall and winter. Three-time Golden Gloves winner
Pat McMurtry showed promise of doing it again.
Amateur boxing events should
be held to promote interest
in dean amateur sports OM
be in line with the physical
fifnei^ oliabfipr yarn Americans
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Boxers who trained regularly in the gym were
Floyd Clark, Lee Stahle, Terry McLean, Virgil
Larson, Coach Amundsen, Rick Algeo, Bill
Kelly and Dick Wooley.
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Boxing Coach Homer Amundsen’s golden boy was Irish Pat
McMurtry who traveled to the Golden Gloves tournament in Boston
Amundsen had his team, but no one to box
against intercollegiately. Prospects of competition
with other schools faded. In January, the team
folded. Sadly, Amundsen took down his pictures
and left the gym. When Golden Gloves time was
over, McMurtry stood among the winners again,
but boxing had been relegated to an intramural
status at GPS.
Boxing cards contained lots of flying leather while the action lasted
in the Fieldhouse.
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Classes continued
until finals again.
ee L. Snyder
Psychology
Paul R. Fossum
Economics
Raymond Vaught
Music
Harold D. Murtland
Business Administration
Paul Revitt
Music
Arthur L. Frederick
Religion
Renwick Taylor
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Varsity Show.
In mid'October Kay Rogers began beat'
ing out an opus called Rome and Julie. The
annual varsity show was under way. It was
a takeoff on Romeo and Juliet, using as char'
acters a group of provincials from the Osarks
and a girl from the city.
Sticking close to her own field of English
Literature Kay borrowed her character and
plot ideas from those of William Shakespeare.
She took the story of Romeo and Juliet and
transferred it to the Osark mountains. Sawed'
off shotguns replaced swords and the famous
rival families went right on feuding. The barn
loft became the romantic balcony.
Time rolled on and the big show took
shape. Rustic costumes and grease paint were
the order of the day. The details seemed to
work out except for a roomy place to re'
hearse.
One week before opening night the entire
cast began holding regular rehearsals in Jones
Hall auditorium. Props for the scenery were
built. Now the approximation of actual stage
space began to be achieved. Bob Wolf, pro'
duction manager, leaned over Kay’s shoulder
and picked cues for the actors. Neal Miller,
business manager, worked on his reports for
central board. The show steadied itself —
moved up to the footlights at Jason Leeauditorium.
The play was a musical comedy. Major
characters are Rome and Julie and wereplayed by Roald Reitan and Laurine Schore.
Piola, the girl from the city and Mustard Seed
her lover, were played by Corrine Sule and
Ray Turcotte. John Jones was the Reverend
Bean. Ed Lund and Carol Long were Mr. and
Mrs. Shootafew. Music by Leroy Ostransky’s
Workshop Band provided accompaniment for
the 40'voice choir and also for the ballet num'
bers which were interspersed between songs.
Opening night, Tuesday, the 20th of Feb'
ruary, the curtain came up eight minutes late.
The big production was on. Leroy Ostransky
started the show with the Workshop Band
playing Lemon Drop. It was a bebop.
The house was not full on opening night.
The crowd the second and final night was
fair. Even if the show came out in the red,
the crowd applauded and tabbed it a success.
Students responsible for Rome and Julie were topleft, Neal Miller who handled the show’s business,Kay Rogers who wrote the script and Production
Director Bob Wolf, center left. The staff had its
moments of despair, but after long hours of plan¬
ning and rehearsals by the students in the cast,
the Varsity Show curtain went up. Below, Duane
Wegner, Miller, Bruce Dennis, Nancy Riehl, Grace
Fullager and Dick Madden straighten out a few
set problems. Across the page . . . scenes from the
Varsity Show.
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The Greeks pledged again.
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Second-semester rush functions found the fellows around the piano
at a fraternity open-house tour. Inter-sorority held a tea in the SUB
lounge and new students became acquainted with the four sororities.
Soon after the tours, bids went out.
Greek snap pledging time rolled
around in February. The old first'semes'
ter pledges worked hard to present newly
decorated rooms and houses to pros'
pective members. The future frat men
toured the Greek houses and listened to
sales talks from each organization. Inter'
sorority Council sponsored a tea and con'
ducted a tour of sorority rooms.
When the week of rush was over,
members gathered in meetings and
hashed out the problems of choosing and
eliminating. The new pledges jumped
quickly into the routine of sitting in the
room, or going down to the house. With
their new pledge pins fastened securely
to their sweaters, they began a semester
of work and scholarship to replace their
pin with one of membership.
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Religious Life Emphasis Week,
Co-chairmen Jean Hagemeyer and Cal Frasier intro¬
duced the Religious Life Emphasis speaker, Reverend
Daniel Walker, at the week’s kickoff breakfast in the
SUB lounge. Walker appeared on the stage of Jones Audi¬
torium speaking toward the question, “ Can a Man Stand
Alone?” Realising religion was more personal, students
stayed after Walker’s chapel talks to question the dynamic
minister from Oregon.
Various campus committees consulted with Jean, Cal
and Adviser Dr. John Magee. Class discussions were held,
with local ministers acting as resource leaders. It was coffee
time in sorority rooms for further conversation with Rev¬
erend Walker, and the social groups invited town speakers
to discuss the week’s topic in their Monday meetings.
The dormitories on campus had an inter-dorm dinner,Sigma Alpha Iota presented a program of sacred music and
the Student Christian Council invited Reverend Uphoff
as speaker for their banquet in the SUB lounge. Another
popular part of Religious Life Emphasis Week were the
books on display in the faculty lounge for the student who
wanted further readings on religion and its personal use.
Walker left the campus thinking and students deemed
the week more than worthwhile.
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Sweetheart of Sigma Chi . . .
Miss Dorothy Powell,
Delta Alpha Gamma
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Sigma Nu White Rose Queen.
Miss Burtine Beal,
Alpha Beta Upsilon
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The string quartette, composed of Donna Larew and John Howard
Walters, violins; Dave Whisner, cello and Bob Main, viola.
Music plans revised.
The war in Korea sounded some sour notes for
the music department this year. Before the fall
semester got under way the Air Force retrieved
the popular bandmaster, John O’Conner, for serv-
ice overseas. Then, in the spring, with enrollment
down and expenses up due to war preparations,
the Administration told the department that it
would be financially impossible to send the Adel-
phians to New York or to start construction of
the big new music building.
Until the costs of building level off, the mush
cians will have to make-do with their present
wooden quarters in the old Music Building and in
the revamped South Hall barracks. But any time
Clyde Keutser, the director of the department, is
feeling too unhappy about the dischords echoing
from abroad, he can unfurl the blueprints and
fantasy about the sound-proof structure that will
some day stand behind Jones Hall.
The plans conjure up a dream palace of indi¬
vidual workrooms for soloists and groups — Celo-
texed cells where violinists and vocalists can saw
and screech their way toward perfection without
disturbing each other. The building will be com¬
plete even unto special storage compartments for
tubas.
In spite of delays and disappointments, the mu¬
sicians had a good year. More than 500 students—
a third of the student body — are taking courses
with the department, most of them as majors and
minors. It seemed someone was always giving a
recital or a concert.
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Proposed campus building includes the new music building, dream of many years.
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Above, Music Director Clyde Keutzer studies plans for the
music building. Looking over his shoulder are Adelphians
Neal Miller, Jim Ernst and Ray Turcotte.
Then there were the senior recitals. Music
majors who have completed four years are required
to give a public performance. Among the recitals
that attracted special attention this year were
those by Baritone John Jones, Organist Leonard
Raver and Mez^o-Soprano Lavonne Schuler.Gordon Epperson, instructor in cello, helped
spread the fame of the music department when he
made a cross-country concert tour in early spring.
And Professor Vaught, in addition to his conduct¬
ing and violin teaching, found time to play first
fiddle in the Tacoma String Quartet, which after
four years of playing together just for the fun of
it, gave a formal concert — and packed Weyer¬
haeuser Hall. Vaught’s wife, Katherine, who has
taught at CPS in the past, played the cello;
Howard Walters, second violin, and Inez; Jackson,
viola.
Professor Raymond Vaught led the CPS-Tacoma Symphony Orchestra through its most
successful season. More than half of the mem¬
bers of the orchestra are students on the campus;
four are faculty members. The season was climaxed
with a concert in March at which a near-overflow
audience in the Jason Lee Auditorium heard the
premier performance of “ Pioneer Valley,” a tone
poem by Leroy Ostransky, composer-in-residence.
Another CPS composer, bicycle-loving John
Cowell, heard one of his works premiered the same
month. Manuel Rosenthal, who was the college’s
first composer-in-residence two years ago, led the
Seattle Symphony through Cowell’s “ Cantatum
Gloria,” at the Seattle Civic Auditorium. The
applause and the reviews were enthusiastic.
Student composers got to hear their work, too.
The Workshop Band, which under Mr. Ostran-
sky’s leadership has received national attention,
plays student compositions and arrangements of
popular music.
A few of the many music students who gave their senior recitals were
Lavonne Schuler, Leonard Raver and John Jones.
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Adelphian tour coastal, no Town Hall
F o r a time in February you could spot an Adel-phian by his scowl. The choir had been planning
more than a year for its nation-wide tour. The
programs were arranged, the train schedule was
worked out, the hotel rooms were reserved, the
concert halls (including New York’s famed Town
Hall) were booked. The 40 members of the choir
had written friends they were coming. Everything
was wonderfully set.
Then the trustees in quarterly meeting assem¬
bled took a long, hard look at the spring budget.
They found that if the Adelphians made the trip
the college ledger would be splotched with red ink
at the end of the year. This would dent a lovely
precedent of financial steadiness. So, ruefully, and
over the anguished protests of the Adelphians, the
administration cancelled the tour.
But all was not lost: the choir still made a trip.
It wasn’t nationwide and it didn’t take all semester,
but it did carry the Adelphians to 23 towns and
cities in seven western states. They left in April
and were away three weeks, traveling by Grey¬
hound bus. Most of the singers agreed that their
biggest moment came when they sang in the Mor¬
mon Tabernacle in Salt Lake City, a building
which has a reputation for accoustical perfection.
Choirmaster Clyde Keutser was enthusiastic
about the performances given by his singers. He
kept calling for better work during the trip but
after the bus had unloaded the Adelphians on the
campus, Keuzter admitted that “ generally speak¬
ing, I believe the choir is the finest I have ever
directed.”
Adelphians met their chartered bus in front of South Hall early one morning. For some, it was their first concert
tour, others were veteran tourists.Seven states and three weeks later they returned.
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It’ s my opinion that Hindemith’s counter'
point is a little too precious.
I think, polytonality went out with Buster
Brown haircuts.
Schonherg may be OK for the peasants,
but I’ ll ta\e a Bartok every time.
Such cultured colloquialisms could be
heard nearly every day in South Hall when
the Workshop Band boys got together to
rehearse their difficult arrangements, make
dates and talk shop.
To get in the Workshop Band the players
had to play well; they also had to have back'
ground: courses in theory, composition and
orchestration. When they played, they had
to please Composer-inResidence Leroy Os'
transky, who is equally at home with jazz; or
the classics. Ostransky has considered the
Workshoppers his babies since he organized
the band in 1946. He says his boys have to
know all kinds of music. They have to speak
intelligently on Bach or bop, Stravinsky or
swing, a tenor sax or a viola da gamba.
This year the Workshoppers didn’t make
their usual tour (too many of the boys were
called into service) but they filled Jones Hall
in their spring concert and they played a loud,
helpful part in the Varsity Show.
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CPS’s male quartette, Neal Miller, Jim Ernst, Ray Turcotte and Paul Kelly,
reorganized under their new name, the Tideflats.
Tideflats in tune,
Workshop Band on beat.
Leroy Ostransky and arrangers in the Workshop Band accompanied the
Varsity Show in February. Two months later they gave their annual
concert in Jones, a final in arrangement.
In the spring of 1949, Clyde
Keutzer decided he needed a
male quartet in the Adelphians.
Ray Turcotte, Jim Ernst, Neal
Miller, and Paul Kelly were se'
lected and became known around
town as the Campus Quartette.
They appeared at church and
PTA meetings, for the Women’s
College League, Elks, and the
Eagles. As time passed they felt
a need for a new name and be-came the Puget Sounders.
Keutzer coached the boys dun
ing the year, and gave them class
credit for their work. Tour time
came, and the quartette traveled
the western states with the Adel'
phians, this time under the name
the Tideflats. They’ve made a
dozen radio appearances, three
television shows, and sang for
the Republicans’ Lincoln Day
banquet, the Shriners, the Van
sity Show, the Homecoming
Show, and many others.
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Presenting musical programs to the college were SAI members Nancy Riehl, Lavonne
Schuler, Barbara Di Iullo, and Margery Pearson. Row two, Barbara Combs, Roberta
Westmoreland, Joan Stenson, Janet Hunt, Genevieve Starkey and Phyllis Eastham.
Row three, Donna Larew, Elaine Crawford, Nelda Smith, Joanne Smith, Cordys
Gough and Dorothy Ness.
SAI, Sinfonians promoted
good music.
Sinfonias who gathered to sing in the music building were, standing, Jim Ryan, Herb
Harrison, Mark Van Gasken, John Jones, Leonard Raver, Dick Fechko and Don
Hazel. Seated are John Schartow, Glenn Dunn, George Fowler, Bob Wilson and
Bill Chovil. On floor, Don Wolvers and David Panman.
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Sigma Alpha Iota is a national
music fraternity open to women
of high scholastic standing who
are majors or minors in music.
This was its third year at CPS,
started with the American Music
Concert on December 1. This
concert was a national require¬
ment and featured contempo¬
rary music.
On February 18 they spon¬
sored Arthur Loesser, the pian¬
ist. On the 28th was their Relig¬
ious Concert, a musical portrait
of Christ — a series of readings
interspersed with music. The so¬
loists were Donna Larew, Bar¬
bara Combs and Ernest Bates.
Their second annual dinner was
held on April 29 and on May 18
they participated in the annual
Spring Festival.
Lavonne Schuler and Roberta
Westmoreland were this year’s
winners of the fraternity’s high¬
est award— the Sword of Honor.
Officers for the year were, presi¬
dent, Jo Anne Smith; vice presi¬
dent, Suzanne West; recording
secretary, Genevieve Starkey;
corresponding secretary, Barbara
Combs, treasurer,Cordys Gough;
chaplain, Lavonne Schuler, and
editor, Dorothy Ness.
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia is also
a professional fraternity, com¬
posed of men majoring or minor-ing in music, who advanced the
cause of music on the campus
with the Sinfonia Concert,
March 11, and the American
Music Concert on May 11. In
this, the local chapter as well as
the faculty played a part. Also,
something new was added. The
Opera Workshop, to which sev¬
eral of the members belong, pre¬
sented the Northwest opera,
Down in the Valley by Kurt
Weill. On May 18, they co¬
sponsored the Songfest with the
women’s musical fraternity, the
Sigma Alpha Iota.
Members of Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia are active in other musi¬
cal groups about the campus.
John Howard Walters is a mem¬
ber of the Seattle Symphony
Orchestra. Officers in the club
were president, Leonard Raver;
vice president, John H. Jones;
national councilman, George
Fowler; national alumni secre¬
tary, Dick Lyman; secretary,
John Schartow; treasurer, Dick
Fechko; warden, Jerry Pepos;
historian, Glen Dunn.
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Working on cell groups or campus meditations were SCC members Elbie Beamer,Marie Rowe, Genevieve Starkey, Jim Bremner and Carl Boyd. Standing are BobConnell, Dr. John Magee and Byron Brady.
Rounding out the student’s
campus life to include religious ac-tivity is the purpose of the Student
Christian Council and the goal to¬
ward which all of its projects are
directed. SCC has representatives
from 10 young people’s church
groups, and they inform the college
students of firesides and programs
sponsored by those churches. Two
of the successful on-campus activi¬
ties under SCC guidance were the
banquet during Religious Emphasis
Week and the Communion Services
held during the school year. Depu¬
tation teams from SCC visit the
various churches and helped the
high school groups in their youth
programs.
Active leadership by President
Byron Brady, Vice president
Claudia Zediker, Secretary Gen
Starkey and Treasurer Don Wol-vers has made this year’s Student
Christian Council the busy organi¬
sation that it seems.
SCC, Kappa Phi strengthened religion.
Kappa Phi girls on campus
dressed in authentic costumes to
join in dedication services opening
a new alcove in the Washington
State Historical Building. A na¬
tional organisation open to women
of Methodist preference, Kappa Phi
followed its motto “ others.”
Needy families in Japan received
clothes the Kappa Phi members had
collected for them. The children at
Remann Hall had a St. Patrick’s
Day party. Guiding this group was
Marlene Holland as president, Jean
Hagemeyer, Elisabeth James, Pat
Hardy, Veona King, Jean Riviere,
Rosalie Messenger and Judy Smith
as other Kappa Phi officers.
Wearing garments of the pioneer days in Washington are Kappa Phis, left to right,Marleen Holland, Nita Church, Shannon King, June Wright, Marian Swanson,JoAnna Sharrard and Faye Duncan. In front, Veona King and Mary Smith.
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and the sun came out.
Students sat in the sun, studying over coming exams or just watching the
crowd go by.Benches filled in front of the SUB or students lounged around
the huge madrona tree or behind Jones Hall. Summer was ahead.
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Fellowship Hall filled with greeks.
Ten Greek shields hung from the walls of
Fellowship Hall one Friday night in April. At
nine o’clock, the smooth music of Irv Sholund’s
band began and the first of some 150 couples moved
onto the floor to begin the second annual Greek
Ball.
The major project of IFC and ISC during the
year, the Greek Ball went off with a precision that
showed what CPS Greeks can accomplish when
they all get behind something. Co-chairmen Cece
Reimer and Jo Copple and their committees did
one of the most effective jobs of the year in making
a dance a success.
Those committees were Shenora Kirishian and
Ray Price, decorations; Gloria Greene and Wally
Millard, refreshments; and Doug Muir and Jo Ann
Neff, programs.
When the ball ended at 12 and the Greeks
walked out into the cool April night, one of them
said, “ Seems like the Greek Ball gets better every
year.”
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Juniors hang on to the hatchet.
With the sophomore tests behind them and senior tests ahead, the juniors returned to school in Sep'tember and quickly integrated themselves into campus activities. President Ben Fawcett and his cabinetof Marian Swanson, Janice Peterson, Cal Frasier, Lindy Aliment and Don Murdock called the first meet'ing to order in November.
The juniors concentrated on ways of getting the hatchet from the seniors and made plans for the annualSenior Ball, the gift of the juniors to the graduates. Co'chairmen were Ned Conley and Esther Voegelein.In April, the persistent juniors stole the coveted hatchet after a raid on Anderson Hall. Engraving theweapon with a huge “ 52” the day after it was pilfered, the class basked in the notoriety of being the firstin years to steal the hatchet from the seniors before the regular passing time.Outstanding junior class names that appeared on the football field were Burt Ross, Ed Annas, Lindy
Aliment, Fred Bowen, Bob Demko, Earl Combs, Dick Boyle,
Ned Conley, Joe Retallick and Dick Colombini. On the has'ketball court, juniors Jim Rothnie, Jake Maberry, Cal Frasier,Dwayne Westlin, Dan Inveen and Don Maitland sparked theLogger hoopsters.
A few more junior names in the spotlight were Byron
Brady, Tom Cherrington, Elbie Beamer and Tom Rutledge
on SCC and religious life emphasis week. Neal Miller,
Laurine Schore, Corrine Sule, Bev Warner, Grace Fullager,
Rachel Haskell, Mary Dobbs, and Mary Lou Moore in the
Varsity Show; Donna Lerew and Dave Wisner in the Music
Department; IFC Officer Rod Smith; Joan Oaks, Home Ecpresident; SAI Prexy Joan Smith, and Cal Frasier, a native
Coloradoan who showed his political power in March when
he won the ASCPS presidency.
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Awards banquet
climaxed WAA
spring sports.
A stretch of unusual sunny weather
gave the entire spring intramural pro-
gram a boost. Bowling ended at the
Broadway Alleys in April under the
managership of Joanne Ryan. The bowl¬
ing trophy went to Delta Alpha Gamma
for the second year.
With bowling over, the rest of the
sports moved outside. The first warm
day found the girls on the softball field
across from Todd Hall. The goals from
the hockey season were replaced by
white backstops. Men from the physical
education classes umpired and the side¬
lines were filled with male spectators.
Equipment had to be checked out and
Manager Claire McNeil tallied the list
of girls who showed up each noon. Again
less than four sororities fielded a team
for inter-sorority competition, but whenthe sports awards were added, the
Gammas stood out in athletics.
Next to the big brick gymnasium the
horseshoe pits were dry and ready for
ringers. Manager was Pat Hardy. Be¬
yond the softball field the tennis courts
were filled with doubles and singles con¬
tests. Martha Wegner, as manager,
posted the tennis tournament ladder and
Kitty McDaniel organised the girl
archers.
The end of the women’s athletic sea¬
son came with the spring banquet and
the awards of sweaters and trophies pre¬
sented. The old board and managers
made way for another big year and new
leadership in sports activity.
Top, Sunday inter-sorority bowlers met at the Broad¬
way Alleys . . . Center, WAA’s sport managers: Marian
Swanson, basketball; Eleanor Moberg, volleyball; Claire
McNeil, baseball; Hazel Mika, badminton; Pat Hardy,
horseshoes; Eunice Williams, hockey; Martha Wegner,
tennis and Elsie Palo, ping-pong . . . Below, baseball
teams swung into action on the girls’ field.
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Captain Jack Fabulich breaks the tape to win the 440 run.
The thinclads raced their afternoons away around the Logger track . . . they
stopped ‘to rest now and then and wished that they were through. Captain Fabulich
and team worked hard throughout the spring . . . and the weight-men hurled the
discus . . . and put the shot . . . while the jumpers and the vaulters topped the bar.
The sun was hot and it rained at times . . . but ‘they ran . . . and ran some more.
Coach Harry Bird watched them work and, aspired to victory . . . they did their
bends and push-ups . . . and exercised their legs . . . and then they ran . . . and ran
. . . another cinder lap.
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PLC 69, CPS 61
The Loggers found out that they could
outrun the Lutherans of PLC, but they
couldn’t beat them in a track meet. The Lutes
had too much strength. CPS placed only one
man in the three weight divisions and he took
a sorry third.
The Lutes took the meet on the basis of
their virtual sweep in the shotput, javelin and
discus events. Though the Logger runners
outpointed the Glads, PLC walked off with
a 69-61 cinder win.
Dale Larson started the Loggers off with
a win in the 100-yard dash and placed second
in the 220. Then Larson leaped 20 feet 8
inches to tie for first place in the broadjump.
Captain Jack Fabulich won the quarter-
mile race in 52 seconds and Ed Saferite out¬
ran the Lutes in the half -mile. Hurdlers
Dwayne Westlin and Harlan Sachs swept
their events.
Over in the pits, Dan Inveen outjumped
a couple of Lutes. His 5-foot 11-inch leap
won him the high jump title and Wally Erwin
went 11 feet to take a second place in the
pole vault.
Coach Harry Bird wasn’t too alarmed
over the Logger loss. “ It was our first time
out,” he explained, “ and we did well in all
the running events. If we had some weight-
men, we’d be in good shape come time for the
conference meet.”
The Loggers were readying themselves to
back up his statement. They kept at it day
after day on the cinder track. Captain Jack
and his mates were a stubborn lot. They were
determined to improve with every outing.
And they did.
The Loggers leaped and threw and hurdled with
the Lutes.
PLC 50, CPS 48
PLC’s Rick Daniels lumbered across the
finish line half a lap behind John McCorry of
CPS, but the big Lute footballer nevertheless
picked up the winning points in a 5048 Glad'
iator win of a four'way track meet.
The Loggers had trailed PLC by five
points going into the final race of the day—
the mile relay. St. Martin’s and Seattle Pacific
were out of contention. But, the Loggers
needed a first place in the relay event and
PLC had to be shut out in order for CPS to
tie up the affair. When St. Martin’s declined
to enter the event, PLC had only to field a
team and pick up a third place and two points
for victory.
Thus, Coach Marv Harshman grabbed
three of his runners and found Daniels watch'
ing from the sidelines. He grabbed big Rick
and right there the husky Glad became a mem'
ber of the short'handed Lute cinder squad.
He proceeded to run the slowest, but most
valuable race of the year.
Three Loggers took first places in the
four'way meet. Wally Erwin won the pole
vault at 11 feet 6 inches and Dan Inveen high'
jumped 5 feet 10 inches to win his event.
Captain Jack Fabulich ran away with the 440
in 53 seconds. Fabulich also ran on the win'
ning relay team with Chuck McKee, Gene
Johnson and McCorry.
Dale Larson took places in two dash
events, and Keith Rader took a second and
third place in the mile and two'mile runs. Ed
Saferite finished second in the 880. Dwayne
Westlin hurdled his way to a pair of second
places and Burt Ross and Harlan Sachs fin'
ished right behind him.
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Fans gathered at the track to watch the thinclads
race.
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Cam Haslam batted and played the outfield.
The Loggers hi t . . .
Shortstop Garry Hersey waited for his turn.
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The Logger baseballers went on playing the
game despite the fact that the Evergreen confer--
ence dropped the diamond sport from its spring
program. Coach Ray Mahnkey and his squad
worked out every day at Jane Clark playfield.
With several lettermen returning from last
year’s western division winners in conference play,
the Loggers fielded a good college nine. They
played games with PLC, Seattle University, Se¬
attle Pacific, McChord Field and various other
teams around the Puget Sound area.
Mahnkey’s crew had a fine pitching staff and
ranked with the best defensively. After a slow
start at the plate, the hitters started picking up
base blows and the season turned out to be a highly
successful one. In early season games, the Loggers
downed McChord Field twice, split a doubleheader
with Seattle Pacific and dropped two games to
Seattle U. In addition, they journeyed to McNeil
Island for an exhibition game with the prison nine
and won, 7-4.
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Early season scores:
CPS 14
CPS 0
CPS 2
CPS 4
CPS 3
CPS 4
McChord Field 9
Seattle Pacific 2
Seattle Pacific 1
Seattle University 7
Seattle University 5
McChord Field 1
*l
Dale Platt outfielded and swung from the left
side, at top. In center, Larry Higdon batted
right and played all positions. Bruce Jorgenson,
at bottom, was a power hitter.
«r
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sAt top, Art Viafore was the Logger arm in
baseball too. Jack Grader, center, was a red¬
head on the mound. At bottom, Don Lind was
the lefty hurler on the team.
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Coach Mahnkey had a lot of pitchers. Art
Viafore, Jack Grader, Don Semmern, Don
Lind, Weldon Stillwell and George Karpach
all threw for CPS.
Jerry Beardsley was the number one
catcher and Bob Nugent saw some duty with
Dave Schweinler behind the hitter.
Joe Retallick played first base most of the
time but Cam Haslam moved in from the out¬
field to spell him off.
Around second base, the Loggers had
Shortstop Garry Hersey and Pivotman Bill
Bridges. Elbie Beamer played both positions
well and Larry Higdon worked at shortstop
now and then. Don Rasmusson was all alone
at third base.
Mahnkey had two full outfields. Dale
Platt, Bud Blevins and Bruce Jorgenson
worked against right handed pitching and
Haslam, Higdon and Schweinler batted at
the lefties.
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Don Rasmusson speared the ball from third
base, at top. In center, Don Semmern stretched
before he pitched. Dave Schweinler, at bottom,
caught behind the plate.
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Dick Carter watches Golf Captain Don Mozel practice a shot in front of the SUB. The Logger golfers were Darrell
Grything and Don Mozel, in front, and Dick Carter, Ed Osborn, Dick Baker and Coach Kirk Stewart in back.
The golfers dug some divots .. .
Evergreen conference officials decided to drop all spring sports except
track at their league meeting in early March. But a band of Logger golfers
was determined to play just the same and went ahead to form a team, arrange
a schedule and play a full season of intercollegiate golf.
Don Mozel was behind the movement to keep a links squad at CPS. The
Logger golfing captain went to see Athletic Director John Heinrick shortly
after the league meeting and explained his plan. Heinrick encouraged him
to carry it out. The school furnished the balls and the linksmen took care of
winning matches.
They took trips in their own cars, received permission to use Fircrest
course as home links and found themselves a coach and an adviser. The
Loggers played matches with Seattle University, Western Washington,
Portland U and the University of Washington.
Mozel led them through a very successful season. The golfers were Dick
Carter, Dick Baker, Bruce Brennan, Ed Osborn and Darrell Grything. Kirk
Stewart served as the group’s adviser and coach.
In early season matches, the divotmen downed Seattle U by an 11-4
score. Western took an 8-7 decision up in Bellingham but the Loggers came
back to outshoot the Vikings by an 1V-/i to 31/2 margin and Portland U was
beaten in an 8'7 match.
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The Logger ASCPS prexy swings behind Todd Hall, Cal Frazier with the bat.
softballers swung their bats.
The college groundskeeper put up the back¬
stops and lined the basepaths in back of Todd Hall
in early April and the Intramural softball teams
took over from there. They played almost every
afternoon in three o’clock doubleheaders.
The powers of the race were the Kappa Sigs,
Sigma Chis and the Pi Taus. Lloyd Blanusa, Jack
Fabulich and Clarence Shuh, who pitched for the
three organisations, were the top throwers in the
league. Blanusa was one of the city’s best.
The spring program furnished afternoons of
recreation for players, student fans and many fac¬
ulty members. The games were well attended and
well played.
Sigma Chi Chuck Bryant gets a hit in intramural softball competition.
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Highlight of the spring one-act plays was the faculty farce. Above,
villain Norm Anderson delivers his ultimatum before Mrs. Bernice
Riehl, Mrs. Margaret Davis and John Phillips. Below Mrs. Riehl and
John Phillips rehearse with Dean Regester, the spendthrift lawyer.
Not one, but six plays shared the
spring drama billing. The Playcraft-
ers, the Choral Readers, and the fac¬
ulty presented the one-acts in Jones
Hall auditorium Friday, April 13.
An eighteenth century “ meller
drama” was the faculty’s contribu¬
tion. “ Winesome Winnie” by V. C.
Clinton Baddley starred hero (John
Phillips) seeking the hand of the
lovely heroine (Bernice Riehl) . Law¬
yer Bonehead (Dr. Regester) and vil¬
lain (Norman Anderson) schemed to
break up the love affair. And the
Marques of Frogwater (Harry Bird)
and Lord Dogwood (Leroy Ostran-
sky) attempted to abduct the heroine.
Five student productions were
given under the direction of Martha
Pearl Jones and Wilbur Baisinger.
The Choral Readers read “ Common
Clay,” a rhythmic drama of a court
scene.
The other four plays were charac¬
terised by light style and simple sets.
They were “ Minor Miracle,” “ All in
a Summer’s Day,” “ Poor Old Jim”
and “ Persia Presents.”
The entire spring program was
complimentary to the public.
Spring Play— a series of one-acts.
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Campus Day— only one, once a year.
Jeans and T-shirts prevailed among
students in morning classes, May 10.
The faculty and ground crew joined
students for the annual campus clean¬
up and games.
The first two classes on Campus
Day were cut one-half hour short.
Chapel convened at 9 o’clock and let¬
ter awards were presented.
Co-chairmen for Campus Day, Jo
Anne Wood and George Fossen out¬
lined 10 college improvement jobs.
Each student followed an assigned
leader as he left chapel. Paint brushes,
ash cans, pruning shears, and rakes
were put to use for the next two
hours. Scraps of paper disappeared;
large rocks were removed between
Jones and the president’s house; and
picket fences were painted.
At noon the workers stretched out
on the grass to eat sack lunches. The
crowd formed an hour later around
the playfield across from Todd Hall.
The frosh-soph tug-o’-war with a fire
hose led the parade of activities. The
faculty challenged the students to a
softball game. The students accepted
and Dr. Battin offered to be umpire.
Class points for the day’s activities
were totalled. A 3 x 12 maroon
and white banner was awarded the
winner.
“ Free weiners and buns” sent the
crowd scurrying for the SUB. The
Intercollegiate Knights also served
potato salad, pickles and potato chips.
The fraternities and sororities sup¬
plied an evening’s entertainment of
skits. Small prizes were awarded for
the best performances. And another
Campus Day closed with a dance.
Last year’s dampened joy was a for¬
gotten memory.
Egg throwing, tug-o’-war, ball games, skits, food and work parties are
always a part of Campus Day. Long before May 10, Co-chairmen
Joanne Wood and George Fossen organized their committees and
scanned possible work projects.
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CPS forensics manager, Barry Garland
and Dr. Charles T. Battin admire the
plaque Garland won for extemp in Pi
Kap’s national debate tournament.
Last fall Pi Kappa Delta, the national debate hon-
orary, started the season with a “ kickoff ” banquet and
John Phillips spoke on “ How Great Men Have Used
Their Oratorical Talents.”
The first tournament of the season took three
debaters to Los Angeles. The Western Association
Teachers of Speech tournament held at George Pepper-
dine College saw Pi Kappa Delta President Dick Drues
win three and lose two debates. Forensics Manager
Barry Garland won two out of five as did Howie
Meadowcroft.
The tyro debate followed on the CPS campus with
about 20 schools from both Washington and Oregon
participating. CPS placed high in most events but noth¬
ing outstanding. Barry Garland said “ The debut for
tyro has never been too successful.”
In February, the debate department presented the
chapel program with Howie Meadowcroft moderating.
Speaking on the welfare state were Drues, Larry Grotz;
and Garland.
After their appearance in front of their fellow stu¬
dents, Barry Garland and Larry Grotz; went to Seattle
and took first place in senior men’s debate at the Seattle
Pacific tournament.
The debaters then went to the Linfield Invitational
annual on March 1-3. At that tournament, the largest
on the Pacific Coast, 400 students and 40 colleges par¬
ticipated. Barry Garland came home with the first place
trophy in oratory.
On March 8, 9 and 10 the 18th annual high school
jrensics tournament was held at CPS and sponsored
y Pi Kappa Delta. Classes were dismissed when 475
igh school students flooded the campus. 175 teams
irticipated in what has been termed “ the largest high
:hool debate tournament west of the Mississippi.” Pi
appa Delta gave a banquet at the New Yorker to
aish off an active day for the high school debaters.
At the St. Martin’s tourney, 20 colleges entered
rith a squad of 18 from CPS. Standwold took first in
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Larry Grotz, Dick Drues, Howie Meadowcroft and Barry Garland talked
over the welfare state in their chapel hour.
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Dr. Charles Battin, far right, discussed Pi KappaDelta plans with other national forensic members.
They were, to Battin’s right, Nanette Lindstrom,
Vanette Chenoweth, Lloyd Gaddis, Barry Gar¬
land, Jim Gipple, Dex Silxer, Dick Drues, JohnDurand, Jackie Hodgson and John Tucker.
ebate.
Barry Garland, aside from debating in the tourna-
lents, was director of all tournaments held on the
ampus.
During the year the speakers bureau sponsored pro¬
rams before high schools, service groups, churches and
TA groups throughout the city.
The debate year came to a close with the annual
rip to Dr. Battin’s home on Fox Island.
oratory. Jackie Hodgson and Arlene Olsback took
second place in women’s debate.
Five debate students and Dr. Battin left the campus
on March 21 for the biggest event of the debating season— the national tournament held at Stillwater, Okla¬homa. Barry Garland won a superior rating in extempo¬
raneous speaking; the highest award of the event. Gar¬land and Larry Grots also received a high rating in
Battin’s debaters were Jackie Hodgson, Barry Gar¬
land, Larry Blanchfield and Larry Brown. Row
two, Eldon Cowling, Jim Gipple, Dick Drues, Ken
Radich and John Smith. Row three, Larry Grotz,
Vanette Chenoweth, Arlene Ohlsback, Dr. Battin
and Jackie Rice.
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Fabrics, food or interior decorating interested Home Economics
members from left to right, Claire McNeil, Maureen Garrards, Jane
Simmons, Rae Jeanne Neely, Joan Oaks, Gayle Peterson, Adviser
Carolyn Sullivan, Elizabeth Reed, Delores Breum, Esther Voegelein,
Suzanne Bervin and Lois Kylonen.
Home Economics helpful.
Members of the Home Ec Club
checked over their budget for the year,
and found they couldn’t afford a page in
the Tamanawas. ASCPS President Jim
Ernst suggested they give a dinner for
Central Board in exchange for the page.
So the girls got together and served a
dinner of thick, juicy pork chops, the
night before the final student body elec-
tions at the Mason Methodist Church.
But, the Central Board dinner wasn’t
the Home Ec Club’s only project. One of
the biggest projects came in November,
when they were hostesses for the annual
four-state Home Ec Province Work¬
shop. Ten clubs sent 30 representatives
to the conference.
Six CPS Home Ec girls went over to
Seattle for the Washington State Col¬
lege Club Home Economics conference
at the University of Washington in
April and elected Joan Oaks as next
year’s conference vice-president. At
home, they opened their newly-deco¬
rated dining room in Howarth Hall.
The entire club planned a trip to the
conference of the Washington State
Home Economics conference at Lake
Wilderness in April. The baseball team
beat the girls to the bus and as a result,
only four managed to make the trip.
Dee Breum and her home ec girls at the left, Lois Kylonen, Gayle
Peterson and Carol Swenson prepared the Central Board dinner.
Right, the students and faculty enjoyed the dinner served at Mason
Methodist.
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leeting in the Home Ec dining room were AWS cabinet members,
ft to right, Joan Stenson, June Wright, Mary Dobbs, Jean Hage-
leyer, Delores Breum, Barbara Bodenberg, Gloria Swanberg, Beverly
inkovich, Jeanne Riviere, JoAnna Sharrard and Gen Starkey. In front
larian Swanson, Joanne Lowry, Corrine Engle and Esther Voegelein.
Another AWS birthday ...
During the summer, freshman girls re'
ceived two communications to introduce them
to CPS life. The high school relations com'
mittee headed by brunette Jean Hagemeyer
filled the mailboxes with AWS Co'Ed Code
manuals for the recent high school grads. The
future Frosh thumbed through the composite
booklet before buying her college wardrobe.
Soon Carole Long’s corps of 30 represent'
atives from the sororities and the Independ'
ents carried through AWS plans for fresh'
man indoctrination. At afternoon teas and
around firesides, the Big Sisters composed
over 200 letters to counsel the strangers. Each
Big Sister interpreted, in her own way, the
do’s and the don’ts of college life for from five
to ten Little Sisters.
Freshman Week opened in the fall with
an orientation sponsored for the first time
by AWS. The frosh toured the buildings and
the campus in groups of 12. They stopped
before the four'sided Color Post. Their guides
pointed to the ’54 on the cardinal quadrant,
representing the church that organized the
college.
Petite, snappy'eyed Marion Swanson,
AWS president, called the first mass meeting
of all CPS women in September. She outlined
the vast scope of AWS committee work and
positions in other college organizations open
to every woman.
AWS is just a two'year-old among the
other much older service organizations. It
embraces all CPS women’s functions such as
the Spurs, Otlah, and Women’s Athletics.
This year it sponsored the dime dances in the
gym, Christmas caroling in the halls, and May
Day. It has a library of over 200 phonograph
records, which are loaned to clubs for dances.
The activities committee, directed by
Jeanne Riviere, walked up and down the
aisles distributing stacks of collegiate interest
cards to the women. Heads bent forward to
read the printed words; arms stretched out to
check the blank spaces. Later the “ X’s” were
transformed into names by the committee.
They compiled lists of women interested in
each college club or organization for the use
of its director.
AWS terminated its activities with the
third memorable annual banquet. The old
officers recalled their work in building a
stronger AWS as they presented the job to
the newly-elected officers. The new president
for her first duty aided the WAA presenta'
tion of trophies and awards. Some hopeful
frosh squirmed in their chairs. The Spurs
marched down the aisles pausing briefly be'
hind the chair of each new member. Otlah
followed by selecting those junior women who
had shown themselves outstanding scholasti'
cally for membership.
Executive council of AWS: President Marian Swanson and Secret
tary Joanne Lowry. Standing, Treasurer Corinne Engle and Social
Chairman Esther Voegelein.
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after Chapel, May Day preparations.
AWS took over May Day this year and called
it the Spring Festival. Blonde Betty Rusk was
elected by the males to reign as May Queen and
AWS appointed Gloria Swanberg as festival
chairman. The AWS cabinet advisers, Swanberg
and Assistant Registrar Ken Campbell planned to
make the old May Day one of high school promo¬
tion, but the plans were too big and all promotion
was dropped to become a separate activity next
year.
Swanberg and her committee mapped out a
queen’s luncheon on May 18 in honor of the May
Queen, her court and old and new AWS cabinets.
Fraternities and sororities handled programs,
guides and decorating. Coronation ceremonies took
place in the quadrangle with entertainment and
square dancing. Students and visitors attended
open house displays in all departments and drama-
music programs in Jones during the afternoon.
Dorm and regular students ate dinner in the
SUB dorm-style and after the dinner program
attended or participated in the Songfest held in
the Fieldhouse. AWS’s Spring Festival ended
with a sport mixer in the girls’ gym and the queen’s
court again reigning over the day’s activities.
AWS committe chairmen worked for months to
make the Spring Festival plans completely coordi¬
nated.
AWS projects were the all-school career conference in chapel and the all-school mixer held in the
SUB with music from the AWS record library.
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195l’s May Queen ...
Betty Rusk, Lambda Sigma Chi,
reigned over the Spring Festival
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Top timber ...
This Tamanawas began 150 pages ago with a dedi¬
cation to CPS veterans. It seems fitting to close with a
story of the class that holds the last bulk of ex-G.Ls:
The Class of 1951. There were 752 of them when they
first filed by the color post in 1947. As they march by
again in caps and gowns this June, it will be the end of
an era. They can remember the fresh new paint of Todd
Hall, and the hulking trusses being hoisted to build a
monster Fieldhouse. They have seen their college grow
in other ways.
With President Bruce Andreason leading the then-
green-beanie crowd in 1947, the Maroon and White
began to rub onto them. New names like Ernst, Tur-
cotte, Schuler, Weidkamp, Bowe and Reitan were added
to the Adelphian roster. Barry Garland had the leading
part in a frosh play. Logger sports fans cheered new¬
comers Dale Larson, Ray Spalding, Garry Hersey, Bud
Blevins and Ed Notley.
Ron Tuttle took the gavel as the class turned onto
the sophomore stretch. The Varsity Show was well
sprinkled with sophs. Over in the Music Building, the
whole department began to talk about the ability of
Leonard Raver, Ernie Bates, and John Jones. The girls
kept up. Betty Ann Huhn showed a touch of genius at
the piano, Mary Lou Johnson went to Central Board,
and co-eds Petrich, Clarey, Williams, Ostrom, Schu-
gard, Nelson, Pringle and Gundstrom were on top in
girls’ sports. Len Kalapus and a fleet fellow named Mel
Light began to show the form that later put them into
the CPS sports history books.
Into the third lap, Ralph Wehmhoff stood at the
president’s desk. He and Barbara Albertson guided the
“ Logger Time in ’49” Homecoming. Gloria Ellexson
joined the junior royalty as Homecoming Queen. The
class bought a huge maroon and white CPS banner.
Alice Palmer headed AWS and John Schartow was a
right hand to John O’Connor in the band. In varsity
sports, Gibbs, Sater, Ellis and Hegstrom were a few
names that sparked the point parade. Jack Fabulich
churned the cinders to become Evergreen Conference
E
AS
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seniors get sheepskins.
440 champ. At the end of the year, Jim Ernst put on the ASCPS president ring.
On the home stretch, Ed Balareso finished his Tamanawas editorship and presided at
senior class meetings. They guarded their hard-won hatchet, made plans for their sneakand thought of how their 752 had narrowed to 270. Dee Breum kept minutes for Central
Board. Chuck Jorgenson and Clint Gossard handled the business end of Tamanawas and
Trail. Gilchrist, Danielson, Richey, Haslam, deCarteret, Ringstad, Rogers, Adams and
Whitcomb played their last games. The time was getting close.
Had it really been four years since South Hall sprang like a barracks-shaped mushroomfrom the field near the old gym? Could it have been that long ago that the Zetes and Chi
Nus became Kappa Sigs and Sigma Nus?
Four years. Eight semesters of rings and pins, dances and games, labs and classes, sun¬
shine and snow, meetings and friends. The feet that walk from the Fieldhouse at Com¬
mencement time have left a deep imprint on the Logger campus.
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3our-^earIt would be like trying to put the Fieldhouseinto the SUB to picture all the activities of the
class of 1951 on the next nine pages. At best, it
will be a fleeting glimpse, a few seconds from thou-
sands of hours of activity, some of the highlights
from their four years on the Logger Campus.
Those four years have been packed with high'
lights. The College celebrated its 60th birthday in
3ladhback
1948, amidst the greatest expansion era in Logger
history. And the seniors grew with their college.
Many of these pictures have been taken and
forgotten in the last eight semesters. Most of them
will be strange to underclassmen. To the class of
’51, however, they will be familiar scenes.
Let’s turn the maroon and white calendar back:
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The line at the Color Post stretched back beyond
the Music Building, and the SUB fountain was
jammed with eager frosh.
We numbered 739, the most frosh in history . . .
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In those days, nobody paid much attention to the
small signs that read: “ The seating capacity of
this room is 40.” And when the sun came out,
even the outdoors seemed crowded.
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classrooms bulged, we played and studied hard.
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It was a golden era for the Logger Varsity, too.
There was a new coach named Heinrick, and the
hulabaloo of his stand-out teams was drowned out
by a noisy cheering section.
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Through our years, the Loggers were on top .. .
and we thronged to cheer them o
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News names like Todd Hall, South Hall, and the
Bus Shelter were added to the campus vocabulary.
The still-young 60 acres began to fill out to meet
its growing population.
We saw the Logger landscape change
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Greek groups enshrined their plaques for posterity
in the SUB sidewalk. But the grand-daddy of
campus construction began when four huge walls
rose from the mud of the south 40. Cement was
poured, and soon the Fieldhouse stood, a mammoth
memorial to CPS war dead.
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buildings rose, and more were planned
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Kappa Sigma Theta donned the Pi Phi arrow,
Sigma Mu Chi changed its sign to Sigma Chi,
Sigma Zeta Epsilon became the Kappa Sigs, Alpha
Chi Nu got the white star of Sigma Nu, and the
Omicrons went Theta Chi.
We saw our local greeks go national ...
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The Campus Playcrafters usually played to a
packed auditorium. The student body staked a
claim on the Cayuse Pass and called it Deep Creek
Lodge. And a French orphanage was adopted by
a campus half a world away.
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starred in drama, aided the French,
bought Deep Creek.
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Did we say these were packed years? The class of
’51 will remember scores of shows and dances, and
the student government that began to stand on its
own two feet, and still does. The class is through
soon, but the Logger Campus is ready for more of
their kind, and more busy years.
We wore grease paint, feted Sadie Hawkins,
governed well.
ABACROMBY, JOSEPH CHARLES: Tacoma : BusinessAdministration; Collegiate Knights; Delta Kappa Phi.
ABELSON, DIANE JONAS, Olympia : Music, transferfrom UCLA; Mu Phi Epsilon; Alpha Chi Omega; Wash'ington State a Cappella Choir.
ADAMS, DONALD, Tacoma: Economics.
ADLER, FREDERICK WILLIAM, Tacoma: EnglishLiterature; Pi Tau Omega, recording secretary.
ALBERTSON, BARBARA JOY, Seattle: Psychologyand Sociology; Delta Alpha Gamma president ; Rally Com'mittee president; Homecoming co-chairman; Campus Dayco-chairman: yell team; Chapel Committee; Tamanawasstaff ; Inter-Sorority Council; Homecoming Queen attend¬
ant; Who’s Who.
BALAREZO, EDWARD L., San Francisco: Spanish andEducation; Sigma Chi president; Editor of 1950 Tamana¬was; Central Board Representative for the SophomoreClass; President of Inter-Fraternity Council; President ofSpanish Club; Senior class president; Student Affairscommittee.
BALL, COURTLAND DWIGHT, III, Tacoma: Busi¬ness Administration; Delta Kappa Phi, first vice-president;Rally Committee; Intramural Sports; Chinook; transferfrom the University of Washington.
BALL, ROBERT, Tacoma: Business Administration;Kappa Sigma.
BARNES, EDWIN ELLSWORTH, Tacoma: Chemistry;Mu Sigma Delta; Canterbury Club; President of the CPSAmerican Chemical Society.
BARNES, FRED, Tacoma: Business Administration.
BARRENTINE, EUGENE M., Tacoma: Chemistry;Band; American Chemical Society.
BATES, ERNEST, Tacoma: English Literature.
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BECKER, MARIAN RUTH, Columbus, Ohio: Soci¬ology; Adelphian Choir; Swimming Club, secretary and
president; Collegiate Singers.
BELL, BARBARA MARY, Tacoma: Education; DeltaAlpha Gamma, first and second vice-president; WAA;Home Economics Club; Choral Readers; Campus Play-crafters; transfer from Washington State.
BERRY, GORDON W., Bremerton: Psychology; IRCClub; Pre-medical Club. /
BEZONA, GLENN A., Ferndale: Geology.
BLANUSA, LLOYD, Buckley : Education and Physical
Education; Kappa Sigma; varsity basketball two years;
Lettermen’s Club.
BOWER, PATRICIA HOTES, Tacoma: Biology and
Education; Lambda Sigma Chi; Spurs; biology laboratory
assistant; Howarth Scholarship.
j
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BOWER, DICK HARRY, Tacoma : History and Educa-
tion; transfer from the University of Utah.
BOWMAN, ROBERT W., Tacoma: Geology; Geology
Society.
BREUM, DELORES ANN, Seattle : Home Economics;
ASCPS secretary; President Home Economics Club; Presi-
dent Otlah; National Methodist Scholarship; Kappa Phi;
Who’s Who; IRC Club; Treasurer Student Affairs Coun¬
cil; AWS Junior and Senior Representative; Anderson
Hall treasurer, vice-president.
BROUILLET, BILLY DARR, Tacoma: History, Sigma
Chi, Track;
BROUILLET, B. FRANK, Puyallup: Economics; Sigma
Chi, president; Pi Gamma Mu; varsity football; varsity
basketball; Axeman’s Club; Intramural Manager; transfer
from Washington State; Inter-Fraternity Council; Future
Teachers of America.
BROWN, JAMES LESTER, JR., Tacoma: Business
Administration; Pi Tau Omega, warden.
BROWN, MARCIA, Tacoma: Art; transfer from WSC.
BURES, WAYNE THEODORE, Tacoma: Business
Administration; Pi Tau Omega.
BURKHARDT, FRED GARFIELD, Tacoma : Biology;
Pi Tau Omega; Pre-med Club; Chemistry Club; Home¬
coming dance committee; Intercollegiate Tennis; Frater¬
nity rush chairman; Collegiate Singers.
CAREN, HARRY, Tacoma: Business Administration;
Ski Club, vice-president; Chinook, president.
CARROLL, JAMES EARLE, San Diego: History; Can¬
terbury Club; Intramural football.
CARSON, DOROTHY EILENE, Great Falls, Montana:
Occupational Therapy; OT Club; IRC Club; Chinook;
transfer from College of Great Falls.
CHIAROVANO, RICHARD ANTHONY, Tacoma:
Business Administration; Knights; Sigma Chi.
CHOSLOWSKI, VALENTINE S., Tacoma: Economics;
IRC Club; Commerce Club, publicity chairman; Delta
Kappa Phi.
CHOVIL, WILLIAM EDWARD, Tacoma: Biology and
Education; Delta Kappa Phi; Corresponding secretary,
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia.
CHRISTIE, JOYCE ARLENE, Tacoma: Psychology;
Lambda Sigma Chi; Alpha Psi Chi; Chinook ; American
Chemical Society.
COMBS, ROBERTA RUTH, Tacoma: History and Edu¬
cation; Lambda Sigma Chi; Spanish Club; WAA.
CONNELL, ROBERT DONALD, Tacoma : Sociology;
Student Christian Council; Intramural football, basketball.
we 242 will visit the post again as ...
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CORBIN, MERLIN, Sumner: Business Administration.
CORNS, DOUGLAS, Tacoma: Business Administration.
COSTANZA, FRANK, Tacoma: History.
CRAWFORD, ELAINE FRANCES, Gig Harbor: Busi¬ness Administration; Sigma Alpha Iota.
CREWS, JAMES J., Tacoma: History; Delta Kappa Phi.
DANIELSON, DONALD ALLEN, Tacoma: PhysicalEducation and Education; Kappa Sigma Grand Procura¬tor; Axeman, sergeant-at-arms; Intercollegiate Knights;varsity basketball, 2 years.
DAVIS, ARVILLE DEAN, Tacoma: Psychology; Psy¬chology Club.
DAVIDSON, VIVIAN CAROLYN, Port Angeles : Busi¬ness Administration.
DENTON, FRANCIS DANIEL, Tacoma: Educationand English Literature; Independent vice-president; Inde¬pendent chorus; transfer from St. Martin’s College.
DINSMORE, JAMES PAUL, Tacoma: Geology; SigmaChi; Geology Club.
DOAN, WAYNE S., Tacoma: Education.
DOHERTY, CATHERINE ROSE, Tacoma: Sociology;WAA; Alpha Psi Chi; Sociology Club; Lambda SigmaChi, secretary; Junior Class May Duchess; Delta DeltaDelta Scholarship; Homecoming Queen attendant; transferfrom Tacoma Catholic College.
DOWNS, JAY FINLEY, Tacoma: History.
DUNN, GLEN W., Tacoma: Music, Pi Tau Omega,charter member, president, vice-president; Phi Mu AlphaSinfonia, historian; Inter-Fraternity Council; AdelphianChoir; Collegiate Singers.
DUPILLE, FREDERICK D., Tacoma: Business Adminis¬tration; Tamanawas cartoonist; Trail advertising staff .
DUVALL, MARGARETT OLIVE, Tacoma: Journa¬lism; Kappa Phi; WAA; Lambda Sigma Chi, secretary;IRC Club; Local and Regional IRC treasurer; Trail staff ;Collegiate Singers.
EASTWOOD, REUBEN ARTHUR, Marblehead,Mass.: Psychology; Alpha Psi Chi; Pi Tau Omega;Chinook.
ELLIS, DONALD, Bremerton: Business Administration.
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we graduate, full of honors, full of memories.
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ENGELLAND, GEORGE, Tacoma: Business Adminis¬
tration.
ERB, CARL MEREDITH, JR., Bellingham: Chemistry;
Chinook; Psychology Club.
ERICKSON, BREMNER DORIS JEAN, Tacoma: His¬
tory; Pi Gamma Mu; Otlah; Mu Sigma Delta, secretary;
IRC Club; Editor of “ Co-ed Code’’; vice-president, Ander¬
son Hall; Howarth Scholarship.
ERNST, JAMES HENRY, JR., Tacoma: History; Delta
Kappa Phi; Junior Class Representative to Central Board;
President ASCPS; Campus Playcrafters; Scribe, Inter¬
collegiate Knights; Adelphian Choir; Campus Quartet;
President of Methodist Student Movement; Inter-Fra ¬
ternity Council; Who’s Who.
FABULICH, JACK ANTHONY, Tacoma: Economics;
Sigma Chi, vice-president ; Central Board Representative;
Lettermen’s Club; Homecoming Committee; varsity foot¬
ball; varsity track, four years, captain ’51; Freshman bas¬
ketball; Intramural manager.
FECHKO, RICHARD EDWARD, Tacoma : Business
Administration; Mu Sigma Delta; Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
treasurer; Varsity Shows, 1948-49; Intercollegiate Knights.
FINROCK, K. E., Greensburg, Pennsylvania: Business
Administration; Theta Chi, president fall 1949.
FINSON, LILLIAN ANN, Tacoma : Education; Lambda
Sigma Chi, pledge mother; Varsity show.
FLEISHER, HARRELD SAUNDERS, Wenatchee: Eco¬
nomics; Delta Kappa Phi; Pi Kappa Delta; Adelphians;
Homecoming parade chairman, 1950; Rally Committee;
Senior class sergeant-at-arms.
FLEISHMAN, JAMES, Tacoma : Chemistry.
FLEMING, DUANE G., Tacoma : Business Administra¬
tion; Theta Chi.
FOSHAUG, BERNARD, Tacoma : Business Administra ¬
tion.
FOSS, DONALD G., Tacoma: Business Administration.
FOX, JAYB., JR., Tacoma : Chemistry; American Chemi¬
cal Society; Phi Sigma; Mu Sigma Delta; German Club.
FOWLER, GEORGE FREDERICK, Tacoma: German
and Music; National Councilman; Phi Mu Alpha Sin-
fonia; Pi Tau Omega, treasurer.
FRANSEN, DERRILL C., Buhh, Idaho: Sociology; Soci¬
ology Club.
FREDERICK, WALKER V., Tacoma: Geology; Alpine
Club president; Geology Club, treasurer; Men’s Glee Club.
FRIARS, JOHN EDWARD, Tacoma: Physical Educa¬
tion; Co-chairman Freshman Week, 1950; track; transfer
from University of Washington.
the politicians and future teachers ...
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GADDIS, LLOYD MACK, Tacoma: Economics; Alpha
Chi Nu; Pi Kappa Delta; Knights of the Log; Trail editor;
second in national debate; Howarth Scholarship; CentralBoard; Student manager CPS fountain.
GARLAND, BARRY, Tacoma: Business Administration;
Sigma Chi; Pi Kappa Delta; Marching Band; Debate
Manager ; Burmeister Oratory Contest; Central Board.
GENTLE, CALVIN EDGAR, Wenatchee: Mathematics;Concert Band; Pep Band; Mu Sigma Delta; Todd Hall
Executive Committee.
GERMAN, IRENE B. Bellingham : Occupational
Therapy; transfer from University of Southern California.
GIDLEY, MELVIN DEWANE, Tacoma : Education;Campus Praycrafters; Choral Readers.
GILSDORF, DONALD, Tacoma: Business Administra¬
tion.
GOSSARD, CLINTON ELLIOTT, Enumclaw: BusinessAdministration; Delta Kappa Phi; Ski Club, president
1948; Chinook; Trail; Ski team.
GOUGH, CORDYS MARIE, Orting: Education; Ta¬
coma Symphony; Sigma Alpha Iota, treasurer; transferfrom Simpson Bible Institute.
GRABENHORST, ALBERT RICHARD, Onalaska:Physical Education and Education.
/
'
GREGORY, ROBERT HOWARD, Tacoma: Education;Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia; Workshop Band; CPS Sym¬phony; Concert Band.
GRIFFITH, JOHN WALTER JR., Tacoma: Psychology;Alpha Psi Chi.
GRIFFITH, PAULINE ELIZABETH, Olympia: Educa¬
tion; Alpha Phi; transfer from Washington State.
GRUBISA, EMIL, Tacoma: Political Science, Theta Chi.
GUSTAFSON, JACK, Tacoma: Business Administration.
HAMALAINEN, Arvid Taisto, Pelican, Alaska: Busi¬
ness Administration; IRC Club.
HANIGER, WALTER FRANCIS, Tacoma: Science;football; Intramural basketball; Intercollegiate Knights;Freshman plays; Rally Committee; Central Board Repre¬
sentative; Adelphian Choir; transfer from St. Martin’s.
HANSEN, JANET VANCE, Tacoma: Education; trans¬fer from Western Washington College.
HANSEN, WALTER PEDER, Tacoma: BusinessAdministration; Sigma Nu.
debaters and scholars
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HARRISON, HERBERT ENOCH, Lewiston, Idaho;
Music; Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia; transfer from Northern
Idaho College of Education.
HASLAM, CAMERON ALBERT, Tacoma: Education;
Kappa Sigma, guard, grand master of ceremonies, grand
scribe; Intercollegiate Knights, treasurer; Axemen; varsity
baseball; Inter-Fraternity Council.
HAYS, RICHARD L., Tacoma : Psychology; Psychology
Club; French Club.
HEALY, RICHARD PHILLIP, Tacoma: Business Ad'
ministration; Kappa Sigma; Rally Committee treasurer;
Knights.
HEGSTROM, MILTON DEAN, Tacoma: Physical
Education; football; Lettermen’s Club.
HERSEY, GARRY LEE, Tacoma: Business Administra¬
tion; Kappa Sigma grand master 1950; varsity basketball
four years; varsity baseball three years.
HOERR, NORALEE ANN, Tacoma: Literature; Secre¬
tary-Treasurer Psychology Club; President German Club.
HOGBERG, ROBERT, Tacoma: Business Administra¬
tion.
HODGSON, JACQUELINE LOW, Tacoma: Geology;
Pi Kappa Delta, president; Special Distinction award in
oratory and debate; Women’s Debate Manager; Assistant
Director of Forensics; Winner of Burmeister Oratory,
1948-49; Winner of all-school extemporaneous cup, 1950;
Independents’ president; IRC; Students Affairs Council;
Geology Club; Commerce Club.
HOFF, CLIFFORD, Shelton: Business Administration.
HOLLAND, ROBERT RUSSELL, Auburn: Literature.
HOWARD, ROY WILFRED, Tacoma: Business Admin¬
istration; transfer from Seattle University.
HUGGINS, GERALD, Tacoma: Art.
HUNT, BRUCE GILBERT, Puyallup: Business Admin¬
istration; Sigma Chi; Adelphian Choir; Intercollegiate
Knights.
HUTCHINSON, HARRY S., Tacoma: Master in Busi¬
ness Administration; transfer from Washington State.
IRONS, ROBERT POLLOCK, New York City, New
York: Economics; IRC Club; Economics Club; Psychology
Club; World Affairs Council.
JEKLIN, MARY GEORGIANNA, Tacoma: Economics;
Lambda Sigma Chi; Kappa Phi; Chinook; Spanish Club.
JENNINGS, JOHN E., Los Angeles, California : Busi¬
ness Administration; Delta Kappa Phi; Homecoming King,
1949; Psych Club; freshman plays; Homecoming com¬
mittee, 1950.
athletes and economists ...
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JOHANSEN, ROBERT L., Tacoma: Business Adminis¬
tration and Education.
JOHNSEN, EARL M., Tacoma: Education and History.
JOHNSON, ERNEST, Tacoma: Sociology.
JOHNSON, HOMER MARTIN, Tacoma: Speech;
Campus Playcrafters.
JOHNSON, MARVIN WESLEY, Tacoma: Business
Administration.
JOKINEN, WILLIAM, Tacoma: Chemistry.
JONCZYK, JAMES JOHN, Tacoma: Business Adminis¬
tration.
JONES, JOHN HERBERT, Poison, Montana: Music;
Adelphian Choir; Phi Mu Alpha, vice-president; Varsity
Shows 1950-51.
JORGENSON, CHARLES ELMER, Tacoma: Business
Administration; President, Chinook; Business Manager,
Tamanawas 1950-1951; varsity ski team; Junior Prom;
Treasurer, Delta Kappa Phi.
JUGOVICH, BARBARA MARIE, Tacoma: Business
Administration; Lambda Sigma Chi, treasurer; Spurs;
Otlah; Senior class secretary-treasurer; WAA; Adelphian
Choir; Collegiate Singers, Spanish Club, secretary-treas-
urer; Home Economics Club.
KELIHER, JAMES ALBERT, Tacoma: Art; Sigma Chi;
Intramural football.
KELLER, DAVID P., Tacoma: Political Science; Pi Tau
Omega; chairman social committee; French Club; Intra¬
mural baseball.
KENSLER, NADINE, Auburn: Geology; Geology Club,
Publicity chairman; Trail, news editor, editor; IRC Club,
secretary.
KEY, DAVID WAYNE, Tacoma: Sociology; Band; Pi
Gamma Mu; Treasurer Student Christian Council; Presi¬
dent Sociology Club; IRC Club.
KILGORE, CAROL MARY: Tracyton: Philosophy.
KRILICH, MARY JANE, Tacoma: Economics and Busi¬
ness Administration; Otlah; Howarth Scholarship; WAA;
Campus Playcrafters; Commerce Club, Pi Gamma Mu.
LANG, JOHN GEORGE, Tacoma: Business Administra¬
tion; Sigma Nu; Sports editor 1950 Tamanawas; Trail
staff ; Senior Ball committee; Intramural sports; Business
Administration reader.
LANGABEER, JANET MacLEAN, Tacoma: Education;
Pi Beta Phi; Spurs; Chinook; Swimming Club; Campus
Playcrafters; Home Economics Club; Loggerettes; Alpha
Rho Tau.
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LANGTON, RAYMOND ORIN, Tacoma: Education;
Delta Kappa Phi; Male Chorus; reserve football; Literary
Society; Knights of the Log.
LARSEN, STANLEY, Tacoma: Business Administration.
LeBLANC, M. ALICE, Tacoma: Education; Bachelor of
Arts Degree at Washington State.
LEE, DONALD, Tacoma: Physical Education.
LENZI, ARNOLD L., Tacoma : History, Education;
Delta Kappa Phi.
LIEN, DALE ERLING, Chehalis: Education; Delta
Kappa Phi; Campus Playcrafters; Freshman plays; Choral
Readers; Washington Education Association Committee;
Graduate of Centralia Junior College; Intramural pro¬
gram.
LIGHT, IRA KENNETH, JR., Steilacoom : Business
Administration; Theta Chi, president 1950.
LOCHOW, C. DONALD, Tacoma: Business Adminis¬
tration; Sigma Nu; ski team; Chinook, Chairman Winter
Carnival.
LOWERY, MURIEL F., Tacoma: Business Administra¬
tion; transfer from Washington State
LOWRY, VAN LEE, Tacoma: Chemistry.
MacDONALD, STERLING EDWARD, Tacoma : Busi¬
ness Administration; Sigma Chi, chaplain.
MAILEY, PATRICK JOSEPH, Tacoma : Business Ad¬
ministration; Prince of Melody, 1948; Commerce Club.
MARTIN, CLARENCE, Tacoma: Psychology; Pi
Gamma Mu; Sociology Club; Alpha Phi Alpha.
McCORRY, JOHN ROBERT, Tacoma: Business Ad¬
ministration; Kappa Sigma; varsity track, four years;
Lettermen’s Club.
McCOY, DEAN BERTON, Tacoma: History and Edu¬
cation; Pi Gamma Mu.
McDUFFEE, DONALD NEIL, Charleston, New York:
Business Administration.
McGANNEY, FRANK JOSEPH, Tacoma: Business
Administration.
McLAUGHLIN, WINFRED L„Tacoma : History.
MEADOWCROFT, WILLIAM HOWIE, Seattle: Busi¬
ness Administration; Sigma Nu president ; Inter-Fraternity
Council; Junior class representative; Who’s Who; Home¬
coming dance co-chairman 1950; Rally Committee Adviser
1949; Tamanawas and Trail ad staff 1950.
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History majors and fraternity presidents
MEDAK, THOMAS WILLARD, Tacoma: Physical
Education; Secretary Lettermen’s Club; student manager
of athletics four years.
MEDDAUGH, A. E., Tacoma: Education.
MILLER, IRVIN H, Tacoma: Psychology; Alpha Psi
Chi; Psychology Club, president; Howarth Scholarship.
MILTON, RICHARD L., Tacoma : Business Administra¬tion; Theta Chi, vice-president.
MOBLEY, COY MELVIN, Tacoma: Geology; Pi Ta.uOmega recording secretary, house manager, pledge father ;Chinook; Secretary and President of Geology Club.
MOZEL, DONALD G., Tacoma: Business Administra¬
tion; Delta Kappa Phi; varsity golf team four years, cap¬tain 1951.
MYERS, FLORENCE COLLEEN, Tacoma: Education;Washington Education Association.
NELSON, GLORIA ANNE, Tacoma: English Litera¬ture; Pi Beta Phi, vice-president; AWS, vice-president;Otlah; Spurs; Homecoming dance co-chairman; JuniorProm chairman; WAA; French Club; Campus Play-crafters; Spring play; Central Board; Trail staff ; Tamana-was class editor Varsity Show, Choral Reader; Mu SigmaDelta; Inter-Sorority president.
NICKOLAS, NICK A., Tacoma : English and Education;Delta Kappa Phi; Intercollegiate Knights; Freshman andSenior Representative to Central Board; Homecomingchairman; Constitution committee; Religious EmphasisWeek committee; World Student Service Fund committee;Inter-Fraternity Council; Co-sports editor of Trail;Campus Day chairman; Junior Prom committee; ASCPSElection committee.
NOBLE, WILLIS JOSEPH, Tacoma: Business Adminis¬tration; Pi Tau Omega, historian.
NORMAN, BONNIE JEAN, Tacoma: Religion; Adel-phian Choir; Otlah; Anderson Hall, president; StudentChristian Council; Methodist Student Movement, presi¬dent; National Methodist Scholarship, three years.
NOTLEY, EDMOND LOUIS, Tacoma : Business Administration; Kappa Sigma; varsity football, four years; Ser¬
geant-at-arms, freshman class; Lettermen’s Club; SpanishClub.
NUGENT, HENRY JOSEPH, JR., Tacoma : Psychology;varsity tennis, four years.
NUTTING, ELIZABETH JEAN, Wenatchee: Educa¬tion; Chapel committee; yell team; Adelphians; PresidentKittredge Hall; transfer from Wenatchee Junior College.
OGDEN, ANNETTE LEE, Tacoma: Art, Alpha BetaUpsilon, president, social director; Alpha Rho Tau; HomeEconomics Club; Co-chairman Homecoming 1950; Ta-manawas art staff ; Greek Representative to AWS; Var¬sity Show, 1948, 1949.
OLSEN, ARTHUR HOWARD, Tacoma: Business Ad¬ministration; Theta Chi; Chinook ; Intramural football.
OPGENORTH, RICHARD, Tacoma: Business Admin¬
istration.
OSTERGARD, BETTY, Hoquiam: Occupational Ther¬
apy; Home Economics Club; Occupational Therapy Club.
J
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OSTROM, CHRISTINA ANNE, Tacoma: Education;
Lambda Sigma Chi; WAA, program chairman, general
manager; Inter-Sorority president ’50, representative fall
’49; Senior class vice-president; White Rose Queen of
Sigma Nu.
PALMER, ALICE JANE, Tacoma: English Literature;
Pi Beta Phi; ASCPS vice-president; AWS president;
Who’s Who; Otlah; Spurs vice-president ; Junior class
vice-president; Chapel committee; Choral Readers;
Campus Chest; Alpha Rho Tau; Kappa Kappa Gamma
award; N. W. Kiwanis Scholarship; Women of Rotary
award; Harriett Johnstone Scholarship; Mu Sigma Delta.
PALO, ELSIE MARIE, Tacoma: Business Administra¬
tion; Otlah; WAA; Spanish Club.
PANMAN, DAVID T., Tacoma : Music; Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia.
PERCY, LOYD RAY, Sumner : Mathematics; Freshman
basketball; Intramural basketball; Math Club.
PERRY, GERALD EUGENE, Tacoma: Psychology and
Philosophy; Psychology Club.
PERRY, RUTH A. MATLOCK, Tacoma : Occupational
Therapy; Occupational Therapy Club; Bethisda B.
Buchanan award.
PEYRAN, RICHARD, Tacoma: Business Administra¬
tion.
POAGE DONALD ELLIS, Tacoma : Biology; Phi Sigma;
Pre-Med Club; Concert Band; Orchestra; American
Chemical Society; Howarth Scholarship.
PRESCOTT, HAROLD B., Tacoma: Geology; Sigma
Chi; Geology Club; Workshop Band; Band.
PRICE, RICHARD LEROY, Tacoma: Sociology.
PURVIS, JAMES, Tacoma: Business Administration.
RAVER, LEONARD, Tacoma: Music; President Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia 1950-51; Music manager, ASCPS 1949-
50, 1950-51; Accompanist Adelphian Choir three years;
Chapel committee.
READ, WELDIN RUSSELL, JR., Glendale, California :
Business Administration; Delta Kappa Phi; Chinook; ski
team.
REIMER, CECE, Tacoma : Economics; Trail advertising
manager '47; Trail sports editor ’48; Tamanawas sports
editor ’49; Sigma Nu, social chairman, reporter; Greek
Ball co-chairman ’51.
RICE, CHRISTOPHER, Tacoma: Business Administra¬
tion.
RICE, GEOGE F., JR., Laurel, Mississippi; Education;
Todd Hall president 1949.
RIEHL, NANCY JEAN, Tacoma: Dramatics; Pi Beta
Phi president, corresponding secretary, recording secre¬
tary; Who’s Who; Sigma Alpha Iota, recording secretary,
sergeant-at-arms; ASCPS secretary; Adelphians, vice-
president ; Choral Readers; Campus Playcrafters; Sopho¬
more May Duchess; Otlah; WAA, first-year award;
Finance committee; Chapel committee.
Who’s Who members and musicians .. .
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RICHEY, WILLIAM LEE, JR., Tacoma: History andEducation; Kappa Sigma Grand Procurator, grand master;
Axemen, varsity basketball four years; Pi Gamma Mu.
RINGSTAD, ROGER WILLIAM, Everett : Physical
Education; Axemen; Basketball ’49-50; Baseball ’49;Future Teachers of America.
ROBERTSON, WILLIAM J., Tacoma : History; SigmaChi, social chairman; Inter-Fraternity Council Repre¬sentative.
RODGERS, LARRY BLANCHARD, Tacoma: Physical
Education; Lettermen’s Club; Football.
RUSK, ELIZABETH GAIL, Tacoma: Education;Lambda Sigma Chi president; Alpha Rho Tau; Otlah;
WAA; Home Economics Club; Collegiate Singers; Home¬
coming Queen attendant ’49.
RYAN, ROBERT, Tacoma: Education, Physical Educa¬
tion.
SARANTINOS, ANGELOS L,, Tacoma: Chemistry.
SARGENT, REED H., Tacoma: Speech and Education;
Campus Playcrafters; Production staff 1950-51; Forensics1947-48; Student dramatic manager ’51.
SCHARTOW, JOHN WILLIAM, Tacoma: Music Edu¬
cation; Pi Tau Omega; CPS Tacoma Symphony; Rally
Committee; Student director and drum major of band;
Vice-president band; Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, secretary.
SHUH, CLARENCE J., Everett: Business Administra¬
tion; Pi Tau Omega.
SCHULER, LAVONNE L, Tacoma: Music; Sigma Alpha
Iota, chaplain, secretary; Alpha Beta Upsilon; Adelphian
Choir; Messiah soloist; Alpha Gamma Delta Scholarship;
Who’s Who; Varsity Show.
SCHULZ, J. BLAINE, Olympia: Education; Delta Kappa
Phi; IRC; Student Christian Council, deputation teams,
cell groups.
SCHUT, DOROTHY ANN, Tacoma: Home Economics;
WAA; Alpha Rho Tau; Home Economics Club; Tamana-was staff; Delta Alpha Gamma, vice-president, pledgemother.
SCHUT, NORMAN A., Enumclaw: Political Science;
Phi Kappa Delta; IRC Club; Independents, president.
SCHWEITZER, H. FRED, Tacoma: Business Adminis¬
tration.
SCRAGGIN, GORDON ALLEN, Tacoma: Economics;
Sigma Chi; Knights; Co-chairman Campus Day 1950.
SEAL, LESLIE, Tacoma: Business Administration.
SEICK, GLENN ARTHUR, Tacoma: Economics; Pi
Gamma Mu.
44.
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SELLES, RUSSELL W., Tacoma: Geology; Mu Sigma
Delta; Geology Society.
SEMMERN, DONALD, Tacoma: Business Administra-
tion.
SHARP, JOHN VERNON, Tacoma: History; Pi Tau
Omega, warden, chaplain, intramural manager; Axemen;
Adelphian Choir; Collegiate Singers; Varsity football
manager.
SHUGARD, JEANNE E., Tacoma: German; Alpha
Beta Upsilon, secretary; Otlah; Spurs, secretary; AWS
treasurer; WAA president, vice-president; Women’s Fed ¬
eration, treasurer; Junior class secretary; Trail staff ; Who’s
Who; Mu Sigma Delta.
SILVER, M. DEXTER, Tacoma: Business Administra¬
tion; Kappa Sigma, grand master ’49, delegate to National
convention; Debate; Trail staff ; Homecoming publicity
chairman, ’48 and ’49; Commerce Club; Varsity football;
Master of ceremonies for Senior Ball, Stunt Night.
SINKOVICH, BEVERLY JEAN, Tacoma: Biology;
Lambda Sigma Chi; Vice-president German Club; Spanish
Club; Chinook; American Chemical Society; Chairman
AWS Freshman Tea; Chairman May Day; Vice-president
Pre-Med Club; Howarth Scholarship.
SLAUGHTER, ALBERT GRILLEY, Burton: Business
Administration; Sigma Chi; IRC Club.
SNYDER, JOSEPH, Tacoma: Chemistry; Pi Tau Omega;
Phi Sigma: Pre-Med Club; Chemistry Club.
SOWA, DONALD URBAN, Tacoma: History.
SPALDING, RAY, Tacoma: Business Administration.
SPANICH, LEONARD H., Tacoma: Business Adminis¬
tration; Sigma Chi.
STENGER, JOHN RONALD, Tacoma: Education and
History; Inter-Collegiate Knights; Charter member of
Rally Committee, secretary; Marching and Concert Band;
Delta Kappa Phi, president, first vice-president; Inter-
Fraternity Council; Howarth Scholarship; Who’s Who.
STOCKLIN, WILLIAM, Tacoma: Education.
SWENSON, CAROL ESTHER, Malone: Home Eco¬
nomics; Home Economics Club; IRC Club; Delta Alpha
Gamma; AWS Junior Representative; Treasurer Ander¬
son Hall; Adelphian Choir.
TAGGART, GORDON WILLIAMS, Tacoma: French.
TAMBLYN, ELDON WALDO, Olympia : French; Col¬
legiate Singers; French Club; Sigma Nu, recorder, pledge
trainer, house cop, treasurer.
TANNER, DONALD McGREGOR, Tacoma: History;
IRC Club; Recording secretary Pi Tau Omega, vice-
president.
TERRY, ROBERT LAWRENCE, Tacoma: Mathe¬
matics; German Club; Mathematics Club.
Axemen and dorm officers ...
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THURBER, JACQUELYN LEE, Camas: Education;
Alpha Beta Upsilon, secretary; WAA; Otlah; French
Club; Kappa Phi; AWS tolo; Junior Prom; Tamanawas
staff ; Choral Reader; 1950 Homecoming committee;
Anderson Hall sergeant-at-arms.
TILLMAN, GUSTAVE E., Tacoma: History; transfer
from Bethel College and Los Angeles State College.
TRIMBLE, MARGARET JEAN, Tacoma: Biology;
Alpha Beta Upsilon; Prompter Homecoming Play; IRC
Club.
TUEL, JERRY MARGRETHE CAROLINE, Tacoma:
Sociology and Psychology; Sociology Club; Psychology
Club.
TVEDT, ALICE BOOTH, Tacoma: Education; transfer
from Minot Teachers College, University of Montana,
University of Washington.
TUTTLE, RONALD ROSS, Tacoma: English Litera ¬
ture; Sigma Chi; Freshman Representative to Central
Board; Sophomore class president; Varsity track one year;
Freshman basketball.
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UNDERWOOD, H. LYNN, Kirkland: Economics.
VAN GASKEN, MARK WILLIAM, Des Moines: Edu ¬
cation and Music; Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia; Concert Band,
student director.
VAN HORN, DONALD A., Tacoma: Education; Theta
Chi.
A
I rz- ^
VICTOR, GEORGE STEVE, Tacoma: Business Admin¬
istration; Tamanawas; Department editor Trail.
WALBERG, RAY O., Marysville: Business Administra ¬
tion; transfer from Everett Junior College; Senior Ball
co-chairman ’48; Homecoming committee ’49; Delta Kappa
Phi; Pledge trainer, Inter-Fraternity Council.
WALES, DAVID, Tacoma: Economics.
WASHBURN, MITCHELL, Tacoma: Business Adminis¬
tration.
WEHMHOFF, RALPH WAYNE, Tacoma: Business
Administration; Sigma Chi; President Intercollegiate
Knights; Homecoming co-chairman 1949; Junior class
president; Hatchet committee; Senior Class Representa¬
tive to Central Board; Homecoming King 1950; Who’s
Who; Sigma Chi first-year service award.
WESTMORELAND, ROBERTA MARION, Everett :
Education; Sigma Alpha Iota president; Delta Alpha
Gamma, recording secretary; WAA; Chinook; Chapel
committee; Cottage proctor; Who’s Who.
WHITCOMB, PAUL SAM, Seattle: Business Adminis¬
tration; Kappa Sigma, treasurer, house manager; Axemen;
Football.
WILGUS, LAVERE IOLA, Tacoma: Education;
YWCA Zip Club; Theater Arts League; Sigma Theta
Phi; transfer from State Teachers College, Kearney,
Nebraska, Pacific Lutheran College.
WILLIAMS, EUNICE JEAN, Cornwall, England : Home
Economics; WAA; Alpha Beta Upsilon; IRC Club;
Foreign student; Home Economics Club; Girls’ ski team
1950; Chinook, treasurer, representative; WAA hockey
manager 1949; Athletic manager Alpha Beta Upsilon.
5TS3W
committeemen and class leaders
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/WILLIAMS, HOWARD, JR., Tacoma: Business Admin ¬
istration.
WILLIAMS, JANET MARILYN, Tacoma: Education;
Delta Alpha Gamma, first vice-president, second vice-
president, scholarship chairman; Freshman class secretary;
Home Economics Club, publicity chairman; Rally Com¬
mittee; Campus Playcrafters; Freshman stunt director;
Freshman play director.
WILLIAMSON, CHARLES SAMUEL, Tacoma:
Biology.
WILSON, JUANITA MARIE, Long Beach: Education;
Collegiate Singers; Assistant to Dean of Women; AWS;
transfer from Washington State; Sigma Tau Alpha.
WITHERS, GENEVA ARLENE, Spokane: Education;
Adelphian Choir; Otlah, secretary; Mu Sigma Delta;
Methodist Scholarship; Anderson Hall historian; Howarth
Scholarship.
WOLLAND, RUTH ELAINE, Tacoma: Education;
Delta Alpha Gamma, president, treasurer; AWS secre¬
tary; Spurs, Junior adviser; Chapel committee; Inter-
Sorority Council; WAA; Who’s Who.
YOUNG, E. P., Tacoma: Business Administration.
ZEDIKER, CLAUDIA LEA, Cashmere: Speech and
Dramatics; Campus Playcrafters; Choral Readers; IRC
Club; Vice-president Student Christian Council; Treas¬
urer Otlah.
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Like the classes before us, we are ready for those
last steps .. .
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in the founyear walk to Commencement.
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These next 25 pages of advertising are just as
important a part of your 1951 Tamanawas as a
sport or student section. Without them, the Year'
book would be 100 pages smaller, there would be
no padded cover, and the entire production would
be curtailed.
Whether a senior or frosh, every student
should examine the ads. And when he needs to buy
something or have a service performed, he should
remember the advertisers in the next 25 pages.
Out of the hundreds of contacts the business staff
made through the year, these were the business
houses that were behind the college. These were
the concerns that cared enough to support we, the
students.
As students, we should care enough to sup¬
port them. What better way could there be to say
“ thanks” for a better Yearbook?
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PRirft^s ^GRAVERSLlTHotRAPJjrn_ c,-^IC©Easi8Sl
One . . . ofj a State-wide
Organization
PRINTERS . . . LITHOGRAPHERS
ENGRAVERS
STATIONERS
EG
714 PACIFIC AVENUE
TACOMA
Successors to
ALLSTRUM STATIONERY & PRINTING CO.
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Index to Faculty Pictures
Anderson , Norman 15, 75, 76, 142
Bachimont, Otto 71 , 94
Baisinger , Wilbur 76
Banks, Gerard I 2, I 8
Battin , Charles 25, 76, 144
Bell , Edna-Ellen 76, 94
Bennett, Doris 76
Bird , Harry 92, I 10
Blake, John 15 , 90
Bond , Alice 92, 97
Butler , Edward 92
Carruth , Willis 86
Carter , John 92
Chapman , Coolidge 84, 86
Chubb, Frances _ _ 84
Clark , Ella Mai 74, 86, I 14
Cowell , John 77, 90
Davis , Margaret 142
Drushel , Lyle Ford 7, 12 , 19, 22, 47, 86
Duke, Faye 92
Epperson , Gordon 77
Fehlandt, Phillip 77, 86
Fossom , Helen 93, 115
Frederick , Arthur 19, I 15
Gibbs, Delmar 93
Giske, Rod 84, 1 10
Goman, Edward _ 114
Gross , Walter _ _ 92
Haines, Edward 93
Heinrick , John 93, 109 , 110
Herstrom , Marian 18
Jaeger , Julius 77
Jamieson , Lyle 18, 93
Jones, Martha PearL 93
Keutzer , Clyde 124
Lantz, John 86
Loschen , Weslie _ .. 114
Magee, John .19, 84, 86, 127
Mahnkey, Ray no
McMillin , Frederick _ 74
Miller , Christian 94
Morgan, Murray _ _ 78, 79, 1 14
Murtland , Hal 115
Myers, Marion 77
Myles, Margaret 77
Nelson, Martin 86
Ostransky, Leroy 1 14, 125
Perry, Warren 93
Phillips , John 19 , 75, 142
Powell, Raymond 12 , 19, 46, 70, 91.
Regester , John 12 , 18, 86, 142
Revitt, Paul 1 15
Riehl , Bernice 84, 115, 142
Schroeder , Marguerite 114
Seward , Raymond 76, 86
Shelmidine , Lyle 84
Silver , Lloyd I I
Slater , James 84, 86, 95
Smith , Richard II
Snyder , Dee I 15
Sprenger , Robert 7, 86, 92
Stewart , Kirk 140
Sullivan , Carolyn 146, 148
Taylor , Renwick I 15
Thompson, R. Franklin 10, II , 12, 88
Tomlinson , Warren 24, 77
Tudor, Hugh 7
Van Gilder , Helen 84
Vaught , Raymond 115
Weatherhead , Kingsley 114
You ' ll Be Proud to Say,
"It Came from Mahncke 's"
Diamonds
Silverware
Crystal
Watches
Jewelry
China
Aiahncke & Co.
919 Broadway
Established 1883
u
for theOneandOnly
BROWN & HALEY CHOCOLATES
For a gift that says,"Only the best is
good enough for you,” choose Brown
& Haley Chocolates.For a gracious re¬
membrance,fora welcoming orfarewell
gift, choose Brown & Haley’s fine
chocolates. Made by the creators of
famed Almond Roca.
BROWN & HALEY, TACOMA, WASH.
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“ WRITE YOUR OWN FUTURE”
Security's a wonderful feeling.
And for comfort and peace of
mind, nothing takes the place of
a savings account. You'll feel far
safer . . . especially at this time
. . . when you look ahead to
financial security. Plan now to
“Write Your Own Future.” Open
an account at Tacoma Savings
and Loan.
Every Account Insured to $10,000
2V2%
CURRENT
RATE
Tacoma’s
Oldest-
Established
In
1899Tacoma
Savings & Loaffftfftf!
Association
CORNER OF NINTH AND 'A' STREETS, TACOMA
EQUIPMENT & CLOTHING
FOR ALL OF YOUR
Favorite SPORTS!
1ST. \
TltiJAuxiqton-
1 to
rfSPORTS
SHOP
Compliments of
TVahlgren #
F L O R A L
No. 2nd & Yakima MA. 0127
TACOMA, WASH.
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HOME ECONOMICS
at CPS is a
REAL PLEASURE!
Cooking with gas . . . that' s what the
students at C.P.S. are doing. They
know that GAS HAS GOT IT. They
know that absolutely nothing can
compare with live gas heat for lusty,
crusty broiling . . . or, the baking of
evenly-browned cakes, rolls and
feather light biscuits. For completely
automatic cooking
GAS HAS GOT IT!
nilllMIIIIIHIIII Pno ELECTRICcomppny A
1 8 1
Ponet, Silver
COLLEGE FOOD STORE China
3118 North 21st Street Crystal
•A wide and discriminating“ Complete Food Center” choice of patterns for young
homemakers . . . including
Credit and Delivery both imports and the finest in
American-made. We invite
you to come in and see them
5 Phones 5 Deliveries
to Serve You a Week
BR 3514 (Except Monday)
G 11 NDERS0I
Original Jewelry 764 Broadway
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A B Beauchamp, Al -34
Beck , Larry _ _94
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Adams, Beverly 30 Bailie, Bernard 124 Bell , Barbara _ _ . 28 , 161
Adams, Don . . _ -.161 140 86
Adams, Jack 59 Baker, Tom .. _ 40, 98 Bennett, Jack .. _40
Adock , Don 42 Balarezo , Edward _ l 9 , 40, 46, 74, 112 , 151 , 161 Berg , David _ 40'
Adler, Frederick - 38, 161 Ball , Dwight .. . _ _ _ 34, 161 Berland , George . . 44
Albertson , Barbara _ I 9 , 28 , 47, 98, 161 Ball , Bob 36, 161 Berry, Gordon . - - 161
Albertson , Dick _ _ _ _ _ - 15, 42 34 32 , 98
Algeo, Richard 113 Bangert, Marian 26 , 75 Bervin , Suzanne . ... _ _ 28, 77, 98, 146
Aliment, Lindy 1 8, 36, 46, 59, 131 Barber, Michael _ 34 Betcone, Robert _ 40
Anderle , Bob _ 59 72 , 26, 65, 67 74, 161
Anderson , Janet 26 Barnes, Ed _ 161 Blanchfield , Larry . . 145
Anderson , Joyce .... 28, 75 Barnes, Fred .. . 161 Blanusa , Lloyd 36 , 161
Anderson , Maris _ 28, 98 Barrentine, Gene . . .. _ 161 Bloom , Ronald - . . . 42 , 98
Anderson , Roy _ 42 Bartenett i , John .. - - . .42 Boesel , Don - 34
Anderson , Sandra .. . _ _ _ 30 Bates, Ernest . . . 1 6 1 Botts, Bill - - 25, 34
Anderson , Waldon _ . 42 Baughman , Arlene . 30 Bowen , Fred 59, 1 1 1
Anderson , Warren 78 Bayer, Kenneth .. . 108 Bower, Patricia . . .. - 161
Annas, Ed 36, 59 Beal , Burtine . . . - 23 , 26, 121 Bower, Richard 162
Archibald , W. H . _ _ _ _ 74 Beamer, Elbie 36, 127 Bowman , Robert 162
Arnold , Ken . 44 Beardsley, Doris _ _ . - - 28, 98 Boyd , Carl _ — 15, 85, 87, 127
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Boyle , Dick
Boyle , Bil l
_ 59
. . . .. 40
Burr is, Marvel le _ 28, 79, 87
25 , 34
Chris t ie, Joyce _ _ _ 162_30Boze, Bonnie _32 Church, Nita 127Bradham , Liz
Brady, Byron
14, 26
. 127 c
Clapper, Merle
Clark , Floyd
_ . 42
_ _ 113Brady, Jack . 40 74 78 , 79Bremner , J im . . .. 42 , 124, 127 Caldwell , Dan . .- - _ _ _ 38 Clausen , Ted _ _ 44Breum , Delores . 18, 84, 87, 146 , 147, 162 Cammarano, Bob 40, 1 12 Clumpner , Gwen _ . - 32Bridges, Bil l _ 36 Campbel l , Gene 42, 98, 124 Colbo, J im _ 42Brooke , Bruce 34 Campbel l, Peggy _ 28 Cole , Don 24Broui l le t , Bi l l 40, 162 Carbone, Rose _ _ .. . _ _ 32 Colombini , Dick 59Broui l le t, Buster 40, 1 1 1 , 162 Caren , Harry .. .. 162 Combs, Barbara _ _ _ .. . - 30, 126Brown, James 38, 162 Carlson , Janet 28 Combs, Earl - _ -- - 59, 60Brown , Larry 38 , 98, 145 Carlson , Dick . .. 42 , 59, 95 Combs, Roberta _ _ 30, 162Brown , Marcia .. _ 162 Carrol l , James _ 162 Comstock, Virgi l _95Brown , Nancy _ 26 Carson , Ei lene _ 94, 162 Conley, Ned 42Brown , Vincent .. _ 38 Carter, Richard .. _ _ 140 Connel l , Lester 36Brubaker , Shir ley . _ 28, 87 Chaney , Roger 40, 74, 98 Connel l, Robert _ _ 127, 162Bryan , Dick .. 36, 1 1 1 Chapman , Tim 40, 95 Cook , Joan 30, 90Bryant , Charles .. 40, 111 Charleson , Donald _ 34 Cooper, Dorothy 30Budd , Ivan 42 Chase, Babe - _ _ 59 Copple , Jo 30Budil , Bernadine 14 Chenoweth , Vanet te 30, 144, 145 Corbin, Merl in 163Buescher , Jack 94 Cherr ington , Tom - 87 Corns, Doug _ _ . 36, 111 , 163Burchet t , Delores . _ _ 26 Chiarovano , Dick 40, 162 Corum , Cather ine _ . 96Bures, Wayne 38, 162 Childs, Kathleen 144 Costanza , Frank .. 163Burkhal ter , Peter _ -34 Choslowski , Va 1 34, 162 Covel l , Carolyn „ . 87Burkhardt , Fred . 38, 162 Chovil , Bi l l - _ . 126, 162 Cowan , Jack . — 94, 95Burns, Delores - - , . , 26 Chris tensen , Carl . - _ 36 Cowling Eldon 34, 145
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THERE IS NO BETTER BREAD
Preferred
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BUCKLEY KING
FUNERAL SERVICE
Tacoma Ave. at South 1 st
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. . . a Cordial Invitation TO VISIT
I
2
;
and Secretarial School
is extended to young men and women who are interested in specialized training for
employment in business or government service or as a supplement to a general or
professional education.
A Bulletin of Information regarding each course offered by the school, rates of tuition
and placement service will be mailed free upon request.
Letterpress and Offset Printing
M E R C U R Y P R E S S Lou Johnson
COMMERCIAL PRINTING
DAVID PARKER
MA 6666 1710 Broadway
Select Your Piano
at Hopper-Kelley's
PIANO STORE
BALDWIN
WURLITZER
GRANDS
KNABE
SPINETS
and the famous
HAMILTON SCHOOL PIANOS
BALDWIN ORGANS
H O P P E R - K E L L E Y C O.
747 Broadway
Tacoma's most popular and most
complete Specialty Shop
for women
755 Broadway 16 No. Tacoma Ave. Lakewood Center
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Coy, Molly 28
Cozart , Mary Lee 26
Crabs, Dick 18
Crawford , Elaine 126, 163
Crews, Jim 34, 163
Cross , Del 59
Cross, Mary 22
Cullen , Douglas 36
D
Dailey, Kenneth 34, 75, 98
Danielson , Don .. ,36, 108 , 109, 163
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Davis, Pamela _ _ . 28
Del Santo, Frank _ . _ 40
deCarteret, Harvey _ - .59
deCarteret, Sandy _ .. 59, 1 1 1
Demko, Bob 36, 59, 60
Dennis, Bruce _ _ -34, 46, 116
Denton , Frank 163
Dessen , Maureen .7, 14, 32, 72, 94, 98
Dilullo , Barbara 14, 124, 126
Dikeos, Elaine 22, 94
Dinsmore, Betty 34
Dinsmore, James 41 , 63
Dixon , Don _ 34
Doan , Wayne 163
Dobbs, Mary Carolyn _ 20, 32, 124, 147
Doherty, Catherine 30, 96, 163
Donley, William - 38
Dooley, Audrey 22, 77, 94
Dougherty, Reina _ 75
Downs, Jay - 163
Drobnack , Andrew _ _ _ 95
Drues, Dick 95, 144, 145
Duggan , Ray _ _ _ 36
Duncan , Faye _ - 94, 127
Dunn , Glenn . 38, 46, 126, 163
Dupille , Fred „163
Durand , John _ ... . 145
Durkee , William 38, 74
Duvall , Margaret . .. _ 30, 163
Eastham , Phyllis _ 26, 90, 126
Eastwood , Reuben 163
Elder , Beatrice _ . 94
Ellertson , Fran . . . „30
E
Ellis , Don I I I , 163
Ellison , Laura 32
Engberg , Roger 36
Engell , Clarence 42
Engelland , George 164
Engle, Larry 38
Engle, Corinne 19, 26, 48, 95, 147
Equiliez, Francisco 38
Erb, Carl 164
Erickson , Donna 28
Erickson , Doris 86, 87, 90, 147, 164
Erickson , Janet 26
Erickson , Robert 36
Ernst, James 18, 19 , 84, 123, 124, 125, 164
Erskine, Richard 78
Erwin , Wally 42, 59 , 108
Erwin , Howard 95
Espeland , Walt 36, 59
F
Fabulich , Jack 18, 40, 1 1 1 , 1 12 , 133, 164
Falconer, Ted 43 , 75, I 10
Fairfax, George 95
Faulks, Freda 94
Falskow, Katherine 28
Fawcett, Ben 36, I I I , 131
Fechko, Richard 124, 164
Feist, Donald 44
Filan , Elian 30
Finfrock , Ken 44, 164
Finke, Dick 34
Finn , Dorcas 94
Finson , Lillian 164
Fischer, Dave 44
Fleischmann , James 164
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Graham Blue Print Co.
Established 1909
"Promptness and Efficiency"
Photostat Prints — Blue Prints — NegativePrints — Prints on Cloth — Black & WhitePrints — Drawing Materials — TracingPapers — Engineering Instruments
Tacoma Building Phone MAin 7733
Corner I Ith and "A"
B 8C M
DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
firTACOMA CITY LIGHT
IMPORTERS and EXPORTERS
• Industrial Supplies
• Parts
• Fire Fighting Equipment• Tarps
•Optical Supplies
2016 East I Ith BR 1134
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f fable
of the
GULLIBLE
GULLS
of
ST. AUGUSTINE
IN THE friendly city of St. Augustine, Florida ,
‘ great flocks of seagulls are starving amid
plenty. Fishing is still good , but the gulls don't
know how to fish. For generations they have
depended on the shrimp fleet to toss them
scraps from the nets. Now the fleet has moved
to Key West.
The shrimpers had created a Welfare State
for the St. Augustine seagulls. The big birds
never bothered to learn how to fish for them¬
selves and they never taught their children to
fish. Instead they led their little ones to the
shrimp nets.
Now, the seagulls, the fine birds that almost
symbolize liberty itself , are starving to death
because they gave in to the "something for
nothing" lure! They sacrificed their independ ¬
ence for a hand-out.
A lot of people are like that, too. They see
nothing wrong in picking delectable scraps
from the tax nets of the U. S. Government's
"shrimp fleet." But what will happen when the
government runs out of goods? What about
our children of generations to come?
Let 's not be gullible gulls. We Americans
must preserve our talents of self-sufficiency,
our genius for creating things for ourselves,
our sense of thrift and our true love of
independence.
The Friendly
Puget Sound National Bank
OF TACOMA
MAIN OFFICE LINCOLN BRANCH
MEMBERS: FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE
CORPORATION •FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
Smart apparel
for
all occasions
917 Broadway
T A C O M A
Coffee Gu/x
925 PACIFIC AVE.
AbcJtier& Gaj^e
801 PACIFIC AVE.
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We are proud of our grads
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Congratulations
Seniors
COLLEGE
BOOK
STORE
MRS. SCHIFFBAUER , Manager
Best Wishes
For the Future
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West Coast
Grocery Co.
Buck & Sons
TRACTORS & IMPLEMENTS
Parker J. Buck, President
I 14 Puyallup Ave. MA 4117
S T O L Z S T U D I O
•WEDDINGS
•PORTRAITS
•CHILDREN' S PICTURES
•COMMERCIAL
The Best for Less
5048 South Tacoma Way HI 8991
107
THE STATIONERS me.
COLLEGE SUPPLIES
ROYAL PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
926 Pacific Ave. MA 2153
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Hurley Engineering Co.
OF TACOMA
E. F. Winskill , President
PROMPT, CHEERFUL SERVICE
ENJOY LIFE-
Eat out more often
yl*te/(icAsA //omr/iL/rr
QOOD FOOD
fymut.KT /h-ociAno" -^’S CAFE
N 0. F I R 5 T K T A C O M A A V E .
RAY OIL BURNERS
•INDUSTRIAL
•COMMERCIAL
•DOMESTIC
Air Conditioning Furnaces
Complete Engineering Service
Day and Night Phone BR. 9389
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Jurkovich, Charles 74
K
Keliher, James 167
Keller, Dave „ 38, 167
Kelly, Paul 35, 124, 125
Kensler, Marilyn 13
Kensler, Nadine 74, 79, 167
BEflNGTOn
XXX Barrel
Famous for that
TRIPLE XXX ROOT BEER
FISH FRIES
CHAMPION HAMBURGER
CHICKEN IN THE RUFF
Orders to Go a Specialty
CURB SERVICE
Nlavcoe & Sons Candies
41 10 SOUTH M GA 5172
CANDYLAND
252 So. Ilth MA 2652
"BETTER MADE CANDIES"
FOR THAT
SPECIAL OCCASION
NASH SPECIALISTS
•GENERAL REPAIRING
• MOTOR TUNE-UP
• BRAKE SERVICE
•LUBRICATION
BALL "SPEEDS"
AUTO SERVICE
Tacoma-Seattle Highway BR 1477 I 16 North Tacoma
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.Johnson-Cox Co.
Printers
Bookbinders
Lithographers
724 - 726
Pacific Ave.
Tacoma
DILL HOWELL
SPORTING GOODS
929 Commerce Street
Tacoma, Wn. — MAin 5665
tfilelil Endurance
LOCK C. RIEHL
407 Puget Sound Bank Bldg. MAin 3131
R I E H L Insurance Is R E A L Insurance
AUTO SKI (ACCIDENT) PROPERTY
FOR
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE
Open 24 Hours
Big 6 Service
Stove & Diesel Oil Delivery
Bardahl Lubrication
3826 SIXTH AVE.
PR 3541
"ONE-STOP AUTO SERVICE"
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Mobilheat “ Everything for the
Home Builder”
OIL SALES & Smittub
SERVICE, Inc. 6th Avenue Paint & Hdw.
2503-6th Ave. Phone MA 7441
Across from Sunset Theatre
STOVE . . . DIESEL
HEAVY FUEL OILS
SK 1351 3823-6th Ave.
Road Oiling — Free Estimates F L O W E R S H O P
Flowers for All Occasions
7 2 4 Commerce St. MA 6137 WEDDINGS OUR SPECIALTY
Busch’s Drive-In
THE FAVORITE MEETING PLACE
OF ALL STUDENTS
3505 South Tacoma Way
Open Until 3 A. M. Weekdays
5 A. M.Sundays
Thick Malts Deluxe Hamburgers
Quick Service
CONNOR S ELECTRIC
Since 1916
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
MOTOR REPAIR
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Wiring and Lighting Supplies
947 Tacoma Ave. MA 1040
TU\a^onS
Stowell’i
Prescription Pharmacy
FREE DELIVERY
Five Regular Druggists to Serve You
742 Market St. BR 2201
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A DELIGHTFUL PLACE TO EAT
OVERLOOKING COMMENCEMENT BAY
Phone MAin 3330
Sea Grill 8C Steak House
5th and BROADWAY
^ T I C K E T S — N O T I C E S — H A N D B O O K S<
It’s Magic ! ! ! ...
2” . . . We're told, the way we handle printing
needs for every type of campus group, ^quite professionally, but at a low, low, LOW
cost.
0!
"
w
1 CO
Check your printing needs with us. Even if we don't do it c£
^ we can be helpful in suggesting the best way to have it doneC . P . S . P R I N T S H O P SCD o_o
CtL
Q_ NEWSLETTERS — P O S T C A R D S — ADDRESSING
Tacoma’s Only
Savings Bank
offers you
The Best Bank Savings Plan in Town
1 . Consistently good earnings
2. Federal Deposit Insurance
3. Interest from DAY of deposit
4. Your money when you want it
5. Bank-by-Mail service
U N I T E D M U T U A L
S A V I N G S B A N K
ELEVENTH and PACIFIC
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Key, David 167
Kidder, Barbara 26
Kilgore, Carol 167
Kinch, John I I I , 112
King, Shanno 127
King, Veona 127
Kinzel, Cathy 26, 74
Kirishian, Shenora 26
Klippert, Herb — 43
Kloepper, Gloria 29
Knoebel, Neon 32
Kohout, Vern 37
Kotchkoe, Jack 38
Krillich, Mary 86, 167
Kylonen, Lois 32, 146
Lamp, Fredda 94
Landon, Dick 43
Lane, Lois 32
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Lemley, Patti 26
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LeVeille, Gloria 26
Lichtenwalter, Beverly 29
Lien, Dale 35, 168
Light, Ken 44, 46, 168
Lile, Thelma 33
Linche, John 38
Lind, Donald 138
Lindelien, Lyle 144
Lindstrom, Nanette 26, 97, 145
Lochow, Donald 43, 168
Long, Carole 33
Long, Dwight 43
Longmire, Bill 124
Lottsfeldt, Ted 37
Lovejoy, Delores 29
Lowery, Muriel 168
Lowry, Joanne 14, 26, 147
Lowry, Van 168
Luhm, Audrey 22
Lund, Edward 38
Lutz, Margie 26, 77, 124
Lyman, Richard 40
Lynn, Richard , 74
M
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Macdonald, Sterling 168
Mackenzie, Robert 38
McArthur, Douglas 69, 78, 79
McArthur, Evileen 33
McArthur, Scott 44
McCabe, Robert 35
McClary, Jack 18, 23, 43
McCormack, Diane 7, 29
McCorry, John 37, 168
McDaniel, Kathrine 30
McDonald, Mead 40
McDuffee, Donald 168
McGalliard, Janet 94
McGee, Donald 35
McGanney, Frank 168
McKay, Herbert 35
McKee, Donna — . 33, 75, 85
McLaughlin, Winfred 168
McLean, Sally 29
McLean, Terry 113
McNeill, Claire 30, 132, 146
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Maberry, William 108 , 109
Mackey, Ralph 40, 98
Madden, Richard _ . 79, 1 16
Mailey, Patrick _ . . 168
Main, Robert ... 126
Maitland, Donald . 108
Mandell, Nancy 94
Mann, Marilyn 33
Marsh, Gertrude _ 29
Marshall, Joanne 30
Martin, Clarence _ . 168
Martin, Thomas _ 40
Marr , William _ 44
Mason, William 40
May, Gloria . . _ 33
May, Raymond . 40
Mazzei, Sandy ..... . _ _ _ 94
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Michlidge, Michael 40
Mika, Hazel _ _ I4, 33, 124, 132
Milbrad, Stuart ... 43 , 46
Millard, Walter .
Miller, Irwin ..
Miller, Neal
. 37, 1 11
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35, 1 16, 123 , 124, 132
74
Milton, Richard 44, 169
Moberg, Eleanore .. 10, 14, 132
Mobley, Melvin 39, 73 , 169
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Moore, Mary _. 22, 29, 85, 124
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Mozel, Donald -35, 140, 169
Muir, Beverly — - _ _ 26
Muir, Douglas _ . _ - 39
Mulligan, Pat _ _ _ - - — - 30
Murdock, Don 43 , 59
Murphy, Charlotte _ _ 74
Murphy, Mickey _ . . _. - - 37, 72
Murphy, Rosemarie 124
Myers, Florence _ _ . _ 169
Myles, Joyce -29, 124
N
Names, Sydney 40
Neeley, Rae Jeanne 26, 46
Neff, JoAnne 18, 33, 72
Nelson, Barney . ._ 74
Nelson, Charlotte 33, 124
Ness, Dorothy 29, 124, 126
Nelson, Gloria . 33 , 86, 169, 147
Newgard, Ronald .. _ 112
Newhart, Jack 59
Nichols, Betty . _ _ 94
Nicholson, Angeline . - _ 94
Nicholson, Ruth _ _ _ _ _ 29
Nickolas, Nick . 18, 35, 65, 151, 169
Noble, Willis 39, 169
Norman, Willard - . . _ I24
Norton, Florence 37
Norman, Bonnie . . 169
Notiey, Ed . 37, 1 1 , 169, 59
O
Oaks, Joan . .. .27, 47, 85 , 146
O'Brien, McKim — _ - -47
O'Connor, Ed _ 15, 43
Ogden, Annette .. . . _ 27, 65, 169, 147
Olsen, Arthur 44, 75, 169
Olsen, Herman 39
Olsen, Joanne _ _. . 30
Opgenorth, Richard 169
Olson, Ralph ~ _ . 43, 46
Osborne, Ed _ . _ 140
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2l/2% Dividends
Per
Annum
Current Rates
AMERICAN
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
HOME LOANS
INSURED SAVINGS
to $ 10,000
1115 A St. TACOMA
WOODWORTH and CO., Inc.
" General Contractors
^ Asphalt and Concrete Paving
1200 East D MA 3127
CONGRATULATIONS and BEST WISHES
from
Hamrick's Tacoma Theatres
MUSIC BOX ROXY RIALTO
BLUE MOUSE TEMPLE
Tacoma’s Favorite MovieTheatres
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CPS BRIDES PREFER
HARTA STUDIO
FUTURE BRIDES: Have you seen our wedding books yet? Just call MA 6797 and we
will come out to show them to you — no oblgiation.
SPECIAL OFFER TO CPS BRIDES
Your Engagement Picture Taken Without Extra Charge with Your Wedding Pictures
We Also Have . . .
194
Thank You Notes with Your Picture
Guest Sheets
•f a Wedding Books from $25.00 up
J. Smith%i'. -&UPCRVISOR
ASSfr-MANA6LR
MANACiCR
VtCC PRKIPJINT
PRESIDENT
&
'
G4t
wmmmm
-'ISN'T SMITH THE FELLOW WHO GETS HIS SUITS -JSANITONE DRY CLEANED?"
Good grooming won 't guarantee success! But successful men
are well groomed! They know about Sanitone, the amazingly
different kind of dry cleaning that gets out more dirt! Ugly
spots vanish! The better press stays in
longer! Try Sanitone dry cleaning today.
City-Wide Delivery Service
r W
/ /
}
Pacific at I Oth 1003 Pacific Ave.
“ Everything Photographic”
BUY . . .
•CARPETS•DRAPERIES•LINOLEUM•ASPHALT TILE
•PAINT & WALLPAPER
•WINDOW SHADES
•APPLIANCES
At Your Home Furnishing Store
SELDEN’S
FIRST IN FLOOR COVERINGS
1141 Broadway Phone BR 5131
M‘arrows Jjowl4408 6th Ave.
and
^ixth^/ f-venue J^anes2052 Sixth Avenue
BOWL AND BE HAPPY
Cappy and Ed Chilla
MA 5272
T R A V E L T R A I L W A Y S
Nation-wide Service
LAHEY and NOVAK
801 Pacific BR 1101
iiiiiiiiiiiiiigiiiiiiiiHiiii
nffri
U n i s u t o*1
GAY '90s SMORGASBORD
OF AMERICAN FOOD
Catering to Student Parties
Prices: "The next thing to a free lunch”
5238 So. Tacoma Way HA 1533
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Graduation Watch Headquarters for . . .
•ELGIN •HAMILTON •BULOVA
•GRUEN •WYLER
&
7T
S
%
»7150 m »6750
B U R N E T T B R O S .
ESTABLISHED 1898
924 Broadway
/ lima Aybel
WOMEN’S WEAR
Tacoma's Most Beautiful Store
746 BROADWAY
-FURS-
S T O R E D
CLEANED . . . REPAIRED .. . ALTERED
Insured Against Fire,
Theft, Moth Damage
SUPREME
FUR STORAGE
just call BR 2434
DIVISION and TACOMA AVE.
Ostrom, Christina 18, 19, 30, 47, 151, 170
Ostegard, Betty — 94, 169
Ott, Albert 43
Ownby, Clarice 30
P
Palmer, Alice 18, 33.84, 85, 86, 170
Palo, Elsie 86, 132, 170
Panman, David 126, 170
Parrett, Patricia 14, 20, 27, 85
Pasnick , Lila 95
Patterson, Lester 86
Pearson, George 35
Pearson, Marjorie 124, 126
Pearson, Helen 87
Pence, Wilma 29
Pepos, Gerald 41
Percy, Loyd 170
Perry, Gerald 1 20
Perry, Ruth I 70
Peterson, Gayle > 27, 77, 146
Peterson, James 15
Peterson, Janis 33, 13 1
Petrich, Carol 33
Peyron, Richard 170
Phelps, Rosalind 78, 79
Plaskett, Mary 10, 29
Platt, Dale 25, 37, 137
Poage, Donald 95, 170
Poage, Ronald 95
Ponko, Alice 22
Pospisil, Erwin 35
Powell, Dorothy 29, 120
Prescott, Harold 41, 170
Price, Raymond 44
Price, Richard 37, 170
Prince Edward 95
Prince, Jack 95
Puddicombe, Elaine 13, 27, 87
Purvis, James 170
R
Racek, Richard 43
Radich, Ken 39, 145
Raphael, Jack 7, 86
Rasmussen, Don 37, 139
Raver, Leonard - 18, 123, 126, 170
Raybell, Glenna . - _ 94
Read, Weldin . - .. 35, 170
Reed, Elizabeth 33 , 77, 85, 98, 146
Rehn, Joan - _ _ _ 124
Reimer, Cecil . _ . 43 , 170
Reimer, Lois 13
Reisinger, Claire .- - - - 31
Reitan, Roald _ 69, 124
Resser, Dona . . _ _ 29
Reta1lick, Arthur .- - 59
Rhea, Lester . _ 34
Rice, Christian _ 170
Rice, George . - - _ 170
Rice, Jackie _ _ 145
Richey, William - . -37, 46, 108, 171
Rieflin, Bob - .. . _ 37
Riehl, Nancy 33, 47, 69, 85, 86, 116, 124,
126, 170
Rindal, Ethelann _ 27, 74
Ringstad, Roger _ - _ I 08, 171
Riviere, Jeanne 94, 147
Robbins, Shelia - 22
Roberts, Anita _ . 29, 124
Robertson, William 41, 171
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Research Helps
Grow Trees ...
Research helps make our
forest lands more productive.
Here, research foresters
bore a core of wood from
a Douglas fir. This core will
be used to study the tree's
growth rate. Weyerhaeuser Timber Company maintains a staff of such researchforesters, and these men spend all of their time seeking improved methods of growingand harvesting trees. Success in this work can be far reaching. It can help stabilizethe economy of the Pacific Northwest, assure jobs for the generations to come,and provide a stable source of tax income to support our schools and government.
V* r*WEYERHAEUSER TIMBER COMPANY !(W|
WORKING IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST TO BUILD A PERMANENT FOREST INDUSTRY
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MOUNTAIN VIEW
FUNERAL HOME
Located in Mountain View Memorial Park, the only
burial institution in the Pacific Northwest offering
"Everything in one place."
STEILACOOM BLVD. LA 2195
CHARLESON’S
FOUNTAIN
and
GROCERY
915 No. Lawrence PR 9415
Make Washington Your
Headquarters for All Your
Cleaning and Laundry Needs!
— BR 4116 —
The process that revitalizes and conditions your gar¬
ments and restores natural life-giving oils to your
clothes.
W*r L A U N D R Y # S E R V I C E
1418-6th Ave. (at Cushman) E. A. Lane, Owner
Rodgers, Larry 171
Roe, Charles _ _ _ _ 37, 98
Rogers, Donald _ _ _ 39
Roley, Leslie 45
Rolstad, Lauren . _ 95
Ross, Alfred 39
Ross, Dorothy _ _ _ 78 , 79, 98
Ross, Burt . _ 35, 82
Roth, Walter _ _ 95
Rothnie, James .. 108
Rowe, Marie _ _ 127
Rudsit, Bob .. _ _ 90
Rush, Ray _ _ _ _ _ 45
Rusk, Betty _ 31 , 47, 86, 149, 171
Rutledge, Tom . „ 15, 24
Ryan, Jim _ 126
Ryan, Joanne . 29, 132
Ryan, John .. _ _ _ 39
Ryan, Robert _ 171
Ryan, William 43
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Sachs, Harlan _21
Sage, Kenneth
Sagen, Norman
Sandquist, Virginia .
Sarantinos, Angelos
Sargent, Reed
Sater, Robert
Scamter, Ron
Schalin, Earl
Schartow, John
Scheele, Kenneth _
Scheyer, Gwen
Schore, Laurine
Scraggs, Marian —
Schrum, William
Schuler, Elaine
Schuler, Lavonne _
Schulz, Blaine
Schut, Dorothy
Schutzman, Jack _ _
Schweinler, David _
Schweizer, Fred
Scraggin, Gordon _
Seal, Leslie
Seick, Glen
Selander, Marilyn _
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94
27, 77, 94
171
171
108
41
21, 39
39, 126, 171
. . 35
33 , 77, 85
33, 68 , 124
95
95
29
.27, 87, 123, 124, 171
35, 171
29 , 78, 171
41
37, 139
171
171
171
171
25
Selden, Stanley 15, 41
Selles, Russell 74, 172
Semmern, Donald . _ _ 37, 139, 172
Sethe, Harland . 41, 82, 94
Sharman, Richard . .. . 35
Sharp, John . _ _ 124, 172
Shugard, Jeanne . 27, 86, 91 , 172
Shuh, Clarence . . 37, 171
Siegler, Louis 41
Silver, Dexter - 145, 172
Simmons, Janes 27, 47, 146
Sinkovich, John _ 35
Sinkovich, Beverly - - -31 , 95, 147, 172
Skinner, Shirley _ 27
Skupen, Ann _ . — - _ _ 94
Slaughter, Al _ _ 41 , 172
Smith, Ervin - .. -45, 46, 82
Smith, Joann 126
Smith, John 45, 145
Smith, Julia 22, 31, 126
Smith, Mary 127
Smith, Wynn 41
Snyder, Joseph _ - 39, 95, 172
Snyder, Julia _ _ - _ 18, 23, 31
Soder, Doris -27, 87
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DELICIOUS
Tftedteweet
DAIRY PRODUCTS
fa GRADE A Pasteurized, homogenized KREAMILK
fa GRADE A pasteurized MILK
fa GRADE A pasteurized, fresh-churned BUTTERMILK
MEDOSWEET KRIMKO (Chocolate Milk)
fa HALF and HALF (For cereals and desserts)
fa GRADE A pasteurized CREAM and
WHIPPING CREAM
MEDOSWEET CREAM COTTAGE CHEESE
MEDOSWEET DELUXE ICE CREAM
TACOMA’S FIRST CHOICE
jiiedo^weet *bairie&y 3nc. 2431 Pacific Avenue BRoadway 1171
Sowa, Donald ... 172
Spalding, Ray 41 , 59, 172
Spanich, Leonard _ _ 41, 1 1 1 , 1 12, 172
Springer, Frank 45
Stahle, Howard 39, 113
Standtield, Tom 74
Starkey, Genevieve 14, 126
Stave, Marlys _ 36, 74
Stavig, William . 43
Steeper, Herb _ _ 41
Steinauer, Gene _ . _ 41 , 72
Stenger, John 35, 46, 172
Stensen, Joan .14, 27, 124, 126, 147
Stell, Harvey . 35
Stewart, Patricia _ _ 94
Stidwell, William 39
Stobbs, Jean 22
Stocklin, William . ... ... 172
Sund, Bob 37
Sule, Corrine . _ 33
Swanson, Marian . .. .. 14, 29, 97, 131
Swanson, Sue .29
Swayze, Tom 37, 69 , 98
Swenson, Carol 13 , 124
Swenson, Janet 27, 124
T
Taggart, Gordon 172
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Tanner, Donald 39, 172
Tate, Terry 43
Termin, Beverly 29
Terry, R. I 94, 172
Thompson, Anne 14, 31, 74
Thompson, Nancy 33, 87
Thurber, Jackie 27, 85, 86
Tillman, Gustav I 72
Tischauser, Ernie 39
Tischauser, Verona 31, 75
Tolies, Ross 39
Torgenson, Jon 41
Toustad, Wally 45
Tosto, Joe 39
Traill, Fred 15, 35
Trefren, Bonnie 13 , 86, 124
Trimble, Margaret - 173
Tucker, John _ . _ 21, 145
Tudor, William . . 15, 35, 78 , 79
Tuel, Gerry . .. — 86, 173
Turcotte, Ray .. , -35, 123 , 124, 125
Tuttle, Ronald 41, I I I , 112, 173
Tvedt, Alice .. . 173
Underwood, Lynn 173
U
Udder. Fred 35
V
Van Gasken, Mark 124, 173
Van Horn, Donald 173
Van Slyke, Robert 45
Van Well, Marjorie 31
Vaughan, Ted 15, 18, 43, 72
Viafore, Art 59, 138
Victor, George 173
Voegelein, Esther 20, 146, 147
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wWagner, Marilyn 33 , 94
Walters, Gene . _ 15, 39
Walters, John H. 126
Wahlquist, Virginia . _ 7, 20, 29, 48, 97
Walberg, Ray _ _ _35, 173
Wales, David 59 , 172
Wallen, Ruth 29, 94
Walker, Dick 39
Wallin, Marsha 22
Ward, Margaret 14, 29
Warner, Beverly _ _ _ 33 , 78
Washburn, Mitchell 173
Wasmund, Lois 18, 29, 78, 79
Webster, Harold 35
Wedeberg, Lois _ _ _ 31, 96
Wegner, Duane _ _ 15, 35, 74, 116
Wegner, Martha 7, 33 , 48, 98 , 132
Wehmhoff, Ralph 18 41.65, 68, 151
West, Suzanne 124
Westland, Eugene - 15
Westlin, Dwane
Westmoreland , Roberta
Whisner, Dave
Whitcomb, Paul
White, Kermit
White, Lewis
Whiteside, Donna ..
Whitson, Arthur
Wilfley, Joyce
95, 108
. _ 29, 126, 173
126
_ _ 37, 1 1 1 , 173, 59
35
41, 1 1 1
31
35
_ 14, 33
173
21 , 39
Williams, Eunice .. 27 , 82, 132, 173
_ _ _ 174
Williams, Janet 29, 174
Williamson, Charles _ _ _ 174
Willoughby, Lorraine _ 13 , 31
Wilson, Duane 37
Wilson, Don 45
Wilson, Joanne 33
Wilson, Juanita 22, 174
Wilson, Robert ... _ _ 39, 126
Wilson, Wyleen 29, 81
Winn, James 23 , 41, 112
Wolf , Jane 27, 98
Wolf, Robert 1 16, 124
Wolfe, Dixie 29
Wolland, Ruth 29, 174
Wolvers, Donald 15, 82, 126
Wood, JoAnne 14, 33, 143
Wooley, Richard 113
Woolfolk, Shirley 33
Wright, June 19, 127, 147
Withers, Geneva 86, 174
Y
Young, Edward 174
Z
Zediker, Claudia 87, 174
Zirkle, Sanford 74
Zylstra, Jim 95
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HIDDEN VALLEY STUDIO
WINSTON FRENCH COY
INTERIOR DESIGN
COLOR CONSULTANTS DRAPERIES
SLIP COVERS UPHOLSTERY
CUSTOM FURNITURE WALLPAPER
RUGS
1606 No. Orchard St. SK 1321
38th ST. GOLF AND
DRIVING RANGE
Golf Equipment...Golf Instruction
“ The Swing’s the Thing”
3001 So.38th St.— HA 2772
tm
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St. Paul 8C Tacoma Lumber
Company
"More to Offer the Prospective Buyer"
Retail Yard
733 East I Ith St. MAin 6181
Index of Student Organizations
Adelphian Choir 124
Alpha Beta Upsilon 26-27
Alpha Psi Chi 96
American Chem Society 96
Anderson Hall 20
Associated Women Students 147- 148
Axemen - . 64
Central Board - . 18
Chapel Committee 19
Chinook 81-82
Choral Readers 87
Cottage 22
Delta Alpha Gamma 28-29
Delta Kappa Phi _ _ 34-35
Dramatics . 85-87- 142
Finance Committee - 18
Forensics 144- 145
Geological Society . 74
German Club _ 94
Home Economics - - . 146
Independents . 75
Intercollegiate Knights 15
Inter-fraternity Council _ _ 46
Internationa] Relations Club 24
Inter-sorority Council 47
Kappa Phi 127
Kappa Sigma 36-37
Kittredge Hall 22
Lambda Sigma Chi 30-31
Music 122-125
Mu Sigma Delta 86
Occupational Therapy Club 94
Otlah 86
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia 126
Phi Sigma 95
Pi Beta Phi 32-33
Pi Kappa Delta 145
Pi Tau Omega 38-39
Pre-Med Club 95
Rally Committee 98
Sigma Alpha lota 126
Sigma Chi 40-41
Sigma Nu 42-43
Spanish Club 74
Spurs 14
Student Affairs Committee 19
Student Christian Council 127
Symphony 122
Tamanawas 78
Theta Chi 44-45
Todd Hall 21
Trail 79
Women's Athletic Association 48-97- 132
Workshop Band 125
Yell Team _ 98
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WEST COMPANY
COAST
ENGRAVERS
*
* 921 MARKET ST. MAin 7166 TACOMA, WASH.A METAL ART: for Industrial Name PHOTO¬ENGRAVINGand ADVERTISING ART k
\
Plates, Award Plaques, a
Metal Diplomas, Desk for Folders, Blotters, Cards,
and Door Name Brochures, Letterheads, Labels,
Plates, Metal Packages, Displays, Cata-
Specialties \ . _ ' .
i
^ logs, Sales andInstruction
Manuals
r
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MRS. MELBA ROLLEFSON
Director of Commons
STUDENT UNION
BUILDING
FOOD SERVICE
Try our OWN Home Baking
Goods with Your Coffee . . .
CAKES— PIES— COOKIES
Index to Advertisers
Alma Ayres _ 196
American Savings & Loan Assn._ l 93
Archie’s Terminal Cafe 186
B & M Distributors 185
Ball Auto Service 189
Bevington’s XXX 189
Big Six Service 190
Brown and Haley 180
Bookstore, CPS 187
Buck and Sons _ 187
Buckley-King Funeral Service 183
Burnett Brothers Jewelry 196
Busch's Drive-In 191
Cafeteria, CPS 204
Camera Shop 195
Charleson's Fountain 199
Conner's Electric 191
CPS Print Shop 192
Crawford's 192
Dill Howell Sports 190
Farley's 183
Graham Blue Print 185
Gunderson's 182
Hamrick Theatres 193
Harta Studio 194
Helen Davis 186
Hidden Valley Studio. 202
Hopper-Kelly Company 184
Hurley Engineering 188
Johnson-Cox Printers ._ 190
Jordan's Bread 183
Knapps College 184
LaPore's College Food Store 182
Lowman and Hanford 179
Lou Johnson 184
Mahnkey and Company 180
Marcoe & Sons Candy 189
Medosweet Dairy 200
Mercury Press I 84
Moeller's Flowers 191
Mountain View Funeral Home 199
Nalley's 186
New Era Cleaners.. 195
Oil Sales & Service. 191
Puget Sound National Bank 186
Riehl Insurance . 190
Scotty 's Cafe .. . 188
Selden's 195
Sixth Ave. Bowling Lanes 195
Smith's Hardware 191
St. Paul & Tacoma Lumber 202
Stationers 188
Steve's 195
Stolz Studio 187
Stowell's 191
Supreme Cleaners 196
Tacoma City Light 185
Tacoma Engraving 203
Tacoma Savings & Loan 181
38th Street Driving Range 202
Trailways Bus 195
United Mutual Savings 192
Wahlgren’s Florist 181
Washington Hardware 181
Washington Cleaners 199
Washington Gas & Electric 181
West Coast Products 187
Weyerhaeuser 198
Woodworth & Company 193
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